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^BBOTT    LYNN    CARL
ROUTE    3
CLAFtlON    (A    SO525
BS-|962
AB8S    ARTl+l'R    'ILLIAM
25O4    DREXEL    ST
VIENNA    VA    2218O
BS-1965
STATE    PROGRAMER
OFFICE    I)F    SuRFACE    MINNING
ABELL    MARGARET    S
PO   BOX    |046
CORVALLIS    OR   9733O
BS-I 93O
RETIRED
ABRAHAMSON    Sr'ARC'N    RENE
22'l    HC'LYOKE    DR
X    TED    SANTURE
BOULDEF`    CO    8O3O3
BS-1979
ACKERMAh'r`I    DONALD    E
PO   BOX    |8|
TENSLEEP    'Y   B244.2
BS-1975
FIFtE    G,UARD
US    FOF`EST    SVC
ADAMS    DENN[S    DALE
R    R
'EBB    IA   51366
BS-1963
ADAMS     DENNIS    MEL
l748   PROSPECT
LINCOLN    NE    685O2
BS-1968
DISTRICT    FOREST
l'NIV    C'F    NEBRASKA
ADAMS    EuGENE    BIJRDETTE
R    i(    *2
BLUE    GRASS    IA    52726
BS-|95O
CRAMMER     MF-G
AD^MS    JAMES    ALLEN
3'Ol     JORDAN    LN
REDOING    CA    96OOI
BS-|966
AEGERTE'R    JC*t^l   CtlA=LEs
l57    SOUTH   K
LAKEVIEW     Opt    9763O
BS-|961
DIST    RANGER
FREMONT    NATL    FOREST
AHLRICHS    CllARLES    ROBERT
310   N'   9TH   ST
POCAt10NTAS    IA    SO574
BS-l976
ASST    FOREMAN
AllLRICHS    CABINET    SHOP
ALBERTS    ED'ARD    EUGENE
3OO5    LYNNWOOD
COLUMBIA    MO    652OI
BS-I 969      MS-l97'5
SOIL    SCIENTIST
l'SDA-SCIENCE    ®    ED    ADMIN
ALBRECHT   DAVID    JOtlN
373   HILLSBORO   'AY
GOLETA    CA    93O17
BS-l957
FC}RESTER
U,S-FOREST    SERVICE
ALDEMAN    JAMES    BERNARD
23O4    NE    72    TERR
GLADSTONE    MO    64118
MS-I 97.8
AGFII     DIY    BuREAU    OF    CENSUS
ALDRICtl    HO*AFtD    'OOD
|32O    |JPTON
'ATERLOO     IA    5O7OI
BS-|948
PLATTS    NUFiS
ALLEN    ED'ARD    EFiNEST
STAR    ROUTE    BOX    93
WAuCONDA    WA    9B859
BS-196|
l/S    FOREST    SERVICE
ALLEN    JOHN    CHARLES
57   DO6|00D   FiD




ALLEN   LOUIS    ANDERSC'N
Sol     S    WOODLAND    DR




ALLEN    MEF!EDITH    R
4OI    OCCIDENTAL    BLVD
Dl'LuTH   MN    S58O4
BS-|949
NN    TBR    PFtOD    ASSOC
ALLEN   ROBERT   lax
RT    *5   BOX    61
SEt`ECA   SC    29678
BS-|947       MS-1951
PROFESSOF`
CLEMSC)N    IJNIV
ALLEN    JFi    THEODORE    R
BOX    3O77
MILAN    NM    87'02L
BS-|95O
PRES--GEN-HGR-
MT.TAYLOF!    M'LLWORK     INC-
ALLISC'N    Ill    BYRON    LEE
RD   fl    BOX    265C
CLINTOr`l    P^    15O26
EIS-L96S
ASST    D]FtECTOR
KOPPERS    CO    INC
ALLMAN    FF`ED    DEAN
8O8    BIRCH
ATLANTIC     IA    5OO22
BS-1954
ALLSOP    STEPHEN    W
7936    LAD    PARKWAY
BF{00l<LYN    PARK    MN    5S443
BS-1977
'ND    ENGR
HOERNER    'ALDORF    *06    MN
A|LYN    ALLAN    DuNCAN
4l    FLORENCE    DR
i-T    MADISON     IA    52627
BS-I 94'6
PACK^GIN6    CC'RP    AMERICA
Al.MDAl.E    F!C)Y     'ILLIAM
39OO    SAMARIA    CT
TIJCKER    CA    3OOB4
BS-1941
AMENDT    MARVIN    LEWIS
BOX    265
SPIRIT    LAKE     IA    5L36O
BS-l95|
FARMER
SELF    EMPLOYED
ANDEF!S    VEFiLYN    KEITH
723   I    9TH   ST
CEDAR    FALLS    IA    5O613
BS-|96B
FIELD    F`EP
CIRAS-lSU
ANDERSEN    HELMER
Far    6    BOX    2|5
CHIPPEWA    FALLS    Wl    54729
BS-|932
l'SDA    SCS
ANDERSON    ARDEN    EDWARD
HIWASSEE    LAND    CO
KINGSTDN    TN    37415
BS-|950
ASST    DIST    FC'R
HI'ASSEE    LAh'D    COMPANY
ANDEFZSON    CLARENCE    ELLIS
MS-|933
ANDERSC'N    DAVID    PETER
367O    CEDAR
BAKER    OR    97814,
BS-|959
SuPERVISOFtY   FC'R
USDA    FC)REST    SERVICE
ANDERSON    DONALD    ELMER
SOL     JAMES     WAY
'YCr`OFF   NJ    O748l
BS-|9S9
ANDERSC)N    GEORGE    ED'ARD
2O2    MT    PLEASANT    RD
BEDFORD    IN    47421
BS-|96O
FORESTER
USDA    FOREST    SERV
ANDEF!SON    CORDON    t<
214O    TULIP    LANE
LIBEFiAL    KS    679OI
EIS-|95O
NORTllERN    NATl'RAL    GAS    CO
ANDERSON    KARL    M
BS-i 94.2
BROOKS-'ILLIAM
ANDERSON    PHILLIP    CILAN
35B    ADAMS
MONTE    VISTA    CO    8ll44
BS-196O
FC'FiEST    SILVICUL
US    FC'REST    SEF2VICE    RID    GRA
^NDERSON    RAYMOND    EVANS
IO    DAMON     ST
NOFtTH    READING    NA    Ol864
BS-I 949
TEACHER
TO'N    OF    READING
ANDERSON    RICHARD    ALBERT
28O?   I   HENLEY   DR
CC'LuMBIA    MO    6S2OI
BS-I 959
ANDERSON    RICHARD    JAMES
BS-I 954
ANDERSON    STEVEN    C
USES
TOFTE    MN    5561S
BS-i 967.
FORESTER
uS   DEPT.OF    AGRICl'LTuFtE
ANDREAS   LEE    CLENN
RRA'l    76OO    H'Y    D    EAST
LAKE    TOMAHA'l<   'l    54539
BS-I 956      MS-I 96O
FIELD   TECH.
WIS-VALLEY    IMPROVEMENT    CO
ANDRE'S    CHAF!LES    WILLIAM
2SC,l5    TUNGSTEN    RD
CLEVELAND    OH    4.a.l32
BS-|950
ANGELL    BRIAN    ARTlluR
2533   CASCADE   'AY
LONGVIE'   'A   98632
BS-196S
AN'AR   AFFENDI   PEN
MS-|964
I,r`lIV    OF     INDCNESIA
APPENZELLER    ROBERT    STEVEN
1836    SHERIDAN    DR
LANCASTER    Ot1   4,3'3O
BS-|96|
SR    FIELD    REP
AM    F'LY'OOD
ARAYA    ZERAl
%KASSAYE    Tutu    BX    1632
FZAS    HC'TEL    SHARE     CO
ADDIS    ABABA    ETHC'PIA
MS-I 97O
Call-OF   AGRI.
ARENDTS    CHARLES    LOF!EN
BOX    73
INTHROP   'A   98e62
BS-I 95e
uS    FC'REST    SERV
AR6ANBRIGHT    DC)NALD    GENE
IO79    EUCLID
BERt(ELEY    CA    9a.7O9
BS-l962      MS-I 964
UNIV    OF    CALIF/BERKELEY
ARLEN    'ILLIAM   HENF'Y
52    'NI)EPENDENCE    BLVD
ASllEVILLE    NC   288O5
BS-1948
FORESTER
U-S-FC'REST    SERVICE
ARMSTFtC)N6    GEOFtGE    I
l532    ROCK    GLEN    AYE
6LENDALE    CA    912O5
BS-1928
RESC)URGE     ASST
uS   FOREST   SERV
ARNEY    RICllARD    JAY
L2L    'ESTWOOD   LN
RC)SEBuRG    OR    9747O
BS-1959
US    FC'REST    SERV
ARNOLD    'lLLIAM    DALE
BOX    249
CHILLICOTHE    MO    646OI
BS-|9S2
CHILL    LBR    CO
ARRASMITr'    PAUL    'ESLEY
ZOO    S    I    5TH    ST
PRINEVILLE    OR   97754
BS-1953
DIST    MCFt
Bun    OF    LAND    MANAGEMENT
ASH    DAVID    C
RT    8    322    SARATOGA    DR
CREER    SC    2965l
BS-1976
BUILDER    MAFiTS     AMERICA     INC
ATKINSON    DON    '
214,3    ST    CLAIR    ST
BELLINGllAM    WA    9B225
EX-|939
SALEM^N
GEC'RCIA    PACIFIC    CORD
AIJGSPURGER    CHARLES    EUCENE
43l     HENRY    C.LAY    BLVD
LEXINGTChl     KY   4,O5O2
BS-L94L
RETIRED
Al'SBORN   DARRELL    LEE
i.0   BOX    2S
HAY'ARD   'I    54843
BS-I 974
FORESTEF'
AMER    CAN    CO
AUSTIN    DON    a
l4l    I   FRANCIS
IRCIN'00D   MI    49938
BS-|94'|
ASSOC -PROFESSOF!
60GEBIC    COMll'.COLLEGE
AVERT    NED    ALVAH
323-2ND   I    PARr:,AY
SHERIDAN   'Y    828OI
BS-|92|
F'ET[RED
AXELTON    LARRY   EuCENE
x    D    '    SIMSEF`
7'OO8    ROSELAND    DR
l'RBAND^LE    IA   5O322
BS-I 956
LT   COL
uS    AIFi    FORCE
AXT    DONALD    ARTrlUR
BS-|95|
GATES    FIUBBER    CO
AVER    D^RRELL   PIKE
R    R    *l




BABEL    JOliN    STANLEY
l92l    LIPINE   AYE
NONTEREY    PARK    CA    91754
BS-|939
PASADENA   Call
BACHMAN    JAMES   HENRY
73O    'DLE'OC'D   ST
PRINEVI|LE   OR   97'754
BS-|962
CONSERVATIONIST
BUFtEAu    OF    LAND    NGMT
BAGLEY    HALTER    Tr,AINE
Fi    a    *3
LINCOLN    NE    685O5
MS-|94.a
ASSOC-PRC'F-
UNIVERSITY    OF    NEBRASKA
BAJUK    LAURENCE    ^NTC)N
6O5    LYON
Wr,EATON     IL    6OIB7
BS-|976
BAKER    CARROLL    JAMES
53O8    CLINTON   AYE
I,lNNEAPOLIS   MN   554.l9
BS-192O
RETIRED
BAKER    DEAN    PAUL
4O8    i    ROCHESTEFt
AKFiON    IN    469tO
BS-|959
VICE    PRESIDENT
PIKE    LuMBER    CO-
BAKER    NORVELL    DEAN
l2lO2    WESSEX
HOUSTON    TX    77O89
BS-197'O
PATENE    SCAFFOLDING
BAKEF`    RICHARD    CRAEt+ER
2O¢4    HuDSC)N
FtlCHLAND   -A    99352
BS-1938
SENIOR    ENGR
ATLANTIC    RICHF[ELD
BAKER    RONALD    M
5O4    ANN    ST
"ANNINC    IA    51455
BS-1969
F2ETA]L    GROCERY
BUSINESS    FOR    SELF
BALL    DONALD    RINEr,ART
ll    ESTRELLA   Aye
PIEDHONT    CA   94611
BS-i 928
RETIRED
BALL    6LENN
2B4-7    32ND    AYE
MERIDIAN    MS    393OI
BS-|936
BALLANTYNE    MARVIN    DEAN
l6O8l-6l-lO   RC'AD
MONTRDSE    CO    8L4OL
BS-|963
REAL    ESTATE    APP
SELF
BARBER    I,ALSTEAD    I,ILLl^M
¢OO8    ^SHBY    AVE
DES    MOINES     IA    SO3lO
BS-l965
CARPENTEF`     CONTR
SELF    EMPLOYED
BARBEFI    MAl'RICE    FREDRICK
310   '    ILLINOIS
BELLINGtlAM    WA    9S225
BS-|942
ASST    FOR    SuPVFi
uS   FOREST    SERV
BARDEN    ALVIN    L
R   R   *3   BOX   569
EAGLE    FtIVER    'l    54,52l
BS-l955
lNSTF`l'CTC)R
NICC'LET   Colt.EGE-TECH    lust
BARDEN    WILLIAM    L
736l    CASE    AYE
MENTOR    OH    4+O69
BS-|96O
BARKER    DONALD    MAX
JJ   RANCl'      BOX    383
AuCuSTA   MT   59+lO
BS-|96|
0'NEF}    OPERATC)F{
SELF    EMPLC'YED
BARKER    DONALD    V
l627   E   LA   'C'LL^
L^S    VEGAS    NV    O9LO9
BS-|95O
HC'NE    LuHBER   CO
BARKEFi    VtRCINIA    L
96O    SNYDER    HILL    RD
ITHACA   NY    l485O
BS-|9S6
BARNES    CHARLES    CL'FFORI)
RR   3
KNOXVILLE    IA   5Ol38
BS-I 95O
RETIRED
BARNES    CORDON    DAVID
8¢   SUNSET    BLVD
BRUNSVICK    6A    3152O
BS-|959
VICE    PRES
CC'NCRETE    PROD    INC
BARNETT    GuRDEN    MORRIS
PO   BOX   8
GuTHRIE    CENTER     IA    5Oll5
EX-|96O
GUTHF!IE    ST    BANK
BARNETT    JAMES   CARL
P    0    BC)X    |O74
MONROEVILLE    Al.    3646O
BS-|974
UNIT     MGR
SCOTT   PAPER   CO
BARRETT    III     JAMES
loll    SW   '^CC)   DFt
BEND    OF`    97'7al
BS-l94,5      MS-l947
US    FORESTRY   SERVIC.E
BARRINCTON     Jot+r`'    Cl,RTIS
474-4    CuRLETTO    DF!
CONCORD    CA    9452l
BS-1955
l'S    FOREST    SERVICE
BARRY    l'ICHAEL    JOSEPH
RT   |5   BOX    l33-lO
COLUMBUS    MS    397-OI
BS-1972
REGION    MANAGER
'EYERtlAUESER
CARTON    JAMES    HILDRETH
6OO4   LITTLE'00D    TERR
KNOXVILLE    TN   37-918
BS-L937
BET    FORESTER
SELF   EIPLOYED
BARTZ    JA"ES    MICllAEL
SOB    RESEDA    DR
COLUMBIAT    SC   292O4
BS-L97'2
MGR    TREAT    PLANT
COL    LuMBER
BASSETT    RICllAFtD    LEE
5425    LAS    TF!AMPAS   'AY
ALBUOl'EF{QuE    NM    8Tl2O
BS-|963
FORESTER
US    F-OREST    SERVICE
BATEMAN    BRYANT    AuF`EL[US
645    LEE'ARD   DRIVE
BATON    ROUGE    LA    7O8O8
MS-|934.
PFiOF
LA    STATE    UNIV
BATTELL    FREDERIC    C
2269    CARTER    AVENUE
a,T   PAl'L   MN    55lO8
BS-1934
WAS    LIBRARIAN
RET'F'ED
BATTELL    SAMUEL    M
BOX    7
LIBERTY   TX    77S7S
BS-|928
BAuER    THEOC)OFtE     JACOB
3O85   Floss    LANE
MEC'FORD   OR    975OI
BS-L95|
SALES    MGR-
MEDFORD    CORD,
BAu6l+MAN    ROBERT    WILLIA"
Soot    KELLOGG
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-l937      MS-I 939
Pl+D-1964     tlS-l959
lO'A   STATE   ur`llV
BAXEND^LE    HC)'ARD    i
2725    SOuTHVIEW    TERR
BIRMINGt'AM    AL    35216
BS-1939,
CHIEF    FC)RESTED
uS    STEEL    COF'P
BE^TTY    Ct+ARLES    T
P    C)    BCIX    374
KLICKITAT   'A   98628
BS-|971
SA'NILL   SuPERIN
ST    REGIS    PAPER    CC)
BE^V[N    MILTON    JOE
BS-|95|
eEBENSEE    BRuCE    MAX
32O3    lSTH    AYE
NEF`IDIAN    MS    393Ol
8ffE-N!:66'RN ING
BECKEt'EYER    llARRY    'Otlhl
lgoo5   FERN'^Y   ROAD
SH^lCER   HEIGHTS    OH   ®412O
BS-l929   PHO-L949
"CGE^N    C.HEM   CO
BECKER    BSCIIAEL   ^NTHONY
RR   ||
GAFtRISON    l^   52229
BS-L977
^SST   M^N^GER
VINCENT    N    BECKER
BEDFORD   DU^NE    ALAN
926   "   6TH   STREET
CH^F!lTOt`l     l^    5OO49
BS-197'a
D[ST.FORESTER
STATE   OF    lO'^
BECuELIN   tlO'^RD   RUSSELL
RT   *2    BOX    48O
gST^C^DA   OR   97O23
BS-|9®2
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
BE[L   CHESTER   N^RT[N
2227    RECLAMATION    AYE
l<LAM^Tr,   FALLS   OR    976OI
BS-\94\
uS,   FOREST    SERVICE
BELEHR^D   L^D^   'ILLIAM
6O8    D^VELLA    DR
DE   RIDDER    L^   7O634
BS-|9®2
SR    VICE    PRES
EST    BRCrTHERS
BELKNAP    DUANE    E
RT   2
VINTOr`    tA    52349
CT-|962
euCHANAN    COUNTY
BEND^    KENNETH    JOHN
less    Cm,NTRY   CLB   DR
GF`lNNELL    l^    5Oll2
BS-|94O
PRES [DENT
SELF    AND    BANK    O'NER
BENr`ETT    STEPl+EN    ED*^RD
R   a   'l    BOX    l42
"ADRID    IA    5Ol56
BS-|969
BENSON   ELLS'ORTH   H
3824   APPLE
LINCCLN   NE    685O3
BS-|93|
NEBRASKA    UNIV
BERG    NELVIN    DEAN
943O    BRADDOCK    RD
F^lRFAX    VA    22O3O
BS-I 962
BERGER    JOHN    MICHAEL
432l    N   E    COuCll
POFt1-LAND    OF`   97213
BS-|9S8
uS   FOREST    SERV
BERCHA~N   HAROLD    ART,+uR
RT*3   too   'INFIELD   RD
'^Lt)FtON   AR   72958
BS-|946
RETIRED
BERLYN    GRAEME    PIERCE
3O    NORRIS    ST
HAMDEN    CT    O6517
BS-1956   PHD-l96O
YALE   l"lV
BERN   |R   'lLLIAM   JOSEPr1
262®    S   P^XTON    ST
SIOUX   CITY    I^   5llO6
BS-L974.
PROD   NGR
CmlT^INER    CORD    CW=    AM
BERNATZ    'OEL   ROBERT
BOX    591
CHEL^N   W^    988L6
BS-I 962
FORESTER
US   FOREST    SERV
BERNIER   DAVID    STE'ART
313    ,    MADISOr`,
IRE"ONT    IL   6156O
BS-|972
CASS'00D    TREATING    IND
BERTELSDN    DANIEL    FREDERICK
3929   ,INDr'ER   CT
HARVEY    LA    7OOS8
BS-|967
FOF'ESTER
uS   FOf}EST    SERVICE
BERTLSHCFER    LOuIS   JC',ml
l4le   'INFIELD   DR
FT    COLLINS    CO   8O526
BS-|962
DIST    RANGER
uSD^   FOREST   SERVICE
BEUTER    'C)HN    HERMAN
2O3O    N'    RC'B]N   llC)OD    ST
CORVAL|'S    OR   97'33O
PtlD-|966
0R    STATE    UNIV
BEY    CALVIN    FREDEF!ICl<
S    FOREST    EXPT   STATION
U    S    FORE+ST    SERVICE
GULFPORT    MS    3950l
PllD-|968
PROJECT    LEADER
USDA   FOREST    SERVICE
BEYER    FFiANCIS    H
727    SO   Cr,ESTNuT
JEFFERSON    [A   5OL29
BS-|93B
DRAINAGE    ENCR
C'TTC'    a    CULVER    P    C
BEYER    6ARY    C)ALE
2O4    16Tt'    AYE
CHARLES    CITY    IA    5O616
BS-l975
DISTRICT    FOREST
IO'A    CONSERVATION    CC'MM
BINEGAR    a    DAVID
l827    STATE    ST
BETTENDORF    IA   52722
BS-|976
ATTORNEY
STAFNE   LE'IS   6    JASPER    Art
SINGER    C.C)LVIN    EDWARD
3575    E    MAIN    ST
t'lLLSBORO    OR   97123
BS-|959
CRO'N-ZELL
BIRD    CLINTON    CLYDE
2328   S'   MITCHELL   CT
TROuTDA|E    OFi    97-O6O
BS-|96|
uS    FOREST    SEF!V
BISHOP    ALBER1-    BAl'EF}
87   NEISll   ST
CAM^RILLO    CA    93OLO
BS-|936
uS    NAVY
BISHOP    CLINTON    GERARD
2O26    CC)OK     AYE
BILLINGS    MT    59lO2
BS-|94O
B'ORGE    W'LSON
48O    KINGSWOOD
EuGENE   DR    974O5
BS-|94O
AF}EA     MANAGER
uS,   BuREAu    OF    LAND    MGMT
B'ORNSON    HARC)LD    BLAINE
l45    'ALTER    WAYS    DR
PALO    ALTO    CA   94,3O3
BS-|939
MINISTER
FIRST   BAPTIST    CHURCH
BLAC.K    ROBEF`T    ELMER
6OI    KINSLEY    AYE
WINSLCl'    AZ    B6O47
BS-|949
'lNS    TOR    CO
BLACKMORE    'ILLIAM    'INKLER
65O    S    GARFIELD
MASON    CITY     IA    5O4,OI
BS-|942
PRES    MNGR
SELF    EMPLOYED
BLAISDELL    ALFRED    JUDSC'N
BOX    621
POuLSBO    WA    9837O
BS-|95O
US    FOREST    SERV
BLANSHAN    RICHARD    D
IO2    S   GRIMMELL    APT    l6
JEFFERSON    IA   5Ol29
BS-|9?a
BLASER    ROBERT    ALBERT
Sot   I    I+AVASuPAI    RD
FLAGSTAFF    AZ   S6OOI
BS-I-939
V.P-.F'ESOl'R.MGR
a-I-FC}REST    INDUSTRIES.INC
BLOMOl,IST    THueE    ,ARREN
7315    VOSS    F'K'Y
MIDDLETC)N    WI    53S62
BS-195O
BUDGET    ANALYST
IS    DEFT    OF    NATlraAL   RES
Bl.OTT    ,AMES    TunNEFt
RT    #7    BOX     l5O
CONROE    TX    773O4
BS-|963
AREA    FOFtESTER
TExAS    FC)REST    SERVICE
BLOUNT    JAY    VAN'INKLE
2715    GRANDVIE'    DR
RAPID    CITY    SD    577OI
BS-|939
RETIRED
BLUMENTHAL    DONALD    K
643   |OF!REN   'AY
LIVERHORE    CA    945SO
BS-195|
GROl'P   LEADER
l)NIVERSITY    OF    CALIFORNIA
BLYTH    JAMES    EDWARD
2457    N    CtlATSWORTH
ST   PAUL   MN    55ll3
BS-1954      MS-196O
BOATMAN     JAMES    WALLACE
Fit    '1    BOX    314M
EUSTACE    TX    75124
BS-|942
TEXAS    INSTRUMENTS    INC
BOATMAN    ROBERT    LEO
636    GAF`LAND
INr`ETKA     IL    6OO93
BS-|94l
MASONITE     COFtP
BOCKliAUS    RONALD    RAY
SOS    DFiEGON    RD
CEDAR    FALLS     IA     5O613
BS-|98O
BODENBERGEFt    PAl'L    ERVIN
a    R    J'1    BC)X     ll8
PEF!FiY     IA     5022O
BS-|959
BUR    LAND     MGMT
BOECKH    FRED    EDWARD
IOl5    2ND    ST
INTERNATIONAL   FALLS    MN    56649
BS-|928
SELF    EMPLC'YED
BOLONAN    CRAI6    STEVART
44O   N   I    llTH   ST    APT    2
C.OF!VALLIS    OR    9733O
BS-1979
GRAD    RESEARCH
OREGON    STATE    UNIV
BOLING,ER    DON    MICHAEL
O3O    27TH    STREET
BETTENDOFtF     IA    52722
BS-l962
BC)LTE    MARSllALL    FREDRICK
BOX    2O48
RUSSELLV[LLE    AR    728OI
BS-|975
LAND    SURVEYOR
elm
BONDI     MICHAEL    C
295   N   '    LST   ST
WARRENTON    OR    97146
BS-1973
EXT    FORESTER
C,F'EGC,r`,    ST    UNIV
BC)NYATA    RICliARD    JOSEPH
P   0   BOX   426
LAUREL    MS    3944O
BS-|957
US    FOREST    SERVICE
BOOBY    STEVEN    CF!AIG
2O3    CLAY
JEFFERSON    CITY    MO    6SIOI
BS-l97l    MLA-l974
PF`OGFtAM     ANALYST
OFFICE    C)F     ADMINSTRATlON
BORCHERS    llAROLD    ALLISON
R   R   *|
BEMID|I    MN    5660l
BS-l96l      MS-l964   Pl+a-l96B
BEMID'I    ST    COLL
BORGLuM    DONALD    'ENDELL
3?95   BRuSSELLS
NORTH    E)END    OR    97t459
BS-1942
REGION    FORESTER
WEYERtlAE  SER    CC'
BORSTING    CONRAD    0
l322    WEST    HOl'NT    DR
TACOMA    WA    98a.66
BS-|94O
WEYERHAEUSER    COMPANY
BOSSLET    WILLIAM    llERBEF}T
llS4    GFtANT    ST
OE   PEFiE   'I    54ll5
BS-|979
GYM    DIRECTOR
FC'X    VALLEY     ACADEMY
BOuh'AN    LANE     JOT+N
l4C,l7    MELINDA    LN
ROCKVILLE    h¢D    2O853
BS-\ 95T
Bt]l'ST    'R    WILLIAM    H
602    BRAYTON    ST
AuDOBON    IA    5OO25
BS-|948
UNSll'PLOY ED
BC)USTEAD    LYLE    EDWARD
l35O    PLEASANT   Hll.L   DR
COTTAGE    GROVE    OR    9742¢
BS-|950
TIMBERCLOGGING
I+ILLS    CF`EEK    LUll'BER    CO.
BO,ER    RICr'ARD    KENDALL
ll    CORNELL    RD
NEW    MILFORD    CT    O6776
BS-1966      MS-l969
MANAGER     PLYWOC)D
CHAMPION    BUILDING    PRODUCT
BOYCE    JOHN    Tr,OMAS
LAKE    MCBRIDE    RT    4
SC)LOW    IA    52333
BS-l949
BOYD    KENDALL    JAY
BOX    31
MACDOEL    CA    96O58
BS-l976      BS-l976
FORESTRY    TECH
us    FOREST    SERVICE
DOYEN    FRANK    JOSEPli
655    STOC.KTOr,    ST    #2OI
SAN    FF`ANCISCO    CA    94lO8
BS-|977
BC'YLE    JAMES    a
254,a    ANTIETAM    DR
ANN    ARBOR    Ml    48lO5
BS-L962
Wl-UNIV-
BOZARTH    RICl+AF!D    i
9629    REDMAN    AVE
OMAHA    NE    6B134
BS-|9S7
FEDERAL    ENVELOPE    CC)
BRADDY     DON     LUDLC'll'
CASTAWAY     ISLAND
Fit   |2
ECLECTIC    AL   36O24
BS-I 9SO
USN    OFFIC.EFi
RETIRED
BRADFORD    HORSE    V
14OO    CREST    VIE'
SIC}UX    FALLS    SD    57lO3
BS-1937
RETIRED
BRADISH    'OliN    ADAMS
47O    HEMl_OCK
CORVALLIS    OR   97330
BS-|953
sT    STATE    BRD    C)F    FORESTRY
BRALEY    DAVID    MERRILL
l498   SPRUCE
FLC'RENCF_    OR    97439
BS-l97O    MFC)-197l
ASST    RANGER/TIM
USDA
BF{AND    PliILIP    llOWARD
l248    0STRANDER    RD
KELSO   |A   98626
BS-|974
IND     ENGR
'EYERliAEl'SER   CO
BRANDAU    WILLIAM    HENRY
439    SAFARI    CL




BRANDRl'P    MICtiAEL    EDMl'ND
R   a   #3
WEBSTER    CITY    IA    5O595
BS-|967
DIST    FORESTER
IA    CONS    CDHll
BRANDS    ANDRE'
?38   LAl'RENS   C'R




BRECKEr`RIDGE    GEORGE
p   a    BOX    375
lROQuC'lS    FALLS    ONT    POKIEO    C.A    N
BS-l947
ABITIBI
BREESE    MARK    EVANS
3206    TuCSON   DR
CEDAR    FALL.S    IA    5O613
BS-1979
FORESTRY    TECH
BUREAU    I)i    LAND    MGMT
BF`ENDEMuEHL     RAYMOND    HUGO
7O6    SPRING    ST
HARIANNA    FL    3244+6
BS-l95O   PllD-l957
RES    FC]RESTER
l'SDA    FOREST    SERVICE
BRENTC)N    STEVE    LAMONTE
BS-1967
BREON    DUANE    GILBERT
92O2    N   6OTtl   ST
MIL'Al'KEE   'l   53223
BS-1956
DEPUTY    ADM
US    FC)REST    SERV
BREUER    JR     VLADIMIR
227    EDGEMONT    DR
syRACuSE    NY    l321a.
MS-|94I
HUEBER    BROS
BRIDEN    DONALD    CLAl'DE
l623    RIVIERA    DR
REDOING    CA    96OOI
BS-|94.7
RETIRED
BRINKMAN    KENNETH     A
APT   #|4B
455O    FLO'ING   WELLS
TuCSON    AZ    S57-a?
BS-l936      MS-l94,9
RETIRED
BRISBIN    ROBERT    LEE
7ll6O    JACOuELINE    CT
'ESTERVILLE    all   4,3O8l
BS-|96|
PROJECT    LEAC)ER
uS    FOREST    SERVICE
BF`OERMAN    Bl'D    FREDERICK    S
5O    JAMES'00D   AYE
SAVANNAH    GA    314O6
BS-196O       MS-l965
GROl)P    LEADEFi
UNION    CAMP    CC]RP
8ROSNAr,AN    ,OrtN    C
3O2    S    DOUGLAS
AFTON     IA    5083O
BS-|98O
BROWN    DAVID    BRUCE
319    WHITEBIRCll    PLACE
wENATCtlEE    WA    988OI
BS-|959
uS   FOREST    SERV
BFiOWN     GF{EGOF!Y    NEIL
514S    F`AINBOW    Lt`




BROWN     JAMES    MICrtAEL
l648    NEWPORT   PLACE    #D
KENNEF`    LA     7OO62
BS-l977      BS-l977
BROWN    PERCY    JAMES    C
ll2l     THIRC)    ST
HOT    SPRINGS    AR    719OI
BS-|94O
BROWN    RICHAFiD    WARREN
l56    S    MAIN    ST
MuNROE    FALL.a    Or'    ¢4262
BS-|956
0lilO    EDISON
BROWN    'ILBERT   EUGENE
loo   N   925    E
OGDEN    UT    84,4O4
BS-l952
BROV'NFIELD    RUSSELL    CARLYLE
P   0   BOX    |88
TUCSON    AZ    B57O2
BS-l935
BRuGERE    GENE    SIDNEY
GIS    HARBOR    TERR
BARTLETT    IL    6OlO3
BS-L95l
AREA     MGF!
OSMOSE    l'00D   PRES    CO
BRuNDEN    MARSHALL    NILS
l27    OAK    LANE
MATTA*AN    MI    4907l
BS-l959      MS-l962
SR    RES    S1-ATIST
THE    UP'OtlN   CO
BRuNS    DAYLE    ALBERT
BOX     |O
LAKEVIE'    AR   72642
BS-|95O
BSCHOR    DENNIS    EuGENE
209    lllLLTOP    DR
GREY8l'LL   'Y   82426
8S-|969
DISTRICT    RANGER
uS    FOREST    SERVICE
BuCHANAN    DEAN
COOK    MN    55723
BS-19S4
PRES
COC'K    BLDG    CENTER
Bl'CK    6^FtY    BFiuCE
R    R    *2
STATE    CENTER    IA    5O247
BS-|97|
FARMER
SELF    EMPLOYED
Bl)CK     GEC}F!GE     A
726-BOTH    ST
DES    MOINES     IA    5O312
BS-1942
HS    SCI    TEACHEF`
VAN    METER     COMM    SCHC'OL     SYS
Bl'CK    KuRT    JULll'S
3634    LAFAYETTE    AYE
0"AliA   NE    6813l
BS-|922
RETIREC)
8l'CKNER    WAYNE    LEE
BOX    586
ROOSEVELT    AZ   855a.5
BS-|96|
uS    FOREST    SERV
Bl'ECHLER    TODD    ALLEN
232    J   PINECRCFT
TAYLORS    SC    29687
BS-|975
ED    T    llINES    CO
BUGENHAGEN     JON    LEWIS
RT    *5   BOX    66
BLACK    RIVER    FALLS    'I    54615
BS-l962
AREA    Sl'PERVISOR
|l-DNR
BULMAN    JAMES    SYLVESTER
RT    1    BOX    208
CAHBRIDGE     IA    SOO46
BS-|96O
STATE    FC'RESTER
IA    CONSERVATION    CC'MM
BuRGY    MAR|C''E    PARKLIN
2121     LONGWC)OD    RD
LYNCHBURG    VA    24SO3
BS-|943
DIP    FOF`EST    Met
o'ENS-ILLINOIS    INC
Bl/RK     THC)MAS     EDWARD
APARTMENT     I     LOO
1830    I   LARPENTEuR
FALCOt`   HEIGHTS    MN    55ll3
BS-1976
RESEARCH    ASSIST
u    OF    MINN
Bl)RKETT    LUTliER    a
ROl'TE    2   BOX    loo-41
GROVELAND    FL    32736
BS-|93O
RETIRED
BURKLE    JOSEPH   LA'RENC.I
78L2    OLYMPIC    VIEW    DR
GIG    rtARBOR    WA    98335
BS-|946
EDUCA1'ORS    MEG
BURMA     GEC)ROE    DICK
4336   MORPHEl'S   LANE
SAC.RAMENTO    CA    9582S
BS-|938
REAL    EST     E}ROKER
MNLY    C    ASSOC    REALTY
BURNS    JAMES    ROBERT
IO23    MANCHESTER    DR
CAREY    NC    27511
BS-|95|
KDPPERS    COP,PANY    INC
BURNS    FiICr+ARD    ROY
5Ol9    PACIFICA    DRIVE
SAN    DIE60    CA    92lO9
BS-L952
BIJRTON    JAMES    DONALD
lil    DEERBRt]OK    TR
PINEVILLE    LA    7136O
MS-1958
RES   FORESTER
US    i-CREST    SERV
Bust.H    WILLIAM   HARRY
e731    STERNS
C)VEF!LAND    PARK    KS    66214,
BS-i 95\
LETTER    CARRIER
uS   POSTAL    SERVICE
BUSCliE    CART    HENRY
IOl5    MARSTON
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-l975
RANDALLS    FOODS
BUSCHING   RICHARD    I
9O5    S     CEDAFt
CORTEZ    CO    el32l
EIS-|94O
BYERS    JR    WILLIAM    "ARION
RTE     1    BOX     192A
BuTTERNuT    'l    54514
BS-195O
REC    STAFF    OFF
FOREST    SERVICE-USDA
BYF!US    'llLIAM    C
RT    l7   BOX    Ilo
FT   MYERS    FL   33905
BS-1954
CONSLT6    FDRESTR
SELF    EMPLC'YED
C
CALHOON    MARK    MEAL
4-FIGI    F'INE    COMMM     ll
BOX    521
LAl'TOKA    FIJlu
BS-I 97'7
INFOR    OFFICER
FIJI     PINE    COMMISSICIN
CAMERON    LEONARD    HARRY
RT    *2       BC)I    213B
SALEM    VA    24153
BS-195|
KOPPERS    COMPANY     INC
CAMPBELL    AAFiON    RUSSELL
72l     S    LYNNDALE    ST
APPLETON    WI    54,913
BS-|967
CAMPBELL    DALE    CALVIN
PO   BOX    |28
FlOR]EN   LA    71429
BS-|95l
vANCOuVER    PLY'C'OD    CO     INC
CAMPBELL   DONALD    CLAP
IO6    MABLE    ST
CLINTON    MO    64735
BS-|952
CAMPBELL    GEt`E    EDWARD
ll25   KNOLL'AY   CT
AUBURN    AL    3683O
BS-197l      I-S-l973   PHD-l9?9
ASSIST   PROP
AUBl'RN    UNIVERSITY
CAMPBELL    a,ORDC»'    G
R    i   '2   HICKORY    A(LLS
BLl'E   CRASS    IA   S2726
BS-|964
CAHPBELL    JACK    GILBERT
3lOO    TURNER    RD    S    I
SP   7O7
SALEM    OR    973O2
BS-|9®7
C'REG    BD    OF    FOR
c^NPBELL.    RICH^F`D    BENJAMIN
4315    ,ASrllNGTON
MIL'AUKEE    OR   97222
BS-|93S
Butt    LAND    MGMT
CAMPBELL    JR    Ol.lVER    FRANCIS
8218    0VERBuRY   RD
FtlC:HNOND    VA    23227
BS-|953
MRKT     NOR
EV^NS    PRC)DS    CO
CANPEN    ELDON    RALPt+
L812    LIN'OOD   DF`
BEDFORO    IN    4742l
BS-l952      MS-l96C,
DIST    FORESTER
IND(AHA    DIVISIC)N   OF    FORES
CARET    RC}BERT    ED'ARD
7529    BEAR    CANYC'N    N    E
ALE,uauEROl,E    NH    87lO9
BS-|949
CARLSON   DAVE    'ILLIAN
BOX   all
MANILA    l'T    84O46
BS-|978
FORESTRY    TECH
us   FOREST    SERVIC.i
CARLSON   DENNIS    L
FtR   |1
HAMPTON    I^   5O44l
BS-1968
EXECUTIVE    OFFR
FRANl(LIN    COln'TY    CONSER    BO
CARLSON   DC'NA`D    LEROY
PO    EIOX    3O4
ANES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|979
STAFF    APPR^lSER
IA    DEFT    OF    TFtANS
CARLSDN    HENNING
2®OI    S   O'YHEE   *77
BOISE    [D   837O5
BS-1936
uS   F-CREST   SERV
CARROLL    GARY    LEROY
SPA    4.SOS
ANCHORAGE    At(    995O2
BS-|966
uS   FOREST    SERV
CARSON    BENJAMIN    FFtAr`KLIN
Fit    *4          BOX    3O2
HILLSBC)F{C)    OR    97123
BS-|9SO
LEADER   TIMBEF'
uSD^   FOREST   SERVICE
CAFiTER    JAMES    ALAN
l8l    BRIARCLIFF    RD
SPARTAr`lBURG    SC    293OI
BS-I 97'6
RESEARCH    TECll
SOuTHER    '00D   PIEDHC'NT    CO
CARTER   |R   ST^NLEY   WI|LIA"
l546-®OTH   ST   a   I
PENDLETON    OR   978OI
BS-1962
FORESTER
USDA    FOREST    SERV
CART'F`lGr'T    J^NES   ROBERT
46O    N    BARRETT    *L9
YuBA   CITY    CA   9599l
BS-19S2
^SS'T   TR^NS   ENG
C^    DCIT
CESAR    CliARLES   FRANKLIN
IOl5   HILLCREST
FLAGSTAFF    AZ   86OOI
BS-|9SO
CHAMBERS   '^YNE   RUSSELL
37OO    LILLICl<   DR    *118
SANTA    CLARA    CA    O5OSI
BS-1939
0RED    CARPET   REAL.TORS
CHANCE    RICHARD    LEE
I   2l   'ESTVIE'
SPOKANE   'A   99218
BS-|9S4
SALES    ASSOC
UNEMPLOYED
CllAPM^N    DOUGLAS    ARTt+uR
P   0   BOX    38
VANCE    SC    29163
BS-1962
TECliNICAL    D]REC
HOLLY   tllLL    LuMBEFt    CO
CHAPN^N    ROEIERT    C
l214    I    MOUNT   DR
TACOMA    WA    9S466
BS-|95|
'EYERHAEuSER   CC'MP^t'Y
CllAFiLES    SAMUEL    K
NEMO    RT    BOX    43Y
DEAD'C'OD    SD    57732
BS-|972
DISTRICT   FOREST
a    OAK    DIP    OF    FC)FiESTRY
CHASE    C.LARENC.E    DAVID
2717    DELAWARE    SE
MINNEAPOLIS    t'N    554,l4
MS-|93|
RETI RED
CHELSTAD    MAGNUS    EUCENE
IJl33    MADONNA    LN
i-AIRFAX    VA    22O3O
BS-|955
FORESTER
US.FOREST    SERVICE
CllEMNICK    DODGER    ALLEN
L910    KNOLLWOOD    DR
MARSl+ALLTOWN    'A    SOL58
BS-I 978
FORESTER
lj   S   a   A-u   S   F   S
Cl`ENEY    BRUCE    DIXON
294O    8EEC.H    RIDGE    DFt
LANSING    M[    489lO
BS-|954.
PROFESSOR
MICHIGAN    STATE    UNIV
CHENG    W    'ENDY
tNTERNATIONAL    PAPER
PO   BOX   797
'uXEDC'   PAFtK   NY    IO9e7
PHD-1976
RESE:ARCH    ASSOC
INTERNATIONAL    PAPER    CO
CHERRY    JAMES   I
5317    OLIVER    AYE    S
NINNE^F'OLIS    NN    SS419
BS-|961
CLERGY    CAMP    DID
PLYMOUTH    CHFiISTIAN    YC'UTH
CHICOINE    MARK    ALAN
5312    BLODGETT
DO'NERS   GROVE    IL   6O515
BS-1976
CHILCOTE    'lLLIAM    u'ESLEY
SOLO    VAN    BUREN     ST
CORVALLIS    OR    9733O
BS-l943   PliD-l9SO
OR    STATE    UNIV
CHIPMAN   Rl'SSELL    LEON
RT   *2   BOX   446
'ESTBROOK   -C.IR
CLEVELAND    TN    37311
BS-|93|
RETIRED
Cr,ISHOLM    LYLE    WENT,Oath
222   CEDAR    AYE
CASS    LAKE    MN    56633
BS-1934.
RETIF`ED
CHRIST    DuANE    "ARLAND
l5    TILTC]N    DR
FREEHOLD    NJ    O7728
BS-|953
SYSIT  EMS    ENG,Fi
IBM
CHRIST    GERAl_a   FRANK
24   COCr'lTuATE    ST
NATICK    MA    Ol76O
BS-|962
TIMBEF`    STRCTS
CHRISTENSEN    DENNIS    A
llO9   N   5Tll
ESTHERVILLE    IA    51334,
BS-|97O
HANDYMAN
SELF    EMPLOYED
CtlRISTENSEN    GENE    HARRY
loo   VEST   96TH    ST
MINNEAPOLIS    "N    5S4-2O
BS-|964
CHR[STENSEN    IRVIN6    I.
RFt'3BOX    BLC)T    77
FT    MYERS    FL    339OO
BS-|929
RETIRED
CHRISTENSEN    JOHN     IRVINC
lllS   N   i   6TH   ST
GAINESVILLE    FL    326OI
BS-\ 935
RETIRED
CHRISTNAN    R    DON
STAR    RTE    I    BX    216-A9
CANYON    LAl<E    TX    7813O
BS-I 948
BuR    LAND    MGMT
CHRISTC'Pr,ER    PETEF!    ALLEt`
6347    JUNIPER   'AY
KLAMATH   FALLS    OR    976OI
BS-|96O
SuPV. FORESTER
USDA    FOREST    SERVICE
CHl'RCH    RC'BERT    EuGENE
RC}uTE    2    BC'X    47A^
JAl'ESS   MS    3964l
BS-|948
"[SS    CONS    COMM
CHl'RCHILL    CURT    JOHN
RR    2
ADEL     IA    SOOO3
BS-|972
CLARK    EUGENE    PAUL
l875    CllANEY    RD
DUBl'Ql'E    IA    520OI
BS-|948
GEAR     STANDAF!DS
J   DEERE
CLARK    "lCHAEL    LEROY
63S    'ROOuOIS   DR
AuRORA    IL    6O5O6
BS-1970
SR    PROCESS    ENGR
CLARK   'ENDELL   PHILLIPS
BOX   598
RT   *|
VASHOr`    'A    9eO7O
BS-l9S2      MS-l956
FOR    INDuSTFiY
SELF    EMPLOYED
CLARKE    EDWARD    lluGli
3946    S   I   44TH   AYE
PORTLAND    OF`    9722l
BS-194.2
RES   FORESTER
USDA    FORES,I   SERV
CLAuSEN   DAR'lN    C^RROl.L
a  R   I|
NEVADA     IA    5O2OI
BS-|974.
CLAl'SEN    DEWAIN    I
909   i    SALEM
INDIANOLA    IA   50125
BS-|967
US    NAVY
CLAl'SEN    MELVIN    DEAN
BOX    264    R    D    *4
'lLLIAMSPORT   PA    l77OI
BS-l958
PA    DEBT     FOR    WTF!
CLAuSOr'    FiOBERT    DELANO
l7ll     F'C}FiEST    AYE
DuRANGO    CO    813OI
BS-1956
FORESTER
u   S    FOREST   SERVICE
CLAY    DONALD    LAURENCE
R   R   #|
tlAMPTON    IA    5O44l
BS-L95O
CAREER    UNDERWTR
FARM    Bl,BEAU    INSlreANCE    SER
CLAYCOMB    'ILLIAM    EMHETT
P   I)   BOX    44
LA   t'ARPE     IL    6145O
BS-L951
CLEMENS    JOHN    RAY"C)ND
l9   BAllIA    CIR   ¢l5
SANTA    PAuLA    CA    9306O
BS-194.a
US   FOF!    SER
CLINE     JAMES    PATTC'N
8OO9    NANTuCKETT    AYE
CHARLESTC'N    SC    294O5
BS-1962
NAVAL    FACIL
C.LINE    PATRICK    DENNIS
2O4    I,    WASHlr`GTON
'INTERSET    IA   SO273
BS-|967
CLI"E    RUSSELL    WARREN
RT    *2    BOX    6OI
ARNC'LD    MO     63OIO
BS-|959
CLINE    VAN    WILLIS
l27O    I   LARPEN'EUR
APT    l|S
ST    PAUL    MN    S5113
BS-lO72   MLA-l979
ASST    F'RC'F
UNIV    I,F    MIr`,hIESOTA
CLC'CKER    EVERETT    t'ALE
7lO8    MARINE    DR




CLOuGHESY    TERESA
7O+   flit
COULEE    DAM    'A    99116
BS-|978
CONTRACT    FOF!
u    a   FOREST    SERVICE
CLC'uGHESY    JR    MICHAEL
7O4.   FIR
COl'LEE   DAM    'A   99ll6
BS-|97S
FORESTRY    TECH
u    S    FOREST    SERVICE
COCtlRAN    PATRICK    HOLMES
48O    SE    AIRPARK    DR
BEND    C'R    97701
8S-|959
US    FOF'EST    SERV
COCHRAN    THOMAS    EUGENE
8S43l     DC'ANE    RD
EUGENE    OF`    974O2
BS-1952
AM    CAN    CO
CC]CllRANE    CAROL    ELLEN
2O4B    CLINTON    ST
COLUlllBUS    OH    432O2
MS-|978
EDITOR
CrlEMICAL    ABSTRACTS    SERV
CODER    KIMBERLY    DEAN
846    PAMMEL    CT
AMES     IA     5OOIO
BS-|979
ASST     EXTENSION
[Su
COLLEN    DON    A
2Ol9    CULLY    RD
SEDRO   'OOLLEY   'A   98284
BS-|955
LAND    SuRVER
SELF    EMPLOYED
CDLLISTER    LAuRESS    CliARLES
l914    SINS




CC)MOS     MARVIN     llAROLI)
337O    E    47.8O    S
SALT    LAKE     CITY    UT    84ll7
BS-|955
BEG    RECR    SPECIA
US    BUREAU    OF    RECLAMATION
CC"STOCK   GILBERT    L
26O7    FOREST    BEACll    DR
GIG    liARBOF!    'A    98335
BS-|958
R    a,    D    DEPT    MGR
l'EYERliAEUSER
CONE    RICHARD    ALLEN
6O6    NO    'ACKSON
PIERFiE    SD    57SOI
BS-l961
PRES IDENT
CONE    AG    SCIENCE     INC
CC)NGER     RICllARD     J
4O   BLAt(FLY    ROAD
DOWNINGTO'N    PA     l9335
BS-1956
KOPPEFiS    COMPANY     INC
CONKIN    MERLE    E
7-2    NINA    CT
GAITHERSBURC    MD    2O76O
BS-l97O      MS-l97l
FOREST    ECCINOMST
NATIC'NAL    FOFiEST    PRODUCTS
CDNKLIN    'lLLIAM    FRANCIS
592O    S   I    2O5Tll
ALOHA    OR    97OO5
BS-|958
uS    FC)REST    SERV
COP,NOR    ROBERT    CHARLES
BS-I 9'52
CC)OK    BAIRD    ^LAN
5O9   I   6TH   ST
8ENTON    IL    62Sl2
BS-|969
CC'OK   CHARLES    FRANKLIN
6Ol     SKOKIE    AYE
H[Gr,LAND    PARK     IL    6OO35
BS-I 949
HINES    LuM8ER    CO
CDOl<    FRANCIS    JOSEPH
402    GA1-ES    ST
SALISBUFtY    NC    28144
BS-1939
SELF
COOK    H    C    FREEMAN
618    STOC'CMEY    GONS
NC)RFC'LK    VA    235O7
BS-|937
VERGER
CHRIST    C,    ST    LURES    CONCF!
COOl<    RANDALL    LEE
619    van   DARN
Poll   CITY    IA   5O226
BS-|974
COUNTY    FORESTER
FOLK    CO    CC)NS    BD
COOL    BINGHAM    MERCUR
FORESTF!Y    DEPT
CLEMSON    UNIV
CLEMSON   SC    2963l
BS-l94LO       MS-l94l
PROFESSOR
CLEl®SON    UNIV.-FC'RESTRY    DP
COON   'OllN    DALE
l868    LINDENA   LN
REDOING    CA    96OOI
BS-I 965
But    LAND    MGMT
CC)OP    NE'TC)N    l<EITll
BOX    8S    H    RR    *l
WEST    LIBERTY    KY    4L472
BS-1964
NURSERY    SUPT
KY   DIY    FORESTRY
CC'OPER    TERENCE    GRANT
2OO8    CLARK    PL
ALEXANDRIA    VA    223O8
BS-|959
NATURAL    RES   SPC
Btn    OF    RECLAMATION
COOPER    JR    GLENN    ADAIR
798S    S'    EVERET1-    CT
BEAVEF!TC'N    OR    97OOS
BS-1953      MS-|959
USES    WASr1[NGTON
CORBIN     WILLIAM    EDWARD
32l    N    CEDAR    ST
MONTICELLO     IA    523lO
BS-I 952
SELF
CC'RPC'RON    LAVERN    RC'NALD
IS2O    '    BRIAF{WOOD
LIT-TLETON    CO    8Ol2O
BS-|962
AST    DIST    US    LAW
CORRIGAN    CLAYTON    HENRY
23OI    HIWASSEE    RD
CHOCTAW    OK    73O2O
BS-1954
OPERATIONS    OFF
USAF
COSG,FilFF    KENNETH    LEE
ll76    MELVIN    DR
PORTSMOUTH    VA    237OI
BS-|956
COSGROVE    BRIAN    ANTHOt`'Y
loll   N'   79TH
LA'TON   OK    735O5
BS-L979
COUNTRYMAN    DAVID    'AYNE
46O6   'ESTBEND   DR
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-l966      MS-l96B
ASSOCIATE     PF}C)F
I    S   u
COUNTRYMAN     DAYTON    W
BOX    2e
NEVADA    IA    5O2OI
BS-I 94O
SELF
COVAULT    JERRY   DEAN
9    MILE    RANGER    STATION
HUSON    MT    5984,6
BS-196O
uS   FOREST    SERV
COX    DONALD     EVANS
lllOI     HC'TTC)    KAM     DR
SUN   CITY    AZ   8583l
BS-|936
RETIRED
COX    ROYCE     CORDON
823    CRELLE
LE'ISTON    ID   835OI
BS-|939
ENVIF!ON.    FOREST
POTLATCH    CORD
COYLE    CHARL.ES    JC}SEPH
718    SHERMAN    AYE
ACKLEY    IA    5O6OI
BS-l953
VF!|TER
SELF    EMPLOYED
CRADDOCK   MATliE'    JAMES
PO    BC)X    SOT
TOR    Al<    9978O
BS-1978
FORESTER
l'   S   FOREST   SERV
CRAFT    'R   POLAND    ED'ARD
BC)X    9O8
0ROFINO    ID   83544
BS-|9S1
'C'ODLAND    FOREST
IDAHO   DEBT-OF    LANDS
CRANE    CARL    KARL
665     MAFtCIA    AYE
tlAt'lLTON    I)H   45013
BS-|951
DIRECTOR    C'F    ADM
FEDERATED    DEFT    STORES     INC
CRANE    JOHN    FiOBEFiT
RFt    4
AHES     IA     5OOLO
BS-|98O
TECr,NICIAN
U    S    FORE:ST    SER
CF!ANSTON    KEITH
4-Ol    tlUDDLESTON
LELAND    MS    387-56
BS-|936
CRANSTON    ASSOC
CRAVEN    'lLLIAM    tlENRY
2536   N   124   ST   #259
MILl-AltKEE    WI    53226
BS-|948
INGERSOLL-RAND    COtlPANY
CRA'FORD   JAMES    LYLE
2525    BRIGHT    ST
NAMPA    ID    83651
BS-1976
UNITED    AIRLINES
CRELLIN    JC)HN    SQuIER
P    a    BOX    147'5
TAG)S    NM    87S7l
BS-I 953
FOFiEST    Sl'PR
u    S    FOREST    SERVICE
CROOK    EuGENE    MASON
246O    ALTuRAS    RD
ATASCADERO    CA    93422
BS-194.i
USAF
GROW    TllOMAS    RALPH
235    CANDACE    DR
MAROl'ETTE    Ml    4,9855
BS-196S
CROWTHER    CHARLES    RICtiARD
lo3O     ASr,    S.TREET
HANCOCK    MI     4993O
BS-l947      MS-l956
PROFESSOR
MICHIGAN    TECH-UNIVERSITY
cRu"BAuGl+    JDllN    HOWARD
goo   CENTER    ST   #2B
DES   PLAlr'ES    IL    6OOl6
BS-19a.6
uS    GYPSUM    CO
CUBBAGE    FREDERIC.K    'lLLIS
4918    EuN[CE    DR
NEW    ORLEANS    LA    7Ol27
BS-|97.4
FOREST    ECON
uS   FOF`EST    SERVICE
CUKURS   PAuLIS
289l    BEF!WICK    ST
CAMARILLO    CA    93OIO
BS-|958
CUHMINGS    ROYAL   ED'IN
RT    i    BOX    55
LuGOFF    SC    29O7-8
BS-193B
SELF+ORESTER
CuRTIS    RC)BEFIT    LYLE
BS-|93S
CuSllING    BAF'RY   CHARLES
llll    C   STREET   lest
VALE    OR    97918
BS-|964
AREA    MGR
l'S   DEF'T    C'F    INTEFiIOR-elm
CuSliMAN    l10WARD    ROBERT
loo    i    COFZN'ALL    DR
CRETE    IL    6O417
BS-|95O
PLANT    MGR
CONTAINEF`    CORD    CF    AMER
CUTLER    VERN    HARRISC)N
BOX     loo.
SPF"NGFIELD   a,A   31329
BS-|94O
D,lST    SUPERVISOR
UNION    CAMP    CC'RP
D
DAHL    ERNEST    A
412l    COF{NELIA    ST
C.HICAGC)    IL    6O64l
BS-|94|
RAND    MC    WALLY    6,    COMPANY
DAHLOu[ST    ROBERT    BFil'CE
5    QUAF`Y    ROAD
MASC)N    CITY     IA    5O4,OI
BS-|959
INTERNATIONAL    PAPER    CO
DAIB    LEONHARDT    GEORGE
2O5    N    C.lRCLE   DR
CRIMES    IA    5Olll
BS-|95O
CRIMES    LUMBER
BAILEY    ROBERT    CLAYTC)N
GRAD    SCHOC'L/Bus    ADMIN
TuLANE    UNIV
NEW    C'RLEANS    LA    7OIL8
BS-1969
DR
UNIV    I)i    DENVER    COLLEGE
DAISY    NICK    KENT
l766   PECK    DR
BATON    ROUGE    LA    70elO
BS-|969
LAB     MGF!
BC'RDEN    CllEMICAL
DALE    GREGORY    A
ZOO    ANSTEAD    DR
SUMMERVILLE    SC    29483
MS-|976
ASST    FORESTER
WESTVACC'    CORP
DALE    'lM    ENOCH
IO3O   FAIRVIE'    ^VE
GREENVILLE    MS   3S7OI
BS-1952      MS-|954
SO    FOR    EXP    STA
DALE    MARTIN    El'6ENE
9481    KILBOURNE    RD
SUNBuRY   I,A    43O7a.
BS-l953      MS-l955   PtiD-l973
l'SDA   FOREST   SEE
DALLAM    llICHAEL    NERLE
RINGSTED    IA    50578
BS-|972
FARHER
SELF    EMPLOYED
DANIEL    PAUL    LEONARD
all   HO'ARO
AllES    IA    5OOIO
BS-|957
SELF
D^N'ELSOt`l    'ILLARD   'lLM^R
RT   3   BOX    l57
CREENSBORO    NC    274lO
BS-|947
PARK   SuPT
NAT    P^Rl<     SERV
I)ANN    MICHAEL    GEOF`GE
586   X.EARS^GE
EL"t'uRST    'L   6Ol26
BS-197|
DANNEN   D'lGHT   LEONARD
9   E^ST*OOD   DRIVE
S1-    J'OSEF'll    NO   645O6
BS-I 935
DANNEN    NILLS
DANNENBERG   'ALTER   I
L797    NERIGOLO
GREENVILLE    MS    387OI
BS-|937
l'   S    CYPSl'M   CO
DAFtC(TZ    PERRY   DEAN
362    SC'UTli   BuENA    VISTA
BURNS   OR    9772O
BS-1976
SC'IL    SCIENTIST
SOIL   CONS    SERV
D^uCllERTY    GERALD   L
BS-|968
DAVID    DON^l.a    EU6ENE
BOX   4986
DES    MOINES    IA    5O3O6
BS-|937.
o'NER    G    PFtES
ONE    TRIP    PLBG®O
D^'SON   JEFFREY   O'EN
l917   B   MELROSE
ct'AHPAIGN    IL   6182O
BS-197l      MS-l973   PtlD-l978
ASST    PRC'F    FOR
UNIV   OF    ILLINOIS    FORESTRY
DA'SC'N    MICllAEL    JOSEPH
PO   BOX   927
COLUMBIA    FALLS    MT    59912
BS-|979
FIBEFtBOAFtD    SALE
PLUN    CFZEEK    LUMBER    CO
DEAN    JAMES    ROBERT
OLD   MONTICELLO   RD   fl2
RT    3
'ARREN   AK    7167l
BS-|974
PINE    SPEC   SuPR
POTLATCH    CDRP
DEAN    LAuREN    WHITE
l914   S    llTH   ST
ROGERS    AR    7275C,
BS-I 94O
RETIRED
DEBO'EF`    RICHARD    MuNSELL
79    GREENFIELD    AYE
ALGO"A   'I    S42OI
BS-I 93O
RETIRED
DEINEM^   JOHN   'lLLIAM
ROUTE    i
ASHTON    [I)    B342O
BS-|949
|lSDA
DEJONG   TEN^S
13O75   'ICKSHIRE   LANE
SANT^    AHA    CA   927O5
BS-I 952
INTEFZN    PAPEFt
DEK^LB    VICTOR   NEREDITl1
*C-S| a
3OOO    SPOUT   Run    PRY
ARLINGTON    V^   222OI
BS-I 949      BS-I 949
CIVIL    ENGR.
l'SDA    FOREST    SERVICE
DELFS    HARK    FtAYNARD
2O7   N    JAMES    ST
'^UKESH^   WI    53186
BS-|97|
FORESTEFt
USDA-FOREST    SERVICE
DENMARK   E^RLE   ED'^RD
1322    EDCEVOOO   LN
NORTrtBROOK    IL    6OO62
BS-I 949
CONTRACTS    MGR
R/D   THIEL    INC
DENNEY    R'CllARD    DELBERT
F}    a    I    BC)I    28C
ENTERPRISE   OR   97828
BS-|967
FIRE    MANAGEMENT
u®S.FOREST    SEF`VICE
DERBY    CARLA    JAYNEEN
446   C.ARRIE    ST    APT    J
DENHAM    SPRINCSt   LA    7O726
BS-l977
ASST    FORESTEFt
CRO'N   ZELLERBACH
OERR    HARC'LD    'OliN
46lO    'OODLA'N   DR
plNEVILLE    LA   7136O
BS-|94O
FiET  I RED
DEVAuL    FRANKLIN    DAY
I   5O¢-41ST
spc'KANE   'A   992O3
BS-|956
GEN     MCF`
JELD-'EN    INC   OF   'ASll
DEVILBISS    JOHN   NARK
2701    6EERT    COURT
LANSING    MI    4891O
BS-|964
DE'EY    RALPH    EuGENE
518   Rl'Tt+I:LLA   DR
VEST    BUFILINGTC)N     IA    52655
BS-|948
R    C    8    D    COOED
S    C    S
DE|lTT    JAMES    NEALE
LOO    'ESTCATE
HC'T    SPRINGS    AF{    719OI
BS-1976
u   S   FOF`EST    SERV
DEYOlmG    CLARENCE
RT   t2
AMES     IA    5OOlO
BS-|937
AST    MATRL    ENGR
IA    DOT
OIL.LMAN    JAC:K    KENT
RT    *2
'ATSEKA    IL    6O97O
BS-|96|
r,UTTIG    MPG    CC]
DILVORTH    JOHN    RICr'^RD
Solo    t'ARRISON
COFtVALLIS    OR   9733O
BS-1937      MS-I 938
0FtE6ON    ST    UNIV
DIRKS    DONALD    'C)HN
3O2    FFtlSCO
HALDEN   MO    63863
BS-19®7
PRES IDENT
MADEN    GF!AIN    CO-
DIRKSEN    RAY    EUGENE
loot    8TH    STREET
S[BLEY    IA    5124,9
BS-|97.7
GRAD    F'ES    ASST
OKLAtlOMA    ST   l'NIV
DITTMAN    'ILLAFZO    HO,^F2D
P   a   BOX   35|
FAIRFIE|D    CA   94533
BS-1951
HALC'CARBC)N    CO
DODGE    ALBERT    FRANCIS
714    ST^NTON
AHES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|93|
USDA    ARS
Dot)GE    RODNEY    ELLS'ORTH
'uRZBuRG    MILTRY    COMM
DEPUTY    COMM    CC'MDR
Ape    NY    NY    O98OI
BS-I 957
CC'|C)"EL
uS    ARMY
DOLAN    DANIEL    MARK
4724    22ND    AYE   NE
SEATTLE   'A   98lO5
BS-1976
LEGAL    INTENN.
LA'   FIRM
DOMINGO     IRENEC'    LADIA
P |CCIP
BISLIG,
SuRIGAIJ   DEL   Sue   PllILLIPPINES
PHD-I 97|
D [R-RESEARCH
PAPER    INDUSTRIES    CORP
DOMINO    MICHAEL    ADDISON
4,O6    N    RILEY    AYE
INDIANAPOLIS    IN    4,62OI
BS-|972
CITY    FC'RESTEF`
lNDPLS    DEF'T   PARl<S
DC'NAGHU    'ILLIAM    BRUCE
RT   *2    BOX    lel2ll
"ADRAS   OR    977-4|l
BS-|966
DONAHuE    GARY    'ALTER
lath   CO   let   BN   TSB
FT   BENN[NG   GA   319O5
BS-|97|
DOOLITTLE    DARLE    HANSC'N
S2l    LC'CuST    CT
'EBSTER   GROVES    MO    63ll9
BS-|949
CONT   FOR    PROD
DOOLITTLE    JAMES    ELL'YN
l44-3a,TH   ST   NE
CEDAR    RAPIDS    IA    52402
BS-1976
SANITARIAN
LINN   COUNTY   I+EALTt`   OPT
DC'OLITTLE    RICHARD    CARRC'LL
SO2    0NEIDA    DRIVE
STEVENS    POINT    ,I    5a.4.BI
BS-I 962
MARKET    SALES
MOTORC)LA     CC)MMUNICATlON
DOOLITTLE     WAF`REN    TRUMAN
9OO4    NC)MINI    LN
ALEXANDRIA    VA    223O9
BS-i 94L6
ASSDC    Dip   CHIEF
l'.S-DEFT-AGR.
DORAN    SAMUEL    WYATT
l75    GREEN    ACRES    RD
SP   lot
EUGENE    OR    974OI
BS-1949
Bun    LAND    MGMT
DORMAN    KEITll    WILLIAM
73    G[BSON    FtD
ASllEVILLE    NC   28BO4
BS-|934
SE    FC)a    EXP    STA
DORMAN    MERLE    LESLIE
RR   #|
PERRY    IA    5O22O
BS-194O
SELF
I)ORSET1-    GEORGE    LEhNER
BS-l94,3      MS-l949
RETIRED
DOSE    JOSEPII    CHARLES
67OS    COACHMAN    DR
SPRINGFIELD   VA    22152
BS-|952
Ct+lEF    DIVISION
BUREAU    OF    LAND    t'ANAGEMENT
DOuGHERTY    FRANK    GRAY
4L95O    SUNSET    LN
OGDEN   uT    84403
BS-|950
FC'RESTEFi
USDA    FOF{EST   SERVICE
DOUGLAS    STEPHEN    DALE
232O    FRl'lTLAND    BLVD
CEDAR    RAPIDS    IA    524O4
BS-1975
DO'D   LEE    HALTER
4.62    S    V'    l4Tr,   ST
CHEHALIS    WA    9BS32
BS-|948
F!ETIRED
DOWNEY    DANIEL    ANDREV'
BS-I 949
CHAMPION    PAPERS
DREIER    CORDON   ALLEN
R    Fi    *2
HUBBARD    IA    50122
BS-1969
FARMER
R    '    DREIER    6,    SC)N
I)REIER    LELAND    HENRY
2O5    BRIAR'C'OD    RD
N^TCHEZ    MS    3912O
BS-1973
lNTERNATIONAL    PAPER    CC)
DREXLER    ROBERT    EARL
3O9    PEACHTREE




DuBOIS    RICrtARD   PtlARES
PO    BOX    17'9
GRAYLING    "I    49738
BS-I 94.0
SELF
DuDLEY    RDNAl.a   LEE
loos    RC'CKLAND
CllEROKEE     IA    5lOl2
BS-1971
'00DBuRY   CO
Dl'EBEN    JOHN    ALEXANDER
loo    CLINIC    DR    APT     IO:
NE'    BRITAIN    CT    O6OSI
EIS-I 974
'lLl<ES   GROUP   HO
DUERR    ''LLIAM    ALLEN
62S    WOG)BLAND    DR
BLACKSBuF'G    VA    24O6O
BS-|934
VA    POLY    INST,
DuNCK    RICHARl)   L
22O    N    PENNSYLVANIA
BELLEVILLE    IL   6222l
BS-194O
uS    ^FiMY
Dl,r`IMORE    BRuNE    a
1347    PROSSER   DR
SYCAMORE    IL    6Ol78
BS-1935
DUNN   PAUL    MILL^RO
PO    BOX    ||42
CORVALLIS    OR    9733O
BS-I 923      MS-1933
RETIRED
DURRELL    GLEN    RICHARD
STAR    RT   2    BOX    34
HOLLISTER    MO   65672
BS-|925
RETIRED
Dl'SKIN    DONALD   LEE
7-loo     MANliATTAr,    LANE
CllEYENNE    'Y    82OOI
BS-|96O
APPRAISER
USDI-BUREAU   OF    LD.Met,
DWYER     DENNIS    MICHAEL
3O4`    MYF`TLE     LN
MUSCATINE     IA    527'6l
BS-|980
FC}F!EST    SILVIC
U    S   FOREST    SERVICE
DYl(STERHuIS    EDSKO    'ERRY
38O7    OAKLAWN
BRYAN    TX    77SOI
BS-|9J2
PROP    EMERITUS
TEXAS    A    a    M    UNIV
DYKSTRA    GARY    FRANK
BS-l964      MS-l966   Pro-l972
DYKSTRA    SYLVANNl'S    PETER
P    0    BCIX    385
WASHBl/RN   'I    54891
BS-|938
DYKEN    LBR    CO
DYF`LAND    RICt`ARD    DEAN
Sl59    US    FOREST    SVC
US    DEFT    AGFil
WASrtINGTON    DC    20250
BS-l959
ECON    NATL    RES
u    S   FOREST    SSR
DYVIG    DAVID    LESLIE
R    F{    *l    BOX     l25
HuMBOLDT    IA    5O548
BS-|975
SUMMER    JOB
Hl"BOLDT    COl'NTY
E
EASTEF`    |R    GILBERT    H
P   a   BOX   96
l'PPER   LAX.E    CA    95485
BS-196l      BS-l963
uS    FOREST    SERV
EBERLE    RONALD    JOE




EBERT     GEOFtGE    HENF}Y
2ll4    CREENBRIAR    CIR
AHES     IA    5OOIO
BS-l9S2      MS-l965   PUD-l972
ISU
ECl<    FRANCIS    FREDERICK
4-444    'ESTHEIllER   #236
HOUSTON    TX    77O27
BS-1973
PLAN/FIN    MGR
KIRBY   FOREST    ]NDUSTR]ES    I
ECl<ER     E`JGENE    FFiANKLIN
BOX    ||28
STEAMBOAT    SPRINGS    CO    BO477
BS-I 956
FOF!ESTER
ROuTT    NAT'L    FC)REST
ECKHART    RUFUS    FRANKLIN
a    F!    *4
SPENCER    IA    513OI
BS-|94|
SELF
ECl<STEIN    JOHN   tiENRY
BS-|95O
ED6REN    JAMES    'ARREN
5S3O    N'    TOl<ETEE    DF!
PC)RTLAND    I)R   97229
BS-|957      MS-1959
REFOREST    SPEC
uS    FOREST    SERVICE
ED"UNDS    MERR[LL    BEEBE
7O®    GARDEN    AYE
CC'EuR    D'ALENE    ID    838l¢
BS-|94O
RETIFIED
ED'ARDS    GEORGE    WILLIAM
Fi    R    #3
M^RENGO    IA    523OL
BS-|966
EGELAND    PAUL    ALAN
8O2    V'    VAN    BuREN
CENTEFtVILLE     IA    52S44
BS-|972
PARK    F'ANGER
uS    ARMY
EHLERS    LAURENCE    'CIHN
IO28    HARDESTY   PL    I
COLUMBUS    C'H    432O4-
BS-|965
STAFF    FORESTER
OH    DEFT    NATIJRAl.    RESOl'RCES
EllRENHARC)    CLAYTON    COEN
FREMONT    IA    525e,I
BS-|937
SELF
EHRLICH    GLENN    HOWARD
852   KENT'00D   DR
RIVEF'SIDE    CA    925O7
BS-|953
AGENCY    FORESTEF!
lNC)IAN    AFFAIRS
EINSPAHR    DEAN    'ILLIAM
28O8    CRESTVIEV'    DR
APPLETON    WI    549ll
BS-l949      MS-195O   PHD-l95S
DIP-FCmEST    BID.
INSTIT-PAPER    CHEW-
EINSPAHR    WILLIAM    EDl'ARD
2863B   QUAY   LOOP
l10LLOMAN    AFB   NM    8833O
BS-|967
Cr,IEF"AINT
U    S    Ale    FC)RCE
E[SCt'EID    TliOMAS    GEORGE
4O5    W     SECC'ND    AYE
FRANl<LIN    VA    2385l
BS-|968
SuPR    PART/BC)ARD
UNION    CAMP    CDRP
ELBERT    CORDON    JOHN
R     Ft     *L
BLAIRSBURG    ]A    50034
BS-1975
CC'NTRACTOR
SELF    EMPLOYED
ELLISC'N    MARLON    LOuIS
UNIV    OF    TAMPA
TAMPA    FL    336O6
BS-194O
PROFESSC)R
UNIV.CF    TAMPA
ELLS'ORTH    NELSON    Rl'THVEN
BOX    85
SPErCER    IA    513OI
BS-l95O
SCHC'ENEMAN    BRO
ELSTON    LLOYD    MILTON
15L6    BONFORTE    BLVD
PUEBLO    CC)    8lOOI
BS-I 936
ENGLISll   BURTON   CLYDE
Sol    BEACH
AMES     IA    5OO10
BS-|974.
RESEARCH    ASSOC
|Su
EN6STRC"   'ILBln    HAROLD
1355    MODRONA    AYE    SE
SALEM    OR    973O2
BS-194.3
RETIRED
ENOS    EDWARD
640    MILES    Aye
SANTA    MARIA    CA    93454
BS-1949
ERICKSON    DAVID    'ENDELL
R    F!    #1    BOX    246
YANKTON    SD    57O78
BS-|974
DIST    FORESTER
S    D    DIY    OF    FOF'ESTRY
ERICKSC)N    'R    PALMER
BCIX     |2B
'EWELL    IA    5013O
BS-|95O
OWNER
SELF    EMPLOYED
ERNST    GLEN    ED'ARD
LO25    BRIARCLIFF
RANTOUL    [L    61866
BS-I 972
CONTROL     MGR
CAR^DCO    DIY   C)F    SCOVILL
ES,Cl+t`lER    ARTHUR    RICHARD
216    PELl`AM    RD
DE'ITT   NY    l3214
BS-l95O       MS-l952
PROFESSOR
SUNY
ETHINGTON    ROBERT    L
L4-635    S    I    FOREST    DR
BEAVERTON    DR    97OO7'
BS-l957-      MS-l9S9   Pt+D-I 963
a)IRECTC)R    FOREST
USDA    FOP?EST    SERVICE
EVANS     JOHN    DELACEY
BS-I 95O
BUG     LAND     MGM1-
EVENSON    JOHN    OLE
82S   KING    COTTON    RO'
BRl'NS'ICK    6A   3152O
BS-1955
S    WOOD    PIEDMONT
EVERSON    ALAN    RAY
l7O¢    COUNTRYSIDE    LN
COLUMBIA    t'0    6S2OI
E)S-|965
ASSOC.PF!OFESSOR
UNIVERSITY    CF    MISSC'URI
E'ANOSKI    STANLEY
3335    SACRAMENTO    DR
RIDDING   CA    96OOI
BS-1942
U   S    FOREST    SEE
EWERS    KEITH    FC'RSYTllE
8221    21ST    AYE    NE
SEATTLE    WA    9Sl15
BS-1948
LAND    SuRVEYOR
EWINC    ARNOLD    DEAN
3595O    N    MORNING    STAR
PLEASANT    HILL    OR    974Ol
8S-195O
N'    TBFi    ASSN
F
FAGO    CLIFFOF`D    EUGENE
5lO9    COWELL    BLVO
DAVIS    CA    95616
BS-1958
FC'RESTE R
GAL    DEPT    OF   FORESTRY
FAILC'R    GENE    ALLAN
3O5    CROSS    STREET
ONEIDA   TN    3784,I
BS-196|
TECH-SERV.MGR-
TIBBALS    FLOORING    CO
FALB    'C)HN    HC''ARD
BuTTERFIELD    LANE
F|OSSHOC}R    I|   6O422
BS-1940
COOK    CO-LUMBER
FARIDAY   'AYNE   BLISS
l26B-7O'H   ST
DES    MOINES     IA    5O311
BS-|94O
RETIRED
FARNS'ORTH    C   El'GENE
l219   LANCASTER
SYRACuSE    NY    l32lO
BS-l926   PHD-l945
RETIRED
FARRIS    'ILLIAM    ARTllUR
|4.33-17TH   ST
VEST    DES    MOINES    IA    5O265
BS-|96O
ASSIS    STATE   FOR
IA     CC'NSEF}VATION     COMM
FARVER    'All'ES    Tl+OHAS
U    S    FOREST    SERV
BCIX    5O8
ALAMOSA    CO    8llOI
BS-197O
US   FOREST    SERV
FASEl+uN   FESTuS    EJILAYO
DEPT   FOREST    RES    Met
UNIV    OF    IBAD^N
IBADAN       NIGERIA
PHD-I 97.a
uN!V    OF     IBADAN
FASSETT    JIM    FRANKLYN
R    a    JF3
WEBSTER   CITY    IA    5O595
BS-195O
SELF
FELKER    RALPH    HERMAN
l7O8    LAMBERT
PROVO   uT    84,6OI
BS-l936      MS-l938
USDA-SCS
FELLC,,S    ALBERT    r'ILTON
3ll3    VICTORY   VIEW    CIR
BOISE    ID    837O9
BS-|955
TECHNICAL    SERVI
BOISE    CASCADE    CC'RP
FENNELL    RC)BERT    E
951    N    IRVINGTON
INDIANAPOLIS    IN    46219
BS-l922
RETIRED
FERELl.    RAYMC)ND    SMITll
RT    5    BCIX    583
MOREHEAD    KY   4O35l
l'S-l966   PHD-l97O
COORDI MATE/F}ECI
MOREHEAD    STATE    ur`ltV
FERGuSON    JOtlN   COULD
3O2l    l4TH    AYE    N
FT   DODGE     IA    5O5OI
BS-|93S
GEN    MGR-PF!ES
FCRM    a    1'C}'N    LMB
FERGuSON   LE'lS   KIRBY
l6O5    ROOSEVELT
AMES    IA    5OOIO
BS-|936
RETIF}ED
FERGuSON    NC'RMAN    BRl'CE
P   0   BOX    L25
LANOK^    tlARBOR    NJ    O873+
BS-196O
AS'+LAND    OIL    INC.
FERREE    MAX    EuGENE
4L5L5    FORESTVIE'    LN    NO
PLYHOU1-A    MN    5S¢42
BS-l957
BARTLEY    SALES
FESER    MARY    JEAN
R    R   fl    BOX    37A
DEFIANCE     [A    51527
BS-|979
FIELD   PERSC'N
Hl'NNICuTT    ®    ASSC'C    APPRAIS
FICr:E    JAMES    ED,AF}D
446    CAF}MEN
LOUISVILLE    CO   8OO27
BS-|959
OISTR    RANGER
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
F-lCKEN    LYLE    D'AYNE
6216    SHASTA   'AY
KLA'ATll   FALLS   OR   976Ol
8S-|96O
REGION    AUDl1-OR
'EYERt+AEuSER    CO
FIELD    CRAIG    ALLEN
LOOS    CO^TBRIDGE    C1-
MANCHESTER    MO    63Oll
BS-I 972
NGR    OuALITY    CON
ORCr1,ARD    CORD    OF    AMER
FIELD   KENT    EO'ARD
7O5   HASKELL   ST
Bl,RLINGTOr'    IA   S26OI
BS-|974
FIELDS   BOB    LEE
645   i   5Tti   ST   EXT
'^F`REN   PA    l636S
BS-|959
|AND    STAFF   ENGR
FOREST   SERVICE
FIGHT    ROGER    DEAN
542O    S   I    ELM
BEAVERTON    OR   97OO5
BS-l966   PHO-l97O
RESEARCH    ECOr`,
RANGE    EXPT    STA
FILBERT   JR    JOSEPH   I
St®    S    TRAILS    CT
RT   *5
COLUMBIA    MC)    6S2OI
BS-1972
FINCH   a   DEAN
l332   TC"AllA'K   LANE
BILLINGS    MT    59lOI
BS-I 95O
E)uR    IND    AFFAIRS
FINLEY    JACl<    ALBERT
512-l52ND   ST   EAST
T^COM^   |A   98444
BS-|9SO
DF    PLYWOOD    ASSO
FIRCH    GARY    FRANKLIN
ElOX    |45
BF}'DGE'ATER    IA    5O837
BS-l964      MS-I 969
uS   FOREST    SERV
FISCHER    CRA[G   ALLEN
417   CllARLES    ST
SYCAMORE    IL    6Ol78
BS-I 9C,a.      MS-I 966
NANAGEFi    PROCESS
MASONITE    CORD
FISH    JC)HN    ARTHUR
4OO    BALDWIN
N^X'ELL   I^   5O16l
BS-|952
CCn`lS    PROU    COORD
STATE    CC'NSERVATION    CC'MM
FISHEF!    ALAN    KEITH
62O    S    E    TERRACE
ROSEBuRG   OR    9747O
BS-|95O
BOISE    CASCADE    CORP
FISHER    BRUCE    CLARK
RR   2
ALDEN     IA    SOOO6
BS-|973
SELF
FISHER    JFi    RC'Y    ROBERT
8585    N   MANOR   LN
FOX    POINT
MIL'^l'KEE   'I   532L7
BS-1947
I)lRECTOR    C'F    HIJU
R\^'ZHEIHER       COMPAr,Y    INC
FISK    CARROLL    VIRGIL
P    I)    BOX    3|O
F^F!HINGTON    NH   874OI
BS-I 94O
FIXSEN    'ALLACE    GEORGE
BOX    5O7
SHOSHONE    ID    83352
BS-|9SO
FORESTER
SELF    EMF'LOYED
FLEMING   LESTER    CLYDE
FiuNNELLS    (A    5O237
BS-|95|
Suet   OF    GRANTS
STATE    CONSERV^T]ON    COMMIS
FLEMING   RICHARD    ED'IN
28O9    SCENIC    DR
MC}DESTC)    C^    9535O
BS-|952
FASHION   T'C'-T'N
FLETCHEF!    RALPll    A
P   0    BOX    5
T'AIN   HAR'E   CA   9S383
BS-|92O
FLICl<    FFiANCES    JOSEPHINE
l9O4    N    TUCSC'N    BLVD
TuCSON    AZ    85716
BS-|939
UNIV.OF    ARIZ.
FOAM    MARIO    LEIDE
ll     MOHAWK     DRIVE
RAMSEY    NJ    O7446
BS-|943
PF!ES IDENT
UNIVERSAL    FOODS    COF`P
FOLEY    CLETIS   Dot
log    HIC.KORY    C.F!EED    BLV
BRANDON   FL    33Sll
BS-1963
FC'LLEN    WILLIAM    FF`ANCIS
2O4    CARMEL    AYE
JACKSON   MS   392O4
BS-|937
PRESIDENT
POLLEN   '00D   PRESERVING    CO
FONKEN    ALLAN    DONALD
36O8    PINE    HILL   DR
COEUR    D    ALENE     ID    B3814-
BS-1963
BUF'     LAND     MGMT
FORMAN    LAURENCE    P
P   0    BOX    1942
WOODLAND    PARK    CC)    8O863
BS-1952
RETIRED
FORNEY    JOHN    LATIMER
ROUTE     I
BRIDGEPC'RT    NY    l3O3O
BS-l95l       MS-l952      AE-l952
SR-RESE^R-ASSOC
COFiNELL    UNIV,
FO'LER    'C)HN    MOF`TON
BOX    3169    Eec)N    DEFT
NM    STATE    UNIV
LAS    CRUCES    NM    88OOI
BS-l97+2   PHD-l979
ASST   PROP
NEW    MEXICO    STATE    UNIV
FRAN'E    PATRICK    E
Rug   DES   PF2ES    54
TRAMELAN    272O    SWITZ
BS-|976
FRANKLIN    RC)BEET    P
43l    S   I   4TH   ST
BEND    OR    977OI
BS-|958
0R    S,I   FORESTRY
FREDERICKSON    PAUL    WENDELL
l33?5    NW    PETTYGROVE
PORTLAND    OR   97229
BS-|952
SR    SALES    SUPV
BC'lSE    CASCADE    CORD
FREEL    RICHARD    DEAN
lll4    LOS    ALTOS    COURT
RIVERSIDE    C.A    925O7
BS-1958
SuPV
BuREAu   OF    LAND    MGT
FRENCH    ROSCOE    JOHN
l22    SPENNSYLVANIA    AV
BELLEVILLE    IL   6222l
BS-|94O
US    AIR    FORCE     (RETIRED)
FRET     JCIHN    HOWARD
4457    CAFtR]SON    RD
TOLEOO    OH    4-3613
BS-|969
CWENS-ILLINOIS    INC
FREYMULLER    'Al'ES    I
R   a   *2
LOGAN    IA     5154|6
BS-l973
FAF!MER
RAYMOND    NETHER
FRITCll    I(ATHLEEN
P   0    BOX    247
'ILSON   WY    83Ol4
BS-\®56
HELITACK    CRE+I
BRIDGER-TETON    N.F.
FRITCHER   EARL   ED'IN
IO721    ART    STREET
Sul`LAND    C.A    9104,0
BS-|95O
TRAFFIC    ENCR
STATE    OF    CALIFOF!NIA
FRuEll    LEO    HENF!Y
RT   *2
CASCADE    IA    52O33
BS-|963
FF!Y   liARRY    'OSEPt1
1S25   REX    DRIVE
ORRVILLE    C'H    44,667
BS-|95|
SECT    LEADER
KOPPEFiS    CO    lr`C
Fl'LTON    MAX    DE'AYNE
916    MISHA'AKA    FIB
GRAND    RAPIDS   MN    55744
BS-L953
MGR    FC'REST    I)IV
BLANDIN    PAPER    CO
FUNCK    JAMES    'ALTER
2330   N'   ROLLING   Gin
APT   *|O7
CORVALLIS    OF`    9733O
BS-l974      MS-1977   PllD-1979
OREGON    STATE    l'NIV
FURNISH    UAMES    R[CHARDS
32|   N   lath
WORLAND    'Y    824OL
BS-|968
DISTRICT    RANGER
US    FC)REST    SERVICE
EYE    DAVID    'OliN
4O7    GROVE
f-REDERICt(SBURG    IA    5O63O
BS-|95O
CLERGYMAN
PEACE   UCC-ST-P4uLS   PARISli
a
GABRIELSON    C'SCAR    UDELL
JEWELL     IA    5Ol3O
BS-|95O
GAGEN    IWICHAEL    HENRY
664    VISTA    LANE
CHEYENNE    'Y    82OOI
BS-|962
STATE    OF    WYOM-
GALEY    CARL    DELBERT
739    ASHLAND
CHARI'Ot`l    IA    5OO49
BS-1945
RES    MAINT    ENGR
DOT
GALLAHER    WALLACE     BERT
7387   ROBB    ST
ARVAOA    CO    8OOO5
BS-1949
RANGE    DIRECTOR
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
GAMMELL    TIMOTHY    F
7O9  S|   lath
PENDLETON    C'F!    978OI
BS-|972
FORESTEF`
LOUISIANA    PAC[F[C    CORD
CANNON    TIMOTHY    JOHN
IO5O    loth    ST
WEST    DES    MOINES     IA    5O265
BS-|978
GARBER    LELAND    EUGENE
l2769    CODDINGTON    F`D
ST   PARIS    C'H    43072
BS-|965
FROG--ANALYST
N    C    R    CORPORATION
CARDINER    EDMl/ND    T
llO7    E    2ND
ANAMOSA     IA    S22O5
BS-|948
IOWA    CONS    COMM
GARDNER    RONALD    ALAN
RED    RIVER    RANGER    DIST
ELK   CITY    ID    83525
BS-|974
DIST    FORESTER
GARMAN    EDWARD    JORDAN
|7221     MIDVOOD
GRANADA    HILLS    CA    91344
BS-1943
FRIDEN    INC
GARST    DANIEL    A
2O3    ASH    AYE
AHES     IA    5OOIO
BS-I 976
]Su
GAFtVEY    GERALD    MICHAEL
llOI     SOL,Tr,    KING    CIR
Ar,Ar,Elm    CA    9280S
BS-l969
0PER    MANAGER
6ANAHL    LUMBER    C.0
GASH    LARRY     DWIGHT
l475    S    YARRO,
LAKE'00D    CO   8O226
BS-1965
FC'RESTER
uS   FOF`EST    SERV
CAST    ELDON    BRUCE
RR    2    BOX    76
C,ARNER     IA    5O438
BS-1974
FARMER
SELF    EMPLOYED
GATES    EARL     WILLIAM
llO6    0VEF`LOl]K    RD
MAF`ION     IN     4-6952
BS-|939
CIWNER
SELF    EMPLOYED
GATES    JACK    GIFFORD
3323-8Tti    AYE   l'EST
SEATTLE   'A    98ll5
BS-|95O
AMER-MAR I ETTA
GATHERUM    CORDON    i
57lO    STRATllMC)RE    LN
DUBLIN   OH    43Ol7
PHD-|9 59
OHIC'    STATE    U
GEHRING    JON    MARTIN
4O6    ASHWOOD    TER
CliATTANC)OGA    TN    37415
BS-1975
I NSTRUCTOR
CHATTANOOGA    ST    TEC    CC)M     CC)
CEF!DES    ROBERT    LEE
BS-l965
GERLACH    GEORGE    HILLER
9824,    OVERBROOK    C.I
LEA'OC'D   KS    662O6
BS-L949
PRES
LUHNO'    CC)NSTR     CO
GETTLE    RICllARD    ALLAN
MANCOS    RANGEF2    DIST
MANCOS    C.0    S1328
BS-|976
GETTY    Rl)SSELL
STAR    FtOuTE    BOX    7'9
SOUTIl    OTSELIC    NY    13155
BS-l936      MS-l95l
GEYER    'AYNE    ALLAN
7624    MOt`RC'E    STREET
FOREST    PARK     IL    6Ol3O
BS-l955
GIBSC,N    LAWREr'CE     M}LFC)RD
STAR    RT    #4    BOX     ILL
FIFIELD    WI    54524
BS-1933
SuLPt+lTE    SUPERI
RETIRED
GIFFEr`    WILLIAM    DUNCAN
APT    3O8C
88O9    S    MADISOt`l    AYE
INDIANAPOLIS    IN   46227
BS-19J2      MS-I933
RETIRED
GILDEA    'DllN    LAVERNE
GEORGIA    PACIFIC    CORD
P    0    BC)X    621
PINEVILLE    WV    24874
BS-l969
MGR     TMBFZLDS
GEORGIA    PACIFIC    CORD
GILES    MICHAEL    THC'MAS
BOX    576
RANGER    STATION




GILL    JAMES    MOORE
PO    BOX   65|
BELLEVUE    WA    98OO9
BS-|95O
SELF
GILL    RONALD    BLAINE
655    SllEF-FIELD
VALPAR^lSC)    lN    4,6383
BS-|956
MANAGER
CALUMET    t'ARBOR    LuMBER     CO
GILMC'RE    RICHARD    DUANE
3O8    lST   ST    E
BOTTINEAu    ND   58318
BS-|965
STAFF    FORESTER
NO    DAKOTA    FOREST    SERVICE
GINGERICH    FtAYNOND     EARL
385    E    L5TH
EuGENE   OR   974OI
BS-|96|
OWNER-MN6F!
FOREST    CC'NSU|TING    SERVICE
G'ERSTAD   DEAN    rtAROLD
DEFT    OF    FORESTRY
AuBl'RN   l'NIV
AuBl/RN    AL    3683O
E'S-l966      MS-l969   Pl+D-l975
ASSIST    PROP
Al/BURN    UNIVERSITY
GLADE    BERNARD    WILLIAM
LIO8    0LETA    ST
LuFXIIN    TX    7-59OI
BS-|946
TECti    PRC'G    MGR
ST    F{EGIS    PAPER    CC}
GLASER    DONALD    EC)WARD
4O6    MELODY    LANE
NEW    BERN    NC    2S56O
BS-|95|
RETIRED
GLEASON    LC''ELL    SALEE
P    0    BOX    27l
CARROLLTON    I+a    64633
BS-l95O   PHD-l953
GLESNE    NELS    G
COUNTRY    CLUB    C.lR
RT    *3    BC)X    39
BREVAF!D    NC    287+l2
BS-|94O
SALES    REF>
VASTINE    ENGR    CO
GNE'[KOW    LARRY    a
82O    E    GARLAND    *7
VEST    SALEM   ']    54669
BS-|9?3
YARD    FOREMAN
'EBSHR    LUMBER   CO
GODDAFiD    DONALD    'RAY
|9926    ROSCOE    #24
CANOGA    PARK    CA    913O6
BS-|938
DISHIER    LUMBER    SALES
GOETZ    DAVID    'OSEPll
l64O6    SE    23RD
BELLEVUE    WA    98OO8
BS-1966
ASST    MGR
SIMPSON    TINABEV    CO
GC'FF    CllAF{LES    RAYMONC)
BC)X    7576
OLYMPIA    WA    985O7
BS-I 954
CrtIEF    FORESTER
INDUSTRIAL   FORESTRY    ASSOC
COINS    RICHARD    ALAN
RT    1        BOX    4O8B
SUMMER    VA    9839O
BS-|96O
'EYERHAEUSEF`    COMPANY
a,OODNER    THOMAS    BENJAMIN
5lO8    BEDFC'FiD    AVE
EDINA    MN    55436
BS-194O
WPLS    FOFtD    MOTOR
CORDON    JOliN    CHARLES
t'EAD    FORESTRY    DEPT
OR    STATE    UNIV
CDRVALL[S    C}F`    9733l
BS-l96l   PHD-l966
HEAD    OF    OPT    FOR
OREGON    STATE    UNIVERSITY
GDRt)I,rJ    ROGER    ROLAND
3825    JUPITER   LANE
BUTTE    HT    597OI
BS-L967
GORE    JAMES    LYLE
S4O8    RIDGEHONT
DES    MOINES     IA    5O322
BS-|955
BANKEFtS    LIFE
COSSARO    C)EAN    CARLTON
lola    I   llANCOCK
WtLLIAMS    AZ    B6O4,6
BS-|9®9
FIRE    STAFF
KAIBAB    NATL    FC)F`EST
GC)TTNEID    DAVID    'OEL
BS-|972
GOTTSACKER    JAMES    llAROLD
RT    I     BOX    8
WATERSMEET    Ml    49969
BS-196O
D'STF!ICT    RANGER
U    S    FOREST    SERVICE    OTTAWA
GOTTSCllALK    KlreT    'l|LIAH
6O4,    HENRY    ST
W^FtFtEN    PA     l636S
BS-|974
RES    FC)RESTER
uS    FOREST    SERV
GC)WEB    JOHN    ALLEN
PO    BOX    862
DAYTON    OH    454OI
BS-|95O
COMll'I     SALE    REP
BEND]X    FOF{EST    PROD    CORP
GRAFING    LYNN    RC)GEF!
2O2|    JC)i
PONCA    CITY    C'l<    74,6OI
BS-1972
HOPPERS    CC)MPANY    INC
GRAHAM    ,AMES    r'ARLC)'
5455    I    CC'LORADC)    PL
LAKE'OOD    CO    8O226
BS-1949
OFFICE    MGR
NEW    YC)RK    LIFE     INS    CO
GRAU    EDVIN    I+    '
719    St`ATTUCK
GREENVILLE    MS    387OI
BS-|933
FORE STRY
l'S   GYPSl'H
GR'AU    MARTIN    FRED
P    0    i)C)I    392
ALTAVISTA    VA   24517
BS-1936
u    S    GYPSUM    CO
GRAU    ROBERT    BODliOLDT
BOX   786
ELKADER    IA    52O43
BS-|939
MANAGER
GRAl'    LOGS    a   LuMBER
GRAVES    WAITER    LEC'NAFZD
8213    CONNECTICUT    ST
ALBl'OuEROl'E   NM    87llO
BS-|933
GREEF    CHARLES   HILL
COMMISSION    LltMBERMAN
P    CI    BOX    385
AMAF`ILLO    1-I    79lO5
BS-|926
SELF    EMPLC)YED
GFiEEN    DUANE     LEROY
14175    S    W    BARLC)V    CT
BEAVERTON     OF2    97OO5
BS-|953
US    FOREST    SERV
GFiEEN    JAMES    RUSSELL
P   0    BOX   42
MELV[N    'A    5135O
BS-I 962
FARMER
SELF    E:MPLDYED
GREEN    JOt'N    MAFtTIN
5Ol2-2lST    AYE
SEATTLE    V'A    9BIO5
BS-|973
CRAB    STUDENT
l'N[V    DF    'ASHINGTC)N
GRIFFITli   Jot,N   ENOS
RT   5    BOX    |25
JACKSON    NS    39212
BS-l94l      "S-l942
MPI     IND
CRIMES    GOUGli    TAYLC'R
BS-|94O
GRIh'ES   "ILLMER    DALE
220    FRANKLIN   PARK    DR
BC'ISE     ID    837+OS
BS-19SO
RETIRED
GRIST   RICrtARD   PAUL
217    PARK    AYE
PRINCETON    'V    247®O
BS-|949
GA-PACIFIC
GRIS'OLD    GEIRALD    l1
418O    TAOS    DF`
SAM    DIEG,0    CA   92ll7
BS-|93|
RETIFtED
GRIS'OLD    RICHARD    KING
2339    EAST    3lOO    NORTH
LAYTC'N    l'T    54O4,I
BS-|954
SuPERV I SOB
FOREST    SERVICE
CRC)OH    ,AYNE    JOSEPr'
Sa.14    I   25TH   FLACE
CICERO    IL    6O6SO
BS-|956
INTERNAL    AUDITC)
CECO    COFtPORATlON
GRC'VE    HARRY    LEE
32S5   S   '   RIDGE'00D
PORTLAND   OR   97225
BS-1947
POTLATCH    FOREST
GRUENING    WILLIAM    EDWARD
411l    HOMESTEAD    DR
SHA'NEE    MISSIC'N   KS    662O8
BS-1955
GRuNDEL    DENNIS    'lLLIAM
R   R   f|
ST    ANSGAFi     IA   SO472
BS-197O
Gull)EBECt(    CARY   El)GENE
617   KENIL'ORTll   CT
C.LINTON    IA    527-32
BS-|974
HOPPERS    CC"PANY    INC
6l'LICK    MILES   JAY
RT   *l    BOX    log
OuINCY   CA   9597l
BS-1952
uS    FOREST    SERV
CuLLIFORD    JAMES    B
log    N    RCID    LANE
CARBONDALE    IL    629OI
BS-I 97-3      MS-I 975
ASST    DIR
SOUTHERN    ILL    l'-CARBONDALE
Gl'STINE    CLARENCE    S
845   LEBAt`ITE   DRIVE
LEBANON   OR    97355  -
BS-I 9J8
CASCADES    PLY'D
6UTCHER    DAVID    EAF]L
6S    S'    RODS,EVELT
BEND    OR    977OI
BS-|96|
US   FOREST    SERV
Gl'TC.HER   DONALD    a,ERALD
163    IDYLWOOD    DR    S    E
SALEM    OR    973O2
BS-|962
Bl'R    LAND    NGMT
H
HAAL^t`D    CARL    'OllAN
1717    I   BENTON   ST
IO'A   CITY    IA   5224O
BS-|954
PRCIF
UNIV   OF    IO'A
HAEFNER    HENRY     EARL
4242    NE    FAILING
POP(TLAND    OR    97213
BS-1908
RETIRED
I+ADACEK    ARTt`uR    FRANK
RT   '2   BC)I    l4OA
CDPPE:R    HILL    VA    24LO79
BS-|9SO
FIRE    MANAGEMENT
US   FOREST    SERV    JEFFERSON
I+AFENSTEIN    ER'lN    HEAL
l414   SISKIYOu
KL^MATH   FALLS   OF'   976OI
BS-I 9S9
SILVICuLTuRIST
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
H^GHAN    STEVEN   Cr'AFiLES
l6O56   'RIGHT   PLAZA
DH^HA    NE    6813O
BS-I 979
HAKENSON    CARL   COY
2Ol2   TENNESSEE   N   i
^LBUQuEFtOuE   r`lt,   87l  lO
BS-I95O
FORE'STER
Dl'KE    CITY    LuHBER    CO    INC
HALBLE[B   Dl'^NE   '
292   SE   OAK
DALLAS   OR    97338
8S-|96O
HALBROOK    OuINCY    X
552   BEAN   CRK   RD   'l42l
SCOTTS   VALLEY   C.A    95O66
BS-|947
uS    GEOL    SURVEY
r,Ally   Tt+OMAS   I
RT'4   BOX   257-B-I
MILLEDGEVILLE    GA    3lO6l
BS-|959
SELF   E"PLOYED
HALL   RICt+ARC    BRIAN
2316   KNAPP   ST
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-LO69
^SSOC   F'ROF
ISu
I+ALL.    RUSSELL    V
283O    BISCAYNE
PLANC'    TX    7SO75
BS-1963
AREA    SALES    MGR
KOPPERS    CO    INC
HALL    IV   JOHN   'ESLEY
i.0   BOX   252
LEONARDTO'N    MD    2O65O
BS-|953
DIST.CONSERV-
l'SDA    SOIL    CONS.    SERVICE
r,ALVERSON    Ilo,ARD    G
LOO    ^CADENIC   PARK
P^   STATE   UNIV
UNIVERSITY   PARK   PA    l68O2
BS-|96O
PRC''ECT   LEADER
uS   FOF`EST    SEFtV'CE
I,ANBROCK    RICHAFiD    LEE
P   a   E'OX    loos
MARIPOSA   C^   95338
BS-|959
US   FOREST    SERV
llAl'ILTON   NEIL   D'lCHT
3635   '00DLAND   ^VE
DES    NOINES    IA    5O312
BS-I 976
ATTC'RNEY    GEN    OFFICE
r'^NILTON    JR    OAV'D    ALEXANDER
IO34    VIRGINIA    AYE
NOSCO'    It)   O3®43
BS-l965   put)-l97O
uS    FC'R    SERV
H^HMER    NELV]N    E
322O    STRATFORD    AVE
REDOING    CA    96OOI
BS-|954
uS   FOREST    SERV
H^"WETTER    MAHLON    CL^IR
CAESAR'S   P^L^CE   APT*5
92O   SOU,tl   I+5
CONROE    1'X    773O4
BS-l967   MFO-l969
AREA    EDuCA1-OR
TEXAS   FOREST    SERV
H^Hl'OND   Rl'SSELL   CLYOE
ll47    CALVARY   RD
DuLuTl+   "l`   558O3
BS-|949
ENfn_OYERS     INS
H^P'ISCH    RICHARD    LYLE
E    233O4-   V^LIEY'AY
LIE'ERTY   LAKE   'A    99Ol9
BS-|953
uS    FIDELITY   C,    GUAR
H^NtCS    LELAND    PARRIES
7'24L   CHAFFIN    RID6E
COLU"Bus   Ol+   43214
BS-l96O      MS-l962
FOR    PROD    TECHN
uS    FOREST    SEFIVICE
WANNA    ROGER     DEE
F{    i    2
CASCADE    IA    S2O33
8S-1969       BS-1972
llANNA    STE'ART   Pt'lLLIP
l3Oll    NE    7l    CT
KIRKL^ND    WA    98O33
BS-|952
uS   FOREST    SERV
I,ANt`AH    ROBERT    MARK
628    'HITAKEF!
MISSOuLA    MT    598OI
BS-i 97'6
FC}REST    TECH
MONTANA    ST    DIY-FC)RESTRY
tlANNEN    Jim    'AF!REN
IO68    EISENt10WER    RD
HIA'ATllA    IA    52233
BS-1974
HANSEN    EARL    t`AROLD
IO46    CulNEVERE




HANSEN    NC)RMAN    JOHN
R    F   D   *l
DFIAKESVILLE    IA    52552
BS-195l       MS-l954-
SELF
HANSEN    RICHARD    CARL
5O7   S'   3RD    ST
STE'ARTVILLE   HN   55976
BS-1952
PAXTON   LUMBER
HANSEN    ROBERT    ARTHUR
Fit    #|    BOX    655
SUMMER    'A    9839O
OS-|9SO
'EYERHAEUSER    COMPANY
HANSOM    DAVID    CARL
l¢711lDDEN    VLY    LANE
ROSEBl'RG   I)R    9747O
BS-1961
GEN-MGR.
PONDEROSA     It'N    INC.
HANSOM    NATHANIEL    BENJAMIN
loo   N    CANYON    DRIVE
REDMOND   OR    977-56
BS-1929
FiET[RED
HANSOM    NE'TON   FELIX
l3OI    HIGllLAND   DR
NE'POFtT    AK   l7'2ll2
BS-I 95O
RAW    MATERIALS    MGR
CURTNER    LBR    CO
HANSOM    CX2LIN    JAMES
BOX    |27
POLAND    IA    5O236
BS-|952
CARPENTER
SELF    EMPLOYED
HANSOM    RICHARD    LEE
167l    EVE:F}GREEN
EuGENE    C)R    974O2
BS-196O
FDRRESTEF!
uS   DEFT    C'F    THE    INT   BuREAu
HARBOl)Fi    RAY    R
122l    -2ND    AYE    SE
CEDAR    RAPIDS    IA    524O2
BS-|938
SELF
rtARCHARlt(    DAVID    ANDREW
BS-1965
HARDCOPF    ROBERT    V
21O§    LINN    DF`
O'^1-ONNA    MN    55O6O
BS-195l       MS-l956
UNIV    I)F    MINN
HARDIE    HUGH    BRYAN
l72l    N   COURT    AYE
OTTl'M'A    IA   5250l
BS-195B
AID    ^SSDC    LOTH
HARJuLA    ANDREW    MIKAEL
BS-1967
HARKEHA    DAVID   'ALTER
74    S    MAIN
NE'    SHARON    IA    5O2O7
BS-1976
FORESTER
HARKEMA     Cr,EV     CC)
HARMON    'ENDELL   H
RT    I    BOX    39    A
BEAVERCF`EEK    I)a    9?OO4
BS-1932
0'NEF`    e.    MGR
HARHON    TREE    F^RH
HARRINGTON    DOUGLAS    GROVES
2O2    N    HAFtF'ISON
PIERRE    SD    575OI
BS-|938
RETIRED
I,ARRINGTON    THADDEUS    ADRIAN
l74   'EST    IMPERIAL   DR
HAR^H^N    LA    7O123
BS-|949
ASST    DIP-RES
USDA-FOFtEST    SERVICE
HARRIS    MICriAEL    JC,SEPli
BOX   35|
WHITEHALL    MT    59759
BS-|977
FORESTER
U    S    FCmEST    SERVICE
HARRISC)N    C    LE'IS
SUNNY    ACRES    VILLA
25OI    E    loath   AVE
DENVER    CO    8O233
BS-l925      MS-l926
RETIRED
tlART    DONALD     EMERSON
=  i
GRANGER     IA    5OIO9
BS-|968
BAr`ERY    MANAGER
DAliLS   FOODS    INC
HARTMAN    JOSEPH    BARNETT
HHD    l6OTH    SIC    6P
APO    NEW    YORl<    NY    O9164
BS-L969
CPT    SIC    CORPS
US    ARMY
HARTMAN    JR    GEORGE     BERNHARDT
24    STATE    ST
DERIDDER    LA
BS-1948
BIO`1ETRI CS
US    BUREAU    OF    LAND    Mat
HARTMAN    JR    Tt+EODOF`E     A
BIG    SUP   CA    93920
BS-l952
BIG    Sufi    CONSTRUCTION
HARVEY    JAMES    I
2352   ROLLING   HILLS    DR
CLAFtKSTON    WA    994O3
BS-1953
BRANCrl   CHIEF
FOREST    SEF}VICE    USDA
llARVEY    RALPl+    ROBERTSON
Fit   #2   BOX   #679
FAIRFIE|D    BAY    AR    72O88
BS-|935
BET)RED
I,ASEK     JC)HN    MILTON
6O6    SPRING    VALLEY    LN
Ct+ATTAr\rOOGA    TN    37415
BS-194L9
COMBUSTION    ENGINEEFtlr,G
HASKELL    liENRY    li
238   i   BROAD'AY
GRANVILLE    C]H   43O23
BS-l9S2      MS-l956
BORDEN    CHEW    LAB
liATCr'   'IL|lAM   LUTHER
BS-|934
HATCllER    ORVILLE    KEITH
7583   Poll   ST
OMAt+A    NE    6Bl34,
BS-|95O
FORESTEFi
CITY    OF     OMAHA
llATCHER    ROY    GILBERT
Sl2    WEST    '00D   DR
MARSHALLTC''N    IA    5OIS8
BS-1949
FORESTER
IA    CONSERVATION    CC'MM
HATllA'AY    MICHAEL    BATES
ll7    SUNSET    DR
ELKINS   WV    2624l
BS'-L963
FORESTER    DEPl'TY
FOREST    SEF}V    USDA
HATZ    RUSSELL    RICtlARD
1333   CUMMINS   PK'Y
DES    MOINES    IA    5O311
BS-L975
FOFiESTER
HAuGEN    DENNIS    ALLEN
7    S   UNIVERSITY    AYE
APT   *4
F^YETTVILLE    AR    727OI
BS-|979
RESEARCH    ASST
UNIVEF`S[TY    OF    ARKANSAS
HAuKOll'    ALLAN    SIDNEY
RR#2    BOX    36
FT    ATKINSON    WI    53538
BS-|939
NASCO     INTL
r'AVEFt     EDWARD    ARTHl,FZ
4,Ol    I    CHURCH    ST
PANORA    IA    5O216
BS-|975
MANAGER
ROBERT    NEEL-LAl<E    LuMBER
HAWK    I,ERBERT    i
BS-I 952
HAYES    JR    EARL    '
9O2    CHANEY
PHILADELPllIA    MS    3935O
MS-|966
r,AYGF`EEN    JAMES    llAROLD
2232    S    ROSEWOOD    LN
ROSEVILLE    MN    55113
BS-1957
I,AYGREEN    JC)HN    GRANT
558    SllELTON    RC)AD
AUBURN    AL    3683C
BS-|952
PROFESSOR
UNIV    C'F     MN
HAYWOOD    WILLIAM    FFtANCIS
t`ILLSDALE    TF`L   CT    'l6
AMES     IA    5OOIO
MS-|978
r,AZARD    JOllN    |lLLIAM
RT    #3    BOX    2O-A6
sllER'00D   OR   9714O
BS-l957   PHD-l969
PN'    FOR    EXF'   STA
rtAZENBERG    GERF`IT
l6   COLLEGE    ST
Tllur`lDER    BAY    DNT    PTA    5J2    CANA    I,
PtlD-i 974
ASSOC   PROF
LAKEHEAD    UNIVERSITY
HEACOX    ED'IN    FRANC]S
25ll    57    ST    CT    NU
GIG   HARBOR   'A   98335
BS-|93O
V-P-_FORESTRY
t'l'NARY    PACIFIC    COMPANY
HECKENBERG    FRANCIS    PHILIP
P   I)   BOX    232
smith   RIVER   CA   95567
BS-1968
PLANT    ENGR
SIHONSON    LuMBER
HEFFNEF`    PATFtICK    a
l442   'ILKS   PL
CC'LORADC)    SPRINGS    CO    8O9O9
BS-|969
u.S.AF!MY
HEGGEN    JC)llN     WEBS
8553    NW    OAK    CREEK    DF`
CORVALLIS    OR   9733O
BS-19a'2
C}REGON    ST    l'NIV
HEIKEN    WILLIAM    JOHN
PO   BOX    5|2
KETTLE    FALLS   WA    99141
BS-|973
FC'FiESTEFt
uS    FOREST    SERVICE
HELGEFiSON    OLE    TERRENCE
DEFT    OF    FORESTRY
OF!EGON    STATE   uN]V
CORVALLIS    OR   9733l
BS-I 968      MS-l975
FOREST    RESEARCtl    LAB
llELLENSCHMIDT   PAUL    ll
R   R   *|
BOONE    IA    50O36
BS-|973
HELSCHER    JOHN    WILLIAM
BOX    327
wASllINGTDN    IA    52353
BS-l939
GENERAL    AGENT
OHIO   NAT.LIFE    INS.CO.
HEMPEL    RC'WLAND    'ALTER
6329    FAIRVIEW    DR
HECllANICSVILLE    VA    23l'l
BS-|95O
LANDSCAPE    SUPER
GLEN'OOD    GARDEN    CTR-
HEMPHILL    MERLYN    I
74OI    TURQUOISE    DR
TACOMA    WA    98498
BS-|952
HENDERSON    Ct+ARLES    ANDREW
RD   *3
WASlllNGTON    N'    O7882
BS-1969
HENDERSON     MAF`K     F}AY
4OO   I+ILLVIE'
HARION    IA    523O2
BS-|979
HENNESSEY    THC"AS    CHARLES
4.6O9    N    BRITTOr`l
STILLWATER    OK    74O74
PliD-I 976
ASST    PROFESSOR
DKLA    STATE    UNIV
HENNIN6S    RC)BERT    A
3325    EMERY    HILLS    DR
CHAMBLEE    GA    3O34l
BS-|95O
MANAGER     MILL
GEORGIA    PACIFIC    CORPC'RATI
HENNY    ARTtJUR    CHARLES
4.627    3RD    ST
6REELEY    CO    eO63l
BS-|9?I
SALESMAN
CLIFT-MCCOMB    FEALTY    INC
HENRIKSEr`    JR    HARC,LD    C
RT   *l    BOX    29lA
TRE60   |I    54.888
BS-|971
DISTRICT    REP
Ale    ASSOC    FC)F`    LuTHERANS
HENRIKSON    EINAR    LuD'lG
72l    N   "ARSHALL
LITCllFIELD    MN    55355
BS-|933
HENRY    CtlARLES   LEE
Fit   S    BOX    59
COuSllATTA    LA    7lOl9
BS-1965
LEAF-    RIVER    FOR
HENRY    F!Or`lALC,    OuANE
Ft   a   *|
CAMBRIDGE     IA    5OO46
BS-|973
TREE    FARl'    HANA6
JAMES    STRAUTMAN    TREE    FARM
HENSEL    R    L
BS-l913      MS-l922
tiERRICK    DAVID    i
FiOCr`Y    MT    FORJreXP,S'A
FT    COLLINS    CO   8O52l
BS-i 94,7      MS-i 956
D IRECTOFi
FOREST    SERVICE
HERF!ICK    OVEN    WR[CHT
RT   *|    BOX    24
CHAODS   FC)RD    PA     19317
BS-1955
US    FOREST    SEF!V
HERTEL    I)ANIEL    JAMES
l417    N    I    KING    BLVD
CORVALLIS    OR    9733O
BS-1979
MA    OR    BUS     AD
OREGON   STATE    UNIVERSITY
llERTEL    I,AROLD   GENE
594l    COTTAGE    DR
DES    MOINES     IA    5O3ll
BS-195O
STATE    FORESTER
CONSERVATION    CONMISSIC)N
HERTEL    WILLIAM    MICHAEL
l3O8    RIDGEWOOD    DR
HIGHLANl)    PARK     IL    6OO35
BS-|952
SALES   REP
H.    H.    KETTER    LBR    C.0
HERTZBERG    GROVER    ROBERT
S72O    tlAR'OOD   I)R
OES    NOINES     IA    5O312
BS-1951       MS-|954
V-P-.SECRETAF`Y
LIBRARY    BINDING    SERVICE.I
r'ERZBERG    SIDNEY    D
I?35   I   3RD




I,ESS    ROBEFtT    WILLIAM
573O    TALL    PINE    LN    *8
JACKSONVILLE   FL    322ll
BS-|934
HESSLER    ED'ARD    HICIJAEL
1417    N    I    KINGS
CORVALLIS    OR   9733O
BS-I 979
STUDENT
OREGOt`'    STATE    ur`lIV
HETZER    RC)BERT    EUGENE
ROUTE    #l    BC)X    337
MANSOr`l    WA    9OB3l
BS-|957
US   FOREST    SERV
HEUER    BRIAN    'ILLIAM
l993    POOUETTE    RD
G,AYLORD    Ml    49735
BS-|978
O<   TECH
CHAMPION    BLDG    PRODUCTS
r,I,ITT    PERRY    DEAN
%U    S    FOREST    SERV
JACOB    LAt(E    AZ    86O22
BS-I 976
HEYEFt    ED'lN    'INN
3O    PEACHTREE   RD
BASt(lNG    RIDGE    NJ    O792O
BS-1936
RETIRED
lilBBS    DANIEL    LEE
442O    AHICK
DES    "DINES    IA   5O310
BS-|978
CITY    OF    DES    MOINES,    FOF}EST
tlIBBS    ROBEFtT    HARF`Y
BCIX    68|
MARSHALLTO'N    IA    5OIS8
BS-1967
IC)'A    C.ONS    COMM
lilCKS,   LO'ELL   EDEN
5O48-2lST    Aye   NE
SEATTLE    WA    98lO5
BS-19|5
RETIRED
hicks    LYELL   ELMEF`
34'OI     LEWIS    FAFiM    F!D
RALEIGH    NC    276O7
BS-L939
RETIRED
HIEDEM^N    JEFF   LANE
97    I/2   N   DAVIS
BOX   527
BELGF`^DE    MT    59714
BS-|979
FORESTRY    TECH
HOhIT^NA    DIY   OF    FORESTRY
HIGGINS   DOUGLAS    6EOF!GE
9O    CASCADE    COURT
'H'TE   CITY   OF`   975OI
BS-|975
BlmEAu   C'F    LAND    Met
HIGCINS   FiOBERT   FRANCIS
38    NO   BEF'KELEY    '^Y
MEDFORD   OR    975OI
I)S-|949
Pees
NEDMORD    CORD
HIGt-EY   TERRY   LEONARD
9lO    r'^Tl+A,AY
H^DISON   'l    537ll
BS-|962
RESEARCH    PLANT
FOREST    PRODUCTS    LAB
HILDEBR^ND    PICK   LEE
E'OX    ll8S
L]BBY   NT   59923
BS-|977
FOREST   TECt`
FOREST    SERVICE
hill   ROGER   MILTON
RO|lTE    I
REDFIELD    IA   5O233
BS-|948
SELF
HILLIARD   'ILLIAN   KENN)SH
P   0   BOX    |86
SILSBEE   TX   77656
BS-|952
HILLN^N   KENNETH   'ALTER
BS-|959
IIILLS   'A"ES   ARTHUR
a.Ol-6TH   a,T   a   i
MASON    CITY    I^   5O4OI
BS-I 949
CONST-F|ELD   AST
H'Y.DIY.-lO'A   a-0-I,
HILSN^N   VINCENT    JOHN
l83l    NORTHCREST
'ACO    TX    7r67-lO
BS-|94.I
I,Ill-    DONALD    ED'AFtD
R    R   *2   BOX    |81
KEOKuK   ]^    52632
BS-|969
US   FOREST    SEF!V
H[LTON    GARY    D
BOX    SOS
KELLEF'   'A   9914O
BS-I 976      MS-l979
FCmESTER
BUREAU   C'F    INDIAN    ^FF^IRS
rlINES    ^NNLEE    A
PSC   BOX   367
Ape   NE-   YORK   NY    O93O5
BS-1973
CHIEF    INTERCEPT
u S.AF
HINKLEY    I,ARRY   SAMUEL
7O3   I   BALD    "T   RD
O^D
SONOFtA    CA    9S37O
BS-|932
UNIV    OF    GAL
H]NN^N   '^YNE    MICtlAEL
R    R   *2
BELJIOND    IA    5O42l
BS-|972
FAF!NER
SELF    EMPLC)YED
HINR]Cr'S    JOHN   CARL
i   0   BOX   |62|
||SE   VA   24293
8S-|964
SIJPR    FORESTER
USFS
HIRT    ROBERT    E
24O5    WEST    22ND
EuGENE   OR    97'4OS
BS-|939
SELF
r,lSZCZYNSl<YJ   LuBON    ^LL^N
2748-2OTH    AYE   N
FT    DODGE    IA    5O5Ol
8S-|96|
MITE   'AYNE    ALLEN
9O43S   NT   Sr'^DO'S   DF'
SPRINCFIEl_D   OR    97'477
BS-196e
I,C,OCES    DON^LC,    JOSEPH
l4OO    S    COLLYEFZ       ,29e
LONGMONT    CO    8O5OI
BS-1935
RETI RED
HOEKSTR^   PIETER    EGBERT
BS-|95|
HOFFMAN   'R    PAUL    F
12O2    LAKE    SHORE    DR    N
B^RRINCTC'N     IL    6OOIO
BS-l94.a      MS-l95O   PUD-l951
PFtES IDENT
NORTH'EST   C,reMCO.    INC
HOFFMANN    DAVID    MICt+All
l645    DIES    DF`   #4
DUBuOUE    IA    52OOI
BS-L975
uS   FC'REST   SVC
t10FFMANN    EDV'ARD    JOHN
9183   S    'INTER    'F'EN    DF}
SANDY   uT   S4O7O
BS-|947
F!ET I RED
HOGAN    JACK    B
O9O9    C.OG,GINS   DR
SUN   CITY    AZ    e535l
BS-1926
F}ET I RED
I,I,GELIN    MILFORD    CHALMERS
819    CANTEFtBURY    DR
BESSEMER    AL   35O2O
BS-I 939
STAFF-ASSI T
l'S    STEEL    CORP
HOCLAN    Cl+ERYL    LYNN
Ilo    TERRACE    DR
INDEPENDENCE    IA    5O644
BS-1979
USES
HOt'ENADEL    SA^'UEL    FRANKLIN
2939   i   l8Tli   ST
DAVENPCIRT     IA   528O3
BS-|934
F}ETI RED
HOKE    JERRY    ALLEN
X    MRS    MELBA    Hake
RR   *3   BOX66
BuRLINGTIJN    IA    526OI
BS-|968
UNEMPLOYED
HOLLAND    JACK    SHIVVERS
3576    MERRILL   RD
DALLAS   TX    75229
BS-|955
0|NER
HO|CO   BLDG   SPEC    INC
llC)LLIDAY   LE'lS    MCFARLAN
l6542    L62Nt)   PL   SE
RENTON    WA    98OO5
BS-|965
PROP    TAX    SuPERV
ITT    RAYDNIER     [NC
llOLLINGSWORTll    CRA  IG
R   Ft   '3   BOX    IO7^
B^OGER    RD
LANCASTEFt    'l    53813
BS-|O69
FOF2ESTER
STATE   OF   'lS
r'OLSCHEFt   CLACK    El)'ARD
P   CI    BOX    246
S1-MICHAELS    MD    21663
BS-|937
RETI RED
HOLTZ    ROBERT    DEAN
99SI    CONCORD   AYE
Sun   CITY    AZ   8535l
BS-|93O
FtETIRED
WOMAN    KEITr,    ALLAN
BOX    25O
HOT    SPRINGS    AR    719OI
BS-|954
uS    FOREST    SERV
tic)MNENA    CHARLES    ROE
RT   BOX   3O4-4
ELKINS    WV    2624l
BS-1965
FORESTER
US   FOREST    SERVICE
I,OOSE    ,ELDON   'AYNE
813    S    HERCEF`    AYE
BLOOMIr'GTON    IL    617-OI
BS-|94,i
GEORGIA-PACIFIC
HOOTMAN    WARFtEr`    DEMING
1975   'RISTON   Spas   RD
COOS   BAY   OR   9742O
BS-|948
I+DOVER    CLYDE    COLBURN
VEST    I)Tll    STFtEET
F|   0   BOX    398
CASSVILLE    HC'   6S625
BS-I 94'2
PFiES--MCR-
FOREST    PRODUCTS     INC-
HOOVER    'lLLIAM   L
SOS   N   35O    ll
WEST    LA    FAYETTE     IN    479O6
PHD-|977
ASST   PROP
PuRDUE    l'NIVERSITY
HOPK[NS    STEPr,EN    REESE
PO   BOX   3403
NASHUA    NH    O3O61
8S-|972
PLANT   "GR
KOPPERS    CC'
l10PP   ERITli   |EROY
433O    RUE    DE    FLEuRS
ORANGE    TX     7763O
BS-|947
0WENS~ILLINOIS    INC
HORAK    FF!ANCIS    I
60   S   I)EPE'   DR
DENVER    CO    8O226
BS-195|
BuR    LAND    MGMT
HC,FiN    MICliAEL    GENE
BOX    946
DUBOIS    WY    82513
BS-|973
u   S   FOREST   SER
llORSluAN    LE'ILL    EOWARD
l92O    5TH    AYE
FT    WORTH    TX    76llO
BS-|952
uS   CORPS    ENGR
HC)RTON    LOWELL    EUCENE
2537    PREST'ICK    AYE
CONCOF`D    CA    94519
BS-|95O
BC)TANIST     ECOLOG
l)S    FC'REST    SERVICE
HOSKINS    ROBERT    NATHAN
76O5    C.ORN'ALL    FIB




HOSKINS    THC'MAS    tlARVEY
R    a    *1    BOX    63
E}RIGHTC)N     IA    5254O
BS-|97'1
PllYSICIAN    ASST.
UNEMPLOYED
l10TCHKISS    JENNINGS    DONALD
33O42    MARINA    VISTA
DANA    POINT    CA    92629
BS-l938
RETIRED
llOUGr,    ,OHM    PURVIS
l74?    EDELINE   AYE
ARCATA    CA    95521
BS-|93l
F!E TI RED
HC)USEMAN    RC'BERT     HAROLD
PO    BC)X     |6
lNCHELIuM    'A   98138
BS-1978
FOR    TECH
COLVILLE    TRIBAL    FORESTRY
HOl'SEMAN    Sl'SAN    KLEITSCli
PO   BOX    |6
lNCtlELluM   'A   99138
BS-|979
SUP    TIMBER    CC'NT
CDLVILLE     INDIAN    RESERV
HOUSTON    CHARLES     STOKES
l961    PAINTEF!    ST
KLAMATll   FALLS   OR    9?Sol
BS-|94.i
FiEGION     PUF!CH    MG
'EYEF2tlAEUSEFt    CO
l10l'STC)N    JEAN    ARVAL
l125    MARYLAND    DF`
VISTA    CA    92O83
BS-|94O
HOl'TCHENS    FAYE    LAWRENCE
l825    CllARLOTTE
MISSOuLA    MT    59801
BS-I 958
SPEC    AGENT    INVE
u    S    FOREST-    SERVICE
HOW    DAVID    CLARK
23   GLEN    OAK    CT
MEDFORD    OR    97501
BS-|9S6
REALTY    SPEC
BuRE^U    OF    LAND    MAr`AGT
liOWARD    RICHARD    ALBERT
5O    W'LLIAM    ST
WORCESTER    MA    Ol6lO
BS-1962
CLARK    UNIV
HOl'ELL    EDWARD    MARCUS
RT   *9       BOX   458
LAKE    CITY    FL   32O55
BS-1929
RETIRED
US    FOREST    SERV
llOWELL    JR    JOSEPH
BS-1925
HOWELLS    BENJAMIN    DAVID
62|    PINE
MANISTEE    MI     4,966O
BS-|96L
RES    FOF`ESTER
PACKAGING    CORP    OF    AMER
t10'LETT    Dt]NALD    ERNEST
l215l    FINDLAY    AYE
DETROIT    MI     482O5
MS-|978
FOREST    ADM    MGR
l'S-7    BUREAU   OF    C.ENSUS
HRUBES    ROBERT    JlOHN
272O     ELMWOOD    AYE
BERKELEY    CA    947O5
BS-1973
RES    F-CREST    ECON
USDA    FC)REST    SERVICE
HUBBARD    ARTHl'R    CALVIN
RT   *l    BOX    l4S9
LA    GRANDE    OR   97850
BS-l952
Hl'BBARD    JOllN   WllEELER
ROUTE    J¥6    BOX    S6    a
LITTLE   FALLS   MN    56345
BS-|934
RETIRED
HUBBARD    JR    WILLIAM    T
7-02    ALTA     VISTA
C.AFiROLL     IA    514OI
BS-|972
lluFF    VIRGIL    DARWIN
BS-|961
ST    COMPENSA    INS
Hl'GllES    RALPH    liARLEY
IS46    DEL    RIG   DR
FT   "YERS   Fl   339OI
BS-l938      MS-l939
F`ETIRED
HUCHES    ROBERT    FRANCIS
34O5    WODDl.AND
RM    55C
WEST    DES    MC)lNES     IA    5O265
BS-19®9
SALESMAN
NATIONAL    LUMBER    a    SlilNGLE
ttUGllES    WILLIAM    GC]DDE
285    lNDIANDALE    RD    SE
CEDAR    RAPIDS    IA    524O3
i)S-I 949
HUGHES    LUMBER
HUMS    MICHAEL    RAYMOND
l49   E    Ol'INCY
ELMllURST     IL    6Ol26
BS-|977
SALESMAN
ED'ARD    HINES    LUMBER    CO
HuMMEL    ALLAN    EuGENE
7-304    N   PROSPECT
FRESNO   CA    937ll
BS-|952
V   P
PAYLESS    CASH'AY    INC
lil'NGATE    GEORGE    EDWARC)
4OO    'ALWOF!Tli
IROr,    MOUNTAIN    HI     498OI
BS-|9SI
PRESIDENT
L-SUPERIC)R    LBR-
ttUNT    RC)BERT    LEE
BOX    l88
ELKADER     IAl   52O43
BS-19S5
SELF
Hl'NTER    CllARLES   RONALD
4,636    CllARF`ETT
MISSOULA    MT    598OI
BS-|955
US    FORES1-    SERV
llUNTER    GARY    LEE
4917    LILLIAN
C'MAHA    NE    6B157
BS-1976
BUYER
UNION    PACIFIC    RR
Hl/NTINGTON    SEITli    MER'IN
BS-1938
HuNZIKER    RC]GER    F
894    EL    PRADO
LAKE    CITY    FL    32O55
BS-1963
FOREST    SuPT
OWENS    ILLINOIS
HuRD    EuGENE    STANLEY
8O2    E    2ND    ST
MOUNTAIN    l`OME    AR    72653
BS-l935      MS-194l
CONSOL    PAPERS
I+URD    RICliAF!D    MILLEF`
2935    DAF{CA    DR
PRESCOTT    AZ    8630l
BS-1939
RETIRED
HIJSM^N    DC)NALD   LEIGl1
845   PANcoLA   DR
NORTli   FT    MYERS    FL    33903
BS-|94O
COL    USA
F!ETIRED
HUTCHINGS    CORDON    CllRISTIE
ll55    EUDORA    STREET
DENVER    CO    eO22O
MS-|927
SELF
Hl'TCHINSON    ROBERT    RILEY
126|7-7TH    S1-
YuCAIPA   CA    92399
BS-|935
ST    DIY    OF     HWY
I
ILCH    DAVID    M
l453    HIGHWAY    65
ECt(Eat   CO    81418
BS-193|
RETIRED
IMFELD     DONALD    ANTHONY
1619    MAROUETTE    F'D
'OLIET    IL    6O435
BS-l95l
SALES   REP
METF{OPOLITAN    LIFE    INS    CO
INMAN    LAURENCE    L
RT    *|
DANVERS    MN    56231
BS-l947
FARMER
SELF    EMPLOYED
INNISS    GLADSTONE    F
13l    CATC)    AGRICOLA
GEC)F`GETOWN    GUYANA
BS-l979
INSKEEP   RICllARD    DAR|IN
225    FREEPORT    DF!
8LOOMINGDALE    IL    6OlO8
BS-1974
INTERMILL    WEBSTER    I
HALF    MOON    BEACll
CHASSEl.L    MI    49916
BS-|932
Sat    MILL    OPR
MAPLE    LUM8ER     INC
IPSEN    LORENZ    ROBERT
1424    HIGHVIE'   DR
DES    MOINES     IA    5O315
BS-I 949
ll    L    ILTIS    LMBR
IFiWIN    TERRY    ELTC'N
6O7   S   loth
SAC    CITY    IA    5O583
BS-197O
D    |R|IN
[SEBRANDS     'lJDSON    GAF!Y
RT    i*4
Rr,INELANDER    WI     545OI
BS-196S   PtlD-1969
SCIENTIST
FC'REST    SCIENCES    LAB
IVERSON    RAY    CARL
4.le    DAHL    ST
RHINELANDER    WI    545Ol
8S-|928
RETIF!ED
IVCIRY    GEORGE     MICllAEL
48    COuRTHELL
LARAMIE   'Y   8207O
BS-1979
J
uACtC    LYLE    EUGENE
26-2|4TH   SE
REDMOND    WA    98O52
BS-|955
PIAN/PROGPAmlING
US     FOREST    SERVICE
JACK    ROBERT    CLAIR
l92l    TIMC)TllY    DFtIVE
ATLANTA    GA    3O329
BS-1947'
PLAN    8    FROG
INTEF!NATIONAL    PAPER    CO
|ACKSON    RO9ER'    HAROLD
BOX    3|6
JOSEPH   OR   97846
BS-|947
SELF
JACKSON   DONALD    GLEN
R    R    |1     BC)X    6
PEARSON    DR
SPEARFISt+    SO   577-83
BS-|967
FORESTER
USDA    FOREST    SERVICE
UACC'BSEN    Tl+EODORE     VERN
SIS    'ARF!EN    ST
NESCOPECK    PA    l8635
BS-l965      MS-l968
'AMINET    JAMES    ALLEN
BOX    354
YAMPA    CD    8O483
BS-|976
FORESTRY    TECtiNI
USDA    FC)REST    SERVICE
'AMISON    GLEN    MEREDITH
BOX    l47
COIN    IA    51636
BS-|939
PAGE    CO    ASSR
COUNTY
'AFiRARD    STANLEY    EUGENE
l3O9    MAF{ION     ANDERSON
ROAC)
HOT    SPRINGS    AR    719OI
BS-|95|
REGIC'N    AUDITOR
WEYERllAEUSEFi     COMPANY
uASKuLSKI     Tr'ADDEuS    MARION
7OOO    SPRINGSIDE    AV
DOWNERS    GROVE     IL    6O515
BS-|951
'AUCH    'ACC)B
3227    ST    CLAIR    AYE
PUEBLO   CO    810O5
BS-|933
F!ETIRED
JAYNE    JAMES    LYLE
BOX    2O5
PAISLEY   OF!    97636
BS-|958
uS   FOREST    SERV
'ENNINGS   MEAL    ELDRIDGE
RT   |6
L'NCOLN   NE    68502
BS-|968
US    ARMY
'ENSEN    DAVID    WILL[A"
l934   PARK    COuF!T
DO`tGLAS   WY    S2633
E)S-1972       MS-1974
FORESTEF!
USDA    FC'FiEST    SERVICE
'ENSEN    EVERETT    'C'HN
4    MEADOW     WAY
FAIRF^X   CA    9493O
BS-|934
RETIRED
JENSEN    I,AROLD    ,AMES
321     ARROYC)    DR
GRANTS   PASS   C'R    97526
BS-194.2
RETIRED
UENSEN    KEITH    FRANK
317    S    SECT'Oh'LINE    RD
DELAl'ARE    OH    4,SOLS
BS-l96O   PHD-l963
PLNT    PHYSlOLGST
FOREST    SERVICE
'ENSEN    'ILLIA"   LOUIS
DOG'00D   LAKES   ESTS
Fit   #3
BONIFAY   FL    32425
BS-|9S8
FL    FOREST    SERV
JESSEN    JAY   L
P   0   BOX    |72
'HISKEYTC)'N    CA    96O9S
BS-|96|
CHIEF
WtiISKEYTOWN   NAT'L    REC
JESTER    RICllARD    KINGSBERRY
R    R    *l    BOX    l79AA
PENGILLY    MN   55775
BS-|96e
JIRSA    DC)NALD    EU6ENE
Ft     F     D
FRANKLIN    GF!OVE     IL    6lO3l
BS-|95O
uS    FOREST    SERV
JOINS    JEFFERY    JOHN
317    N    E    TRILEIN    *3O2
ANKENY    IA    SOO2l
BS-|977
0l'TDOOR    PLANNER
IA    ST    CONSERVATION    COMM
'OENS   ROBERT   LE'IS
7O    S    P|AINS   RD
THE    PLAINS    C'll   48780
BS-|96O
D[ST    RANGER
US    FOREST    SERV
'OtlN   DOuGLASS   PRINCE
F}    R    *2       APPLE'OOD    RD
^F}RENSBUF}G    ^lD    6a.O93
BS-|969
MONSANTO
Jot+NSON    ALE-REC)    WILLARD
22O    F`IVER    SPRINGS    DFt
ATLANTA   GA    3O328
BS-194.8
PN'    FC'R    EXP   STA
'OliNSON    DAVID    ALLAN
BOX   263   HliSB    I/37   FA
FT    RICHARDStON    AK    995O5
BS-1978
FIRE    SuPP   OFF
US    ARMY
JOllNSON    FLOYD   ALFRED
l4O64,    S   I    GODDALL   RD
LAKE    OS,WEGO    C)R    97O34
BS-1939      MS-l94l
US    FOF!EST    SERV
JOliNSON    GLENN   LEROY
BS-|936
JOHNSON    GLENr`    RAY
3769   MANOR    'DS    DR   N'
ROCllESTER    MN   5590l
BS-|972
0RTHOFEDIC    PtlY
Maya   CLINIC
JOllNSC'N    HO'ARD    CHARl.ES
889   I    ST   Cl`ARLES   Rl)
LOHB^RD    IL    6Ol48
BS-1955
DIRECTOR
FC'F{    PRES    DIST/DU    PAGE    CO
'OllNSON   KENNETH   HuHPHREY
405    NONTICELLO    DR
ST^FFORD    VA    22S54
BS-I 963
NAVAL    OFFICER
uS   NAVY
JC'HNSC'N    KIRK    ALLEN
*    N    E    JOHNSON
LE    GRAND     l^    5O14,2
BS-I 974.
OHNSON    ll'ARLIN    A
3125    HEMBERC
FLAGSTAFF    ^Z   86OOI
BS-|965
US   FOREST   SERV
JOHNSC'N    OTHO    M
l52OI    C'LVIE   BLVD   *398
CHESTERFIELD   W'O    63Ol7
BS-1934.
JOHNSON   RC'BERT   COREY
HICKORY    GROVE    TR    PK
a    FZ    *2
AMES    I^   SOOIO
BS-I 959      MS-1963
ASSOC   PROP
DEFT    OF    JC'uRNALISM
'OHNSC't`   ROBERT   'ILLIAM
5O5    DOORLEY    RD
SIDNEY   Ot1    ®S365
BS-|959
TECH    SALES   REP
CARCILL    I"C
|Ol+NSON   ROGER    CARL
7526    CHAIRMAN   AYE
BATON    ROUGE    LA    7O816
BS-I 9?4
JOHNSON   DONALD   STEPliEN
RT    I    BC'X    leo
FOF'EST   MS    39O74
BS-|97.I
SUPEFZVI Soft
MC)LPuS    LUMBEFi    COMPANY
JC'HNSON   VICTOR    A
l426   NAX'ELL   AYE
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|955
'OllNSON   'lLLIAM   ALBERT
6a.l3    Sr,^DY   LN
L^CEY   WA    985OJ
BS-|94,9
Sl'PERVI SOB
ST^lTE   OF    'ASH   DEFT   NATuRA
'C)HNSON    SR    R    VERLE
7t74O    HALL^RD   DR    S   I
Hl'r`TSVILLE    AL   358O2
BS-|936      MS-1938
JOKERST   RC)NALD    'M
2O13    RAE    LANE
MADISON   'I    537ll
BS-|959
RES   '00D   TECtl
USFS
JDNDLE    DANIEL   RUSSELL
6|5   N   |3TH
ESTllERVILLE    I^    51334-
BS-1977
'C'NES    DONALD    CHARLES
6329   N   8¢Tll   ST   APT    3
"ILV^uKEE   'l   53225
BS-I 974
KRAuSE    LMBR   CO
JONES   Gl.EN    C
I l4,OO   NORN^NDALE    BLVO
NINNEAPC)LIS    MN    55®3l
BS-|9|6
RETIRED
JONES    JOHN   G
4,LIL    'ESTBROOK    DFi
sTILL'ATER   OK   74O74-
BS-197-a       MS-l973   PHD-l976
ASST -PRC'F -
OKL^HONA    STATE    UNIVERSITY
JONES    LOF!Er,    KEITH    R^NSOH
LYTLE    CRK    RANGER    STA
STAR    FIT    BC'X    loo
FONTANA    CA    9233e,
BS-|966
RESOURCE    OFFR
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
JONES    MARK    DAVID
2515   |lNt)|DC'D   LANE
ORANGE    PARl<    FL    32O73
BS-|972
JONES    ROBEF!T   ED'ARD
7O9    COMMERCIAL
PLAINFIELD    IL   6OS44
BS-|9SO
STAFF    ASST.
CC"WC'N'EALTt+   EDISON    CO.
JONES    STEPHEN    MAFtTIN
92L    KENIL'ORTr,   CT
'ALNuT   CREEK   CA    O4596
BS-|976
FC)RESTEF!
u-S-FOREST   SERVICE
'ONS    THC)WAS    P
2717    LANGRIDGE    LP    NW
OLYMPIA   'A    985O2
BS-|972
posTSECONDARY    EDU^CATlON
JORANSON   PHILIP    N
2LOI    PINE    KNOLL    DF`    *5
'ALNUT   CREEK   CA    94595
MS-|93e
USD^
JORDAN    JR    'ILLIAM    a
SO43    MARA1-HOW    DR
MADISON   'I    537O5
BS-|949
'lS    CONSERV   OP
JORGENSEN    CARRY    LEE
RT   |2
BELLEVuE     IA    52O31
BS-|965
JOSLIN    STEVEN   'OllN
PO    BOX    I
Tl10RNE    BAY    AK    9995O
BS-|977
*ORK    COOFiD
BUREAl)    OF    LAND    MGMT
'c)Y   CARL    BEFIT
R   R   #|
I)ERBY     IA    5OO68
BS-|97.6
SOIL    CONSEF!VAT
SOIL    CONSERVATION    SERVICE
'\JLLE    WILLIAM   LEROY
l4424,   S   'ALLACE
CHICAGO    IL    6O627
BS-|936
'ut`'GST    STEVEN   ED'ARO
4,OO7     TC)RC)NTO
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-1969      MS-l976   PllD-l978
ASST   PROP
|Su
K
KADEN    CLARENCE    A
22    l'HITE    OAK   CIF!CLE
ST   CtlARLES    IL   60174
BS-|94O
KADERABEK    JAMES    KARL
BOX    2OI
ADIN    CA    96OO6
BS-|959
FOF2ESTER
uS    FC'REST    SERVICE
KACEORGE    MICHAEL    'lLLIAM
2836    PONDEROSA    CIRCLE
DECATuR    GA    3OO33
BS-|95O
l'S    FOREST    SERV
KAISER    'R    HAROLD   i
9814,    COMMCIN'EALTH   OLD
FAIRF^X   V^   22O3O
BS-l96l      MS-l965      BS-l964
KAISERLIK    JOSEPH   HENRY
4+566    AVALON    STREET
EuGENE    OR    9?4O2
BS-|973
KALE    Ill.SON    SAMUEL
606   BERDEN    CT
BOX    8e7
FEFtNDALE    CA    95536
EIS-I 953
CC'L    OF    REDWOODS
KALEN    'ALTER    DEAN
l22    N    a+APEL
ANKENY    IA    5OO2l
BS-|973
ENG FI
systems    Met   6,   BALANCING
KALEN     WENDELL    DAVID
BOX    J
AGES-BROOKSIDE    KY    4-O8OI
BS-|95O
LOCGING    SYST
eEOF`GIA    PAC]F]C    C.ORP
K^LLSTRC)M     'R    ROBEF'T    D
l799   B   HIGBY
Stol   Or1   4a.224
BS-1973
l<ANDEEL    EL-SAYEI)    AE
%UNDP
P   0    BOX   274-
NONRC)VIA    LIE'ERIA
PHD-|968
^LEX^NDRIA   u
KANEY    DAVID    'ILLl^M
2196    GRACE    AYE
MC    KINL.EYVILLE    C^    9552l
BS-l96l      MS-l966
MANAGER     LOG    DIS
sIMPSm,    TIM8EF{    CO
KANSKY    GEORGE    W[LLIAM
l47O5    N    E     HAt`C.OCK
PORTLAND    OF!    9723O
BS-l938      MS-I 94O
RETIRED
KAPEL    FRANK    JOSEPH
BOX    F64
COLBERT    WA    990O5
HS-1939
US    FC'REST    SERV
KARR    THOMAS    K
4649   LA   LUZ
EL    PASO    TX    799O3
EX-|923
RETIRED
KASILE    JOSEPH   DAVID
3725    SEAFORD   DR
uppER    ARLINGTON   OH   4322O
BS-L959
ASSOC   PROP
OHIO    STATE    UNIV
KASTELIC    JOSEPH    PAUL
S28   E    SHERIDAN    ST
FLY   MN   5573l
BS-|957
KATOVICli    ALEXANDER
RT   a   BOX    D-406
'AuTOMA   WI    54982
BS-1950
NAT.RES-FORESTR
STATE    C)F    WIS.
KEESEY    JOHN    CONRAD
RT     I     BC)X     24O
ST    CLAIR    MO    63O77
BS-|954
N    Mix    DEFT    FOFi
KEETON    JACK    C
37OO    MYRTLE    SPRINGS
FT   'C)nth   TX   76ll6
EX-|95O
SCC)uT    EXECUTIVE
LONGHORN    COl'NCIL    BOY    SCOU
KELLER    BARREL   VIVIAN
6457    STEFtLING   DRIVE
oKLAl10ll'A    CITY    DK    73132
BS-I 959
MGR-DIST-CT.OP.
INTERN'L    PAPER    CO-
KELLER    EUGENE
Bl'TLEF}    AL    369O4,
MS-1942
KELLEY    STEPHEN    ARTtll'R
RT     1    BOX    258
COLVILLE     WA    99114
BS-1964
Sl'PERVISC'RY    FC'FZ
USDA    FOREST    SERVCE
KELLSTEDT    PAUL    ARTt+uR
BS-|938
KELSEY    CHRISTOPHER    LEl611
P    I)   BOX    loo
ROMAN    MT    59864
BS-|975
FORESTER
US    DEPT     INTERIOR
KENNEDY    WILLIAM     BERNARD
12399    CC)NQUISTADOR    'Y
SAM    DIEGO    CA   92128
BS-|938
RETIRED
KENT    CllARLES   LEONARD
528    N    LANCASTER
AURORA    IL    6O5O6
BS-|97|
uS    NAVY
KEPLER    JACK    ELLS'ORTl1
6381    STIRRUP   RD
CINCINNATI    OH    45244
MS-|962
CORPS   OF    ENGRS
KESSELF!ING    DONALD    DuANE
l7-5l    'ILD'00D   RD
UKtAII   CA    95482
BS-|963
KETCHuM    RONALD    LEE
||SFS
SISTERS   OR   97759
BS-I 957
DIST    RANCEF`
uS   FC'REST    SERVICE
KIE'EG    CllARLES    ALAN
NE'    LEBANON    CEr,TED
NE|    YORK    ST    NY    ,2126
BS-|967
K'EWEL    ROBERT   LE']S
26O7    CROWN    HILL    CT
'HITE   BEAR    LAKE    h'N    55llO
BS-|949
KIM    BONG-KOO
HEAD    OF    ECON    DEFT
KOOK-MIN    l'N[V
Sl'NGBuK-KU    SEOUL    KOREA
MS-l97O      "S-l97O
KING    DAVID    LEE
P   0   BOX   3247
NORTH   LITTLE    ROCK    AR    72ll7
eS-l97l      MS-l973
KOPPERS    CC'MPANY     INC
KING    JOEL    THOt'AS
PO   BOX    |8|
POWERS   OR    97466
BS-|975
SOIL    SC(ENT]ST
US    FC)REST    SERV
KING    MICHAEL    ROGER
4,3lO    BLACKLAND    HAY
MARIETTA    CA    30O67
BS-1966
PILOT
DELTA    AIRLINES
K[NGEF!Y    Hl)Grl    MCKEE
loo    CRESTVIEW    DR
BIRMINGHAM    AL    3S213
BS-|95O
SPOTNAILS     INC.
KINGSBuRY    DENNIS    RALPH
3578    NC)    ALTA   VISTA    #A
FLAGSTAFF    AZ   860OI
BS-|972
KIRK    DOUGLAS    K
416    WEST    32ND
AUSTIN    TX    7'87O5
BS-1972       BA-1973
KLEMP    Dl'ANE    LAWRENCE
3O7   GLENDA    I)a
LOVELAND    CD   8O537
BS-|972
Ace    FORESTER
|EYERHAEuSER
KLESNER    KENNETll    ED'ARD
3924    I    AUGUSTA    AYE
PHOENIX    AZ    85O21
BS-|968
INSTF!uCTOR    'SO
USAF
KLINE    JC)HN    PHILIP
226    SW    5TH
PRINEV]LLE    C)R    97754
BS-|96|
DIST    RANGER
US    FOREST    SERV
KLINC)FF    ROGER    r,ENRY
RC'UTE     5    62O    EMERALD
JASPER   TX    7595l
BS-|958
OPERATIONS    MAN
OCVENS    ILLINOIS    INC
KNEPP    LAURA
GEr`    DELIVERY
YAMPA    CO    8O483
BS-1979
KNOIL_    CHESTER    WILFRED
820    HIGH    STREET
WEBSTER    C.ITY    IA    SOS95
BS-195O
KNOP    BLAINE    MOORS
l912    NE    l2TH
BEND    OR    977OI
BS-|95O
VIPt
KER"S   RTF. It`lC
KNUPP    JOllN    FRANKLIN
#4    F`OCKINGHAM    PL
CDNROE    TX    773O4
BS-196O
WOOD    PROC    MGR
cc}NRC)I    CREOSOTING    CO
KNUTSEN    STANLEY    KENNETH
RT    #l    BOX    25l
cc'NCRETE    'A   98237
BS-I 953
KC)CH    DAN    WILLIAM
%LES1-ER    MATSON
R    R   *|
DAVENPORT     ZA   528O4
BS-|965
KOCH    SANDF`A    K
7-515    I    QUARRY    RD
Hl,DSOr`    IA    50643
BS-1965
A    HOMEMAKEF`
ROCK    DAR'IN    LEE
RT    *2
F`IC.EVILLE     IA    5O4,66
BS-|97|
MACll lNI ST-FARM
wtlITE    FARM    EQUIP
KOENICK    LEONARD    J
?lS   8TH   ST    SE
WASHINGTON    DC    2OOO3
lJIS-I 96O
KOEF-CE    'lLLIAM   CARL
BS-loll
KOLTZ    BRuCE    GEORGE
927|6   SPORN
sC'uTH   BEND    IN    46635
BS-196S
uS    NAVY
KOMANETSKY    MICHAEL
all    N    MAIN    ST
BENLDA    IL    62OO9
BS-|95|
KOPPEN    WILLIAM    JAY
BOX    32
CENTENNIAL    'Y    82O55
BS-|978
FOREST    TECH
MEDICINE    BOW    NATL    FOREST
KOUBA    HARK     LYNN
R   a   *|
TOLEDO    IA    5234,2
BS-|976
I    S    U,    ELEC    ENGR    DEFT
KOuBA    TllEDDOFiE    FRANK
ONE    LANGDON    ST
b'ADISON   'I    537O3
8S-|926
F'EITRED
KF!AFKA    WARREN    VIRGIL
852    lath   STREET   SE
MASON    CITY     IA    5O4OI
BS-1943
ASST   SUPT-    Bl'S
MASON    CITY    COMMUNITY    SCr`C,
X.RAJICEK    JOHN   ED'ARD
l514    KELLOCC
AMES     IA    50OIO
BS-|942
RETIRED
KRAMBEER    CURT
7O3    E    MAIN    ST
BuRLEY    ID    B3318
BS-l979
PLANNER
BUREAU    OF    LAND    MANAGEMENT
KRAMER    HARRIS   KEITH
lola    I    ALTENA
DE    QUEEN    AR    71832
BS-|973
'EYERllAEUSER    COMPANY
l<RATZ    GARY     LYNN
IO|76    S    36OE
SANDY    LIT    84,O78
BS-|975
SUP    LAND    SURVEY
BUREAU    OF    LAND    MGRT
KREAGER    PAUL    THEO
F!EFUGE    MANAGER
ST    MARKS    FL   32355
BS-|928
KREBS    BARRY    GENE
loo    ESTES    ST
LAKE,OC'D    CO    eO226
BS-|972
LAND    SURVEYOR
|l.S®GOVT®
KREGER    PAl'L    BERNARD
2OOO    6Tti    AYE    SOUTH
ESCANABA    Ml    49829
BS-I 954
RESEARCH    FOF¬EST
MEAD     COf2P®
KREIMEYER    VICTOR    Louts
785   N   a   LAl'RELHuRST
PORTLAND    OFt   97232
BS-I 94.3
FOR    SERV
KRIDELBA\JCH    LEON    EVERETT
9    BUGHER    DR
RC'LLA    MO    654OI
BS-|957
US   FOREST    SERV
KRIEGER    JACK    Rl'TliVEN
642   HILLCREST
'OtlN   DAY    OR    97845
BS-i 955
uS    FOREST    SERV
KRIZAN    TIMOTliY    H
HIDE-A-WAY    LAKE
R7   *4   BOX   I839
l.INDALE    TX    75771
BS-1973
0'NER   'lTH   BRO
CUSTOM    DESIGNS    C.C'
KRC'ACK     MERLIN    EDWARD
925    BOTH    ST    r,E
BELLEVllE    'A   98OO4
BS-l942
KRUSE    GEROLD    'ILLIAM
BOX   264
GRAND    MAFiAIS    MN    5S6O4
BS-l93|
RETIREC)
KRUSE    JOHN    LESTER
66O2    N    KENNEDY
FF!ESNC)    CA    937lO
BS-|96l
KUCERA    CLAIR    LEONARD
BOO    ROCKHILL   RD
COLl'MBIA    MO    652OI
BS-l947      MS-lO48   PliD-i 95O
PRC)FESSOP
l'    "lSSOuRI    CC'LUMBIA
KuEFNER    WAYNE    tlENRY
27972    EL   PORTAL   DR
I+AYWARD    CA    94542
BS-195O
PLANT    MANAGER
DOMTAR    GYPSUM     AMERICA      INC
Kl'EliN    DOu-_LAS   ALLEN
Ilo   TOt10    TRAIL
FLAGSTAFF    AZ    86OOI
BS-1972
lNTERIOR    DEFT    -    u    S    GOVT
Kl'ESTER    ALLAN    FREDERICK;
P   a   BOX   327
'HITLEY    CITY   ray    42653
BS-|953
PROPR I ETDR
APPALAClilAN    LANDMEN
KUHNS    'R    PAUL    SM]Tt1
4,477    BARRETT    ST    SOUTH
SALEM    OR    973O2
BS-1947
REALTY    SPECIAL.
BUREAU    OR     LD-MGMT.
Kl'LP   'OllN   'ILLIA"
9616   BRIAR'00D    CIR
SUN    CITY    AZ    8535L
BS-1929
RETIRED
Kl'PKA    CHARLES    APPEL6ATE
69O5    N   BIRCr,   LANE
KANSAS   CITY    MO    6415l
BS-19¢8
SALES   FiEPR
WIEYERHAEUSER
HURT    SALLI     ANN
RR     1    BOX    9|
CASCADE    IA    52O33
BS-|98O
L
LAMANSKY    WILLIAM    HAROLD
56OO    N'    ll41'H
C'l(LA,+OMA    CITY    I)K    73132
BS-|954
EF!IE    RI'Y    CO
LANDRETH    CATHERINE
BS-l938      MS-l926
RET(RED
LANE   GREGORY   'DEL
S233    BRANDY'lNE    Pl<'Y
BROOKLYN    PARK    MN    55444
BS-|97L
SR    GRAIN    ll'ERCH
CENTRAL    SOYA
LANE    MAX    HOLMES
RT   *4
*9    TIMBERLINE    DR
SPRINGFIELD    IL    627O7
BS-|940
ST    ILL   OIV    FOR
LANE    RICHARD    DALE
P   0   BOX   3086
MARATHON    SHORES    FL    33OS2
BS-194l       MS-194,2
RETIRED
LANE    TERRY    LYNN
29355   S'   PETES   MT   RD
WEST   LINN    OR    97O68
BS-1969
MANACEFt
NORTH    PACIFIC.    LUMBER
LAr`tG    |ERVIS    'EBSTER
923    MILNE    DR
LOCKPORT    IL   6O¢4l
BS-|9SL
SALES    MCR
PLYWC'OI)    6,    DOOR
LANCE     'C}l+N    RAYMOND
26O4    NEADC)I    DR
ROLLING    MEADOWS     IL    6OOO8
BS-|947
EMPL    SECURITY
ILL    DEFT    LABOR    Bun-EMPL
LAF!SEN    DONALD    El'GENE
25718    212TH    AVE    S   E
CEDAR   DO'NS
MAPLE    VALLEY   'A    98O38
BS-|954
ASST    REGNL    MGR
'TT    RAYONIER     INC
LARSEN    GREGORY    JAMES
l912    CEDARWOOD
FAIRMONT    MN    56O3l
BS-|976
LARSON    JOHN    DONOVAN
l64O    N   20TH   ST
SPRINGFIELD    IL    627O2
BS-194L
LAND    RECLAIM    SP
STATE    OF     IL
LARSC'N    MERLIN    DEVERE
9616    BRAIR'OCD   CID
Sum   CITY    WEST    AZ   8S375
BS-|938
RETIFtED
LARSON    RICtlARD    ED'ARO
333   HILLCREST
KEOKUK    IA    52632
BS-|95O
LASH    NERRILL    GENE
BS-|953
ANACONDA     CO
LASSEN    LAURENCE    EIVIND
3842    MIME)SA    DR
NEW    ORLEANS    LA    7Oll4
BS-|95®      llS-1958
DI FiECTOR
SC)l'THEF!N    FOREST    EXPERIMEN
LATr,AM    ORRIN    LESTER
44,OO    CEDAR'OOD    DR
MERIC)IAN    ID    83642
BS-|927
RETIRED
LAu   VICTOR    Cr,ARLES
635   GEORGIANA    ST
PORT   ^NGELES   '^   O8362
BS-|928
LAuRITSEN    MARVIN    l<ENNETll
RT   2   B|   463   LE^Tt+A   LN
CLEVELAND    TN   373ll
BS-1958
uS   FC'REST   SER
LAuTERB^CH   'R   PAUL   CuSTAV
Ilo,a    NO   CASCAI)i
T^COH^   WA    984O6
BS-|944
REGENERATION   t'C
'EYERHAEuSEF`   COHP^NY
LA'   JOHN   'ILLIAM
BF!ONSON    l^    5lOO7
BS-|94|
SELF
LA'RENCE    JAMES   ALLEN
42OE    3O75N
NORTt1   0GDEN   LIT    844O4
BS-|963
t'G'T -ANALYST
uS-FOREST    SEF'VICE
LAYW^N    PAUL    ^RI`lOLD
26®2   N^PLE    STREET
LONGVIEV   'A   98632
BS-I 94O
RETIRED
LE^RY   ROLFE    ^LBERT
|J82   I   |OVA
ST   PAUL   MN   551O8
eS-|959
RES   FORESTER
USDA    FOREST    SEFtVICE
LEAVERTON    DONALD    DuANE
312   PEPPERTREE    RD
'^LNuT   CREEK   C^   94S98
BS-|965
LEE   DON   too
OFFICE    OF    FOF'ESTFtY
SU|ON
KY`^lGGISO    l7+a    KOREA
WS-l97S   F'HD-l978
lNST   OF   FOREST   GENETICS
LEE   ED'ARD    NORMAN
l721    E   CANtNO   Alto
SPRINGFIELD   llC'    65SO4
BS-|929
RETIRED
LEE    MARC   ALLEN
BOX    |45
CRAIG    AK    9992l
BS-|976
uS   FOREST   SERV
LEEPER   DALE    LESLIE
ll62O   AIRLINE   H'Y
APT   *   24'6
BATON    RC,u6E    LA    7Oel6
BS-1978
TECH   REP
BORDEN   CIIENIC^L    CO
LEFFLER   GuSTIN    VALE
R   R   *|
STOCKPOFt'    IA   526SI
BS-L94|
RECC)RD-REP\/B| IC
LEFLER   N^RSH   EO'lN
+3    J'OHNSON    ST
ROLLA    r'O    65¢OI
BS-|956
uS   FOREST    SERV
LE+t'l'ANN    ARTHUR    FEF`DINAND
l315    GRC'VE    STREET
LltFl<IN   TX    759OI
BS-I 934
RETIRED
LEHN^NN   KARL    THEODORE
l32S5   RANST^D   CT   S   i
NIL'AuKIE    OR   97222
BS-1939
FZET[RED
LENDt'AN    FRED    NOliE
2758   KENCO    AYE
REDDINC   CA    96OOI
BS-19SO
RG   '^TT   a   ASSOC
LENluS    STEVEN   CHARLES
STAR    ROUTE    BOX    l25
EST^CADA    OFt    97023
BS-|973
FORESTER
NT    HOOD    NATIONAL    FC'F'EST
LENOCKER   8RY^NT    CRAI6
2625   SHAT    COURT
MOB(LE   ^L   366O9
BS-l969      MS-l97-a
RES    ALLOC    ANLST
INTERN^TL   PAPER    CO
LENZ   t'ORRIS    TJ
SIS    DOUGLAS
'OLIET   IL   6O435
BS-I 95O
LEOPOLD    BRIAN   ELLIS
823    |94TH   ST
GLEN'OOD    IL   6O425
BS-|973
LEROUX    JAMES    i
tool    CASSIDY   DR




LESLIE    JERRY   LEE
3517    LEE    TERR    RD
C'HAHA    NE    6Oll2
BS-|96|
TIHBER'ELD   MAN
LESTER   ORVILLE    FRANK
RT  ||
]NDIANOLA    IA   5Ol25
BS-|928
LEuTt+AUSER    ALBERT    llENRY
l94    S    E    PC'LI)MA
CRESHAM    OR    97O3O
BS-I 953
FORESTEFi -DATA
USDA-FC'REST    SERVICE
LE'lSON   'AYNE   CL'FTC'N
STONYBRcoK    ROAD
PLYMOUTli   NH   O3264
BS-|937
F!ETIRED
LE'MAN    NORMAN    EDl'AF`D
4O    N    4TH    ST
ZlOhlSVILLE    IN   46O77
BS-1969
|IBBY    KENNETl`   EARL
666O    S   W    48TH   ^VE
DES    MOINES     IA    5O32l
BS-1966
PRESIDENT
KEN    LIBBY    HCmES    INC
LIEuRANCE    MARK    ALLEN
7t49    PAMMEL    CT
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|978
SCHOENENMAN    BUILDING    CNTR
LIGr,TCAP    BRIAN    WILLIAM
63ll    N    COMMERCIAL
PORTLAND    C}R    97217
BS-|966
ENVIR    SPEC
US    AR"Y    CORPS    OF    ENGR
LINCH    JC»1N    R
BOX    242
'HITEHALL    MT   59752
BS-L966
FC)PESTER
uS    FOF`EST    SERVICE
LINDBLC"    STEPtlEN   ELLIC'TT
4OLO    BALD'IN   LANE
C^RLSBAD    CA    92OO8
BS-1965
MAJOR
U   S    MAFiINES
LINDER    THOMAS    WILLIAM
X'ARD    LINDER
ll85    LONE    TREE    RD
ELM   GROVE    'I    53122
BS-I 973
SALES   REP
INLAND    CONTAINEF{
LINDER    'ARD    OVEN
llB5    LONE    TREE    RD
ELM   GROVE    'I    53122
BS-|947
SALESt'AN
REXFORD    PAPER    CO
LINDOl'IST    LEONARD    ANDRE'
C>OI     S    9TH    ST
'lLLI^MS   AZ   86O46
BS-I 956
US    FOREST    SERV
LINDSAY    DON    CARL
16lO    N    CtlAMBEF'S    TEFiR
CLAREMORE    OK    74O17
BS-1965
LINDuSKA    PAL)L   SCC'TT
3O6    ALLENVIE'   DR
"ECHANICSBURG    PA    l7O55
BS-1970
SALES   REPRESENT
ANDERSEN    *INDO'ALLS
LINC   'EN   M
BS-|92|
LINK    KERMIT    J
7O6    S    ELM
COLVILLE    'A   99ll4
BS-|958
uS    FOREST    SERV
l.INN    GREGORY    THOMAS
PO    BOX   755
GRAND    COULEE   'A    99133
BS-l97-3      MS-l975
FORESTEFi
VIS    DEFT    OF    NAT    RES
LISCHER    WARREN    'OliN
Fi    R    *3
RED    C'AK    IA    51566
BS-i 935
FARMEF`
SELF    EMPLC'YED
LITTLE    llARFIY    GENE
ll2S    LOUISIANA    BLV    *B
ALBuOUERQUE    NM    87108
BS-|96O
FOF'ESTER
USDA    FOREST    SERV(CE
LIT'lCKl    'ALTER    JEROME
BCIX    51|
pl'EBLO   CO    8lOO2
BS-L948
us    FC)REST    SERV
L'uNGF!EN    DC)UGLAS    V
2Bl24-l99TH   AVE   S   I
KENT   'A   98O3l
BS-1972      MS-|974
'EYERtlAEUSER
LODGE    FLOYD    EDMOND
319    CF!ANE
ROYAL    C'AK    Ml    48O67
BS-|9S2
CITY    OF    DETROIT
LOGAN    LANCE    LESLIE
a    R    #4   BC'X    l79B
cOLu"Bus   HS   397OI
BS-|977      MS-1979
LANDS    AUDITOR
'EYERH^EUSER    CC)
I.OKKEN    CLAYTC)N    MARVIN
2OO4    ASHMORE    DR
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|952
lC''A    HWY    COMN
LONG    BRIAN    DOUGLAS
8O5    CHARLO
MISSOuLA    MT    598OI
BS-l975
LONGVAL    STEPHEN    RAY
3724    5^NDHILL    DF{
CONYERS    GA    3O2O8
BS-l965
SALES    MANGER
JOHN    DEER    CO
LORENZ    PAUL    RICHARD
l245    KLINE    PLACE
CORVALLIS    OR    9733O
BS-|955
STATE    OF     C)REGON
LORENZEN    RICllAFtD    NICr10LAS
BS-I 943
LORIC)    JR   PETER   LEONCE
IOl5    HEYMAN    LANE
ALEXANDRIA    LA    7130l
PHD-l962
SOIL   SCIENTIST
uSD^   FOREST   SERVICE
LOVESTE^C)    HO'ARD    SCOTT
l15    N    I)NEIDA    AYE
RHINELANDER`   WI     54SOI
BS-l949
FOREST    MOB
CONSOLIDATED   PAPERS    INC
LOVRIEN    ARTl+UR    KEITH
ROUTE    2
CLARKSVILLE     IA    5O619
BS-1949
FARM    O`'NER    OPR
SELF    EMPLOYED
LC)'E    HO*ARD    ELDC'N
4O2    DORADO    DR
HIGH    POINT    NC    2726O
BS-I 947.
PF{ESIDENT
STENERSEN    SALES    CORP
LO'NES    RANDALL    RAY
BOX   725
sAWYEFtS    BAR    CA    96O27
BS-1973
LO'TllER    DONALD    ED'ARC)
6O6    loth    AYE
CHARLES    CITY    IA    5O616
BS-|974
PROPAGATOF`
SHERMAN    Nl'RSEF{Y    CO
LUBBERTS    DONALD    R
4O3O    N    CA"lNO    GACELA
TUG_SON    AZ    85718
BS-|93|
RETIRED
LUCAS    JR   ED'IN   LuRTIS
R    R    #2    BOX    542
PRINCETC'N    WV   2474O
MSt-i 967
C)VNER
TllE    SPECTFtUM
Ll+DEKE    LYLE    i
RF}     i    BOX    517    L
SANDSTC)N    VA    2315O
BS-194L9
LltNDBERG   REUBEN    OSCAR
58O    NARZN    OAKS    DR
NOVATO    CA    94947
BS-|929
LUNDOl'lST    D'IGHT    ANDERS
7-36    5Tt+    AVE    SO
SOUTH    ST    PAUL     PIN     55075
BS-I 977
FORESTRY    TECll
FOREST    SERVICE
Ll'NDOl'IST    MARY    K.ATl+LEEN
736    Stu   AYE    SC)
south   ST   PAUL   HN   55O7S
BS-|977.
ARBOR I ST
CITY    OF    SAINT    PAL,L
LIJNSTRUM    STANFORD    JAMES
3O4    VALLEY    VIE'    ST
VERONA   Wl     53593
BS-1962
LUTZ    CLARENCE    ALBERT
RR    2    GARLINGTON    RD
GREENVILLE    SC    296O7
BS-|955
MINISTER
sHANNOr`l    FOREST    PEES.Cr,l,F`C
l.UZA    MICHAEL    PATRICK
l28O    N    i    BURNSIDE
BEND    OR    g77OI
BS-|970
MAF!KET I NG/SALES
BROOKS-SCANLON     INC
LYt'CH    PATRICK    GEF!ARC)
pO    BOX    SIS
ENCAMPHENT    'Y   82325
BS-|976
FORESTER
DE:PT    OF    FORESTRY
LYNN    ARTHUR    D
BS-|95|
LYONS    JAMES    DENNIS
l2OI    CASA     SOLANA
'HEATON    IL    6O187
BS-|965
Bus    DEV    MGR
THE    SID'ELL   CO
LYSNE    DAVID    t10LTAN
27B5    NW    MONTEREY    DR
coF`VALLIS    OR   9733O
BS-|968
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
M
"ACPEAK    MALC.I)LM    DALE
4627   PEARL
NACOGDOCHES    TX    7-596l
BS-l954-      MS-l959
MADSEN    ARNC)LD    RAY
PO   BOX    543
pRAIF`IE   CITY   I)a    97O69
BS-|96O
FORE STEF}
us   FOREST    SERVICE
MADSON    DANIEL    RC)BERT
4O34    BARETT    WAY    S
SALEM    C)R    973OL
BS-|948
BuF{    LAND    MGMT
MAEG|IN    RC]BERT    RIEWEYER
76L3    MIDTOWN    RD
RT   *7
VERONA    WI     53S93
BS-|96|
RESEARCH    FOREST
uS    FOREST    F'RODUCTS    LAB
MALLETTE    ALLEN    RAY
L4OL     N    MAPLE    ST
DEOUEEN    ^R    71832
BS-|973
INVENTORY    FOFi
'EYERllAEUSER    CO
MALLETTE    LAFtRY    GENE
RT   *8    BOX    323
HOT    SPRINGS    AFi    719Ol
8S1|969
I)ISTRICT    MGR
WEYERHAEUSER     CO
MANN    DONALD    ED'AF!l)
l4l    CEDAR    RD
BOGOLl'SA    LA    7O4,27
BS-|95O
FORE STEF! -P ILOT
CRO'N   ZELLERBACll
MANNING    GLENN    HERBERT
4112     I.ONGV'EW    DR
vlCTORIA    BC    CANADA
BS-l963   PHD-l968
MAN'ILLER    FLOYD    GEORGE
l616   BuCH^NAN   DR
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-l96l   PHD-l966
PROP
|Su
MARIS    ALBERT    RICtlARD
R   R    ~3   BOX    3609
FORKS   *A   9833l
BS-|939
SELF
MARKS    TERRY    JASON
63O7   'ESTCOTT
HOUSTON   TX    77OO7
BS-|97O
MARSH    DALE    ED'ARD
2    NORTH    ROSA    RD
MADISON    WI    537O5
BS-|958
MARSH    RICHARD    CLARENCE
1¢87    EAST    OLLIE
GREENVILLE    MS    387OI
BS-195|
US    GYPSUM    CO
MARSliALL    GERALD    DEAN
3325    SUNSET    PARK    CIR
DUBUOuE    IA    52OOl
eS-l95O
R    S    BACON    YEN    C
MARSllALL    liARRY    JOHNSON
4-824    LAVERNE
KLAMATH   FALLS   OR    974,O2
BS-|95S
FORESTEF!
CASCADE    TIMBER    CO
MAF`TENS    DARVIN    HENRY
X'EYERHAEUSER
VENEER    G    PLYWOOD
MARSHFIELD   'I    54449
BS-|973
SUPERVISOR
'EYERliC'uSE    CO
MARTENS    DAVID    GuSTAV
A    S    R    BOX    49O
PR'NCETDN    'V   2474,a
BS-196l      M5-|963
RE    FC'R    PROD    TEC
US    FOREST    SEFiV
MARTIN    CHESTER    I
C'LD    PORT    ROAD
OLD    LYHE    CT    06371
8S-1924
RETIRED
MARTIN    CHRISTC)PH    JA"ES
RT    1    BOX    7'25
NACHES   V'A    98937
BS-|953
SILVICULTl'RIST
uS    FC'REST    SERVICE
MARTIN    JOtiN    RALPH
I.913    MILLCREEK    WAY
SALT   LAKE    CITY    uT   84lO6
BS-l949
SELF
MARTIN    THOMAS    C.tllLDS
554,9    S   LAUREL    AVE
LA    GRANGE     IL    6O525
BS-1953      BS-L954
PERSONNEL
ED'ARD    MINES    LUMBER   CO.
MARTINSON    DENNIS    A
RR*3    CC}uNTF}Y    ESTATES
llOLMEN    WI    54636
BS-1969
PLAN    ALLC)CATIDN
'EYERllAEUSEF}    CO
MARTINSON    GREGORY    DALE
IJ7    ,   BROADMOOR    '3Oe
LITTLETON    CC)    8Ol2O
BS-|97a.
SALESMAN/ESTI WA
'OODLAM    INC
MASON    STEVEN    RAY
I-CN   AGGIE
5OO   I   PROSPECT
FT   COLLINS    C.a   8O526
BS-|97|
SALE    M6F!
FOUR    SEASONS    ENTERPFt)Sis
MATEJKA    JOSEPH    ANTHONY
256    J    COOS    RIVER    FtT
COOS    BAY    OR    O742O
BS-|974
MATHESON    ROBERT    F!uSSELL
L21l     S     16TH    AYE    V'
NEWTON    IA    5O208
BS-1953   I)Vll'-l96l
c)wNERroPEFIATOR
NEWTON    ANIMAL    CLINIC
MATtiIAS    DFtE'    CONRAD
loo   N   9TH
INDIANC)LA     IA    5Ol25
BS-|97O
LABELER
ARM    STRONG    F`UBBER
MATHIS    KIRK    DELANE
a    R    I    GEC'DE    STATE    PK
DANVILLE    IA   52623
BS-|975
PARK    ATTENDANT
IA     CONSERVATION    COMM
MATLACK    VIRGIL    WAYNE
4O3   N   7TH    ST
INDIANC)LA    IA   50125
BS-1938
FtETIFtED
MATT    VINCENT    A
P    0   BOX    765
sl'MNER   'A   9839O
IIIS-|968
'EYEF"AEUSEFt   CC"PANY
wATTl+]AS    ARTHUR    GENE
BOX   984
SPRINGERVILLE    AZ    85938
BS-1965
us   FOREST    SERV
MATTHIESSEN    JOF}GEN     '|OHN-
87O   AVE   a    *9O5
BOULDER    CITY    NV    89OO5
BS-|966
HATTSON    CtlARLES    I)l'DLEY
349   LINFIELD   DR
VALLEYS   C^    9459O
PHD-|971
ECONOMIST
u   S    EPA
"AX    TIMC)TtlY    AARON
8O9    NE    6TH    AYE
PC)RTLAND    OR    97232
BS-l969   PHD-l975
MAYBERRY    GERALD     DOYNE
29O5   I,ally   AYE
DuRANGC}    CO    813OI
BS-19S2
FORESTER    LANDS
uS   FOREST   SERVICE
MAYER     CARL    E
2225    S'   KNOLLCREST   DR
pc)RTLAND    OR    97225
BS-|94'3
PRC'JECT    LEADER
USES
MAYNARD    CHARLES    ALVIN
69S    PAMMEL    CT
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-1974      MS-I 977
GRAD    STUDENT
ISU
M^YNARD    DONALD    EDMl)NDS
SPANISH   VLY    DR
LA    SAL    ROUTE
MOAB   UT   84532
BS-|95O
FiEtIRED
MCALPINE    HAROLD    F
RT    *1    P   0    BOX    |56
PEARCY    AF{    71964
BS-|97O
FOREST    Et'GINEER
WEYERHAEUSER    CC)MPANY
HCANDREWS    Pr,ILIP    'OSEPll
LS6711AMILTON
EL   CENTRO    CA   92243
BS-I 94.9
MCANINCH    C.ARRELL    DEAN
4,31    S    KENDALL
DENVER    CC)    8O226
BS-195|
l'S   FOREST    SERV
HCANINCH    JAMES    a
l912    *    3RO    ST
CEDAR    FALLS    IA    5O613
BS-I 94-8
DIST    CONSERVST
soil   CC'NSERV    SERVICE
MCCARRC)N    DAVID    l10'ARD
l985    CHANEY    RD
DuBuOUE    IA    52OOI
BS-|94'8
PROD    CONT    MGR
DuBUQuE    PACKING    CO
NCCAY    ROGEFt     EARL
IO7-    S    GATE    RD
ELKINS    WV    2624l
BS-I 966
USFS
"CCLELLAND    GARY    a
l2    RHODES
NORTrl   LITTLE   ROCK    AR    72ll7
BS-|972
KOPPERS    CC)MPAr`Y     INC
MCCLURE    'C'YCE    ANN
221    I    I-ARKET   ST
ST    CHARLES    IA    5O24O
BS-|979
GRAD    STUDENT
ISu
MCCOHB    ANDRE'    LOGAN
MS-l933   PHD-l94l
RETIRED
MCCRORY    CLAIR    ALLISON
204S    VOLOuARDSEN
DAVENPOF{T    IA    528O4
BS-19SO
SELF
MCCULLOl'GH    JOHN    ARTl+uR
P    O   BOX    84L
c.AYE    JUNCTION    I]R    97S23
BS-|9C)5
ASSFT.FC'R.SI|VIC
uSD^+CREST   SERVICE
MCCUTCHEN    AALLEN
7    HAMPTON    CT
SAM    ANSELHC,    CA    9a.96O
MS-|929
US    FIJREST    SERV
HCDADE    ELMER    FRANKLIN
COO    SANEL    DR
UKIAH   CA    9S482
BS-194.9
NCDERHOTT    FZOBERT    EMMET
OFFICE    C'F    THE    PROVOST
CAPITOL   CAMPUS
HIDDLETO'N    PA    l7O57
BS-l943      MS-l94|7
PROVOST
PENN    STATE    `^llV
MCDONALD     KENT    ALLEN
RR    2
CF!OSS   PLAINS   'I    53528
BS-1962
'00D   SCIENTIST
uS   FOREST    SERV    PROD   LAB
MCELROY    JACK    I
53OO    COLUMBIA    PIKE
APT    3O8
ARLINGTON    VA   222O4
BS-I 949
REJI RED
MCFARLAND    DENNIS    MICHAEL
R    D    I    CISBOuF`NE
G'SBC)RNE    28    4    77    NEW    ZEALAND
BS-1969
FORESTER
NE'    ZEALAND   FOREST    SERVIC
MC.GRANAHAN    GREGC'RY    LEE
PO    BOX    3B7
FREDONIA    AZ    86O22
BS-|97S
FOREST    TECl1.
U,S.FOREST   SERVICE
MCGF!ATll    THOMAS    I
2O4    I    EVANSTAN    AYE
ARLINGTON    HEICr,TS     IL   6OOO4
BS-|949
GENERAL     MGR
ELGIN    LuMBER    C,    SuPP    CO
MCGl'IRE    ROBERT    LYNN
Ilo    TAYLC)F'     AVE
DENNISC)N    OH    44,62l
BS-1965
I NSTRUC1-OFi
BUCKEYE    JOINT    Voa    SCHOOL
MC.lNTYRE    JAMES    ARTlil)a
6498   S   I   48Tll   AYE
DES    MOINES     IA    5O32l
E)S-I 956
MANAGER
JE'ETT    LUMBER    COMPANY
MCKAY     OSCAR     M
PCI    BOX    6828
PANAl'A    5    PANAMA
BS-|965
GENERAL    MANAGER
S^RC'SQuIES   Y   GA.S^
MCKEE    LOUIS    CARTER
9213-?BTll   ST   S   I
TACOMA    WA    9B498
BS-1953
'EYERHAEuSER    C.OMPANY
MCKENNAN    RUSSELL    BART|E1-T
6318   N    llTH   RD
ARLINGTON    VA    22205
BS-l926
FORESTER    RETIRE
RETIRED
MCKENZIE    ROBERT    GENE
R    R    #|    BOX   262
WllITE    SALMC'N    WA    98672
BS-|955
FOREST   CHECK
STATE    OF    WASll    DEPT    C'F    NAT
MCKINLEY    RAYMOND    MARSHALL
28O5    OVERHEAD    BF`IDCE
CLEVELAND    TN   373ll
BS-|927
RETIREO
MCL^REN    CECIL   GLEN
25S    S    PFtC'SPECT
C.DESCENT    CITY    FL    32Ol2
BS-|928
0|ENS-ILLINC)IS
MCLINTOCK.    THC"AS    FREDERICK
7S    CAMBRIDGE    RD
ASl+EVILLE    NC   28804
BS-l938      MS-l939
RETIRED
RETIRED
"CMILLAN   FRED   'ALLACE
222O    'ESTVIEW    DR
SPRINGFIELD    IL    62704-
BS-|95|
LAND/RT/'Y   Suet
GEN    IL   Pl'B   SERV
MCMINN    LOCAN    LINDSAY
6O4,8   BELLV!E'    'l
FAl_LS    ClluRC.H    VA    22O4l
BS-|967
l'S    ARMY
MECKLENBl'RG    RONALD    L
l3452    Rot.KINGHORSE    RD
GARDEN    GROVE    CA    9264`3
BS-1974      MS-|976
FORESTER
U    S   FC)REST    SERVICE
MEDIN    DEAN    ELDON
916    I-    lOOO    EAST
OREM    UT   84O57
BS-|957.
u    S    FC'REST    SERV
MEGINNIS    I+AROLD    CLENN
ll5O    TESSIER    DFi
TARPO^l   SPRINGS   Fl.   33589
BS-l928      MS-l929
RETIFiED
MEllLIN    ALBERT    FORD
9|6   H|LL
ALGONA   'I    5¢2OI
BS-l938
u    S    PLYWOOD
MEIEF`    ROBERT    DONALD
l6OI    RIVERSIDE    #3
HOOulAN   'A   9855O
BS-|977
TREE    lr'PR   PORES
Ill-    RAYC'NIER
HEIERSTEIN    CEORG,E    'ENTZ
l7OO-5Ttl   ST   I
NENO"I)NIE   'l   5475l
BS-|947
THC'S    LuM8ER
HEILIKE    PAUL    DALE
247   FtIO   RD
'^CKSDNVILLE   FL   32218
BS-I 973
SITE   PREP   SuPV
ITT   R^YONIER    INC
NEISCH   J^'ES   ED'^RD
IOOO   'ATROuS   *¢5^
DES    NO[NES    [A    5O315
BS-I 979
FRANK    P^XTON   Ll'"BER   CO
lllELTZER   'lLLI^H    DOUGLAS
226O   FIR




HELVIN    CLAIR    R^NSC't1
92O   COUNTRY   HILLS   OR
OGDEN    UT    84|4O3
BS-|933
BET I RED
HELVIN    J^"ES    l<EITH
56ll     r`IOFt,C'OD
SH^'NEE   N'SSION   KS   662O5
BS-l939      MS-I 94O
EXEC-DIRECTOR
I.RETAIL    I"flEHENT   t'D'ARE
HENDELSON   t'ERBERT
BS-|948
HENNE    DAVID    CC'LLuM
l233l    DIJNNORR
DES   PERES    MO   6313l
BS-|95|
V   PRESIDENT
t'l'TTING    SASH   6    DOC'R    CC)
MERGER    ROGER    'OSEPl1
7O    BLH   F'ROJECT    OFFICE
BC)X    |37O
'EAVERVILLE   CA   96O93
BS-I 97S
NERRl^"   ROBERT   ^RNOLD
616   P^NAELE   ST
K^ILuA   r'I    96734
BS-195L
RES    HGMT
HA|^II    DIY   OF    FORESTRY
NERRITT   "[Ct+^EL   I
P   a   BOX   ll5
PRESTON   MN    SS96S
8S-L976
FORESTER
'EBSTER   Lu"BER   CO
MERRITT   RC'GER   'ILLIA"
BOX   297
HOt'ERVILLE    CA   31634
BS-|95L
FOREST   SuPERVIS
UNION    CAMP   CORP
METER    DONALD   LEE
27O6   BROOK'00D
FT   COLLINS   CO   8OS2l
BS-l964      HS-I 96S
STAFF   OFFICER
US   FC'REST    SERVICE
METER    GENE    CL)N1-C'N
'OIO    CO`JNTRY    CLUB    RD
SCHOFIELD   '[   S4476
BS-|9SO
VICE   PRESIDENT
'EYEF,I,^EUSER    CONP^NY
llIEYER    RC)BERT    'lLLIAW
a    R    *l    BOX    23A
LYND   NN   56157
BS-1967
^R   'lLDLIFE   HCR
NN-DN R
'EYER   RUSSELL   E
lot   LEWIS    LN
KNOXVILLE    I^   5Ol38
BS-|926
F`ETI F`ED
HEYER    STEPHEN    KENT
3O2    S    TYLER
PIERRE    SD    S75OI
BS-|977
FORESTER    I
SO    DIVISlON    C'F    FC)RESTRY
HICHEL    DENNIS    DAl_E
6|7   8TH   ST
STORY   CITY    IA    Sofa.8
BS-I 969
IO'A    STATE    uh'lV
XICKLE'RIGHT    JAMES    Tt10HAS
7732   ^RLEN   ST
ANNA"DALE    V^   22OO3
BS-|969
uS   FOREST   SERV
MIDDLES'^FiT    EuGENE   LAURENCE
ll2   CASTLE    ROAD
COLUMBIA    SC    292lO
BS-|9¢L
RETIRED
MIEHE    BF'uCE    STEFFEN
R    R    *2    BCIX    24'8
LIBBY   MT    59923
BS-1973
MI|IuS    r,ANS    CHRISTIAN
BOX    33|
BEND    OR    977OI
BS-) 936      NS-I 937
FOR.     CONSULTANT
SELF-EMPLOYED
M'LLARD    NED    DEl.OS
6lO    SC)    OWYHEE
BOISE    ID    837O5
BS-193n
RETIRED
MILLER    CHARLES    '
8O2O    N    l7TH    DR
PHOENIX   AZ    e502l
BS-1954.
FORESTEF}
TONTO   NAIL   FOREST
MILLER    DOUGLAS    BEE
545   ROLLING   llILLS   DR
WYTr,EVILl.E    VA    24382
BS-|972
MILLER    ED'lN    LAURENCE
llS    FA[RVC'OD    CIFtCLE
I+I)T    SPRINGS    Aft    719OI
BS-l96B      MS-197O   PHD-l973
FOREST    t'YDROLOC
'EYERHAEuSER    CO
MILLER    HOMER    ED'ARD
525OSOLEDAD    RANG.HO    CT
SAM    DIEGO    CA    92lO9
BS-|938
RETIRED
MILLER    JAMES    'AYNE
9O6    S    LAKE
LAKE    MILLS    IA    5O45O
BS-|9SO
OVNEF!
'AYNE    MILLER    LUt'BER    CC)
HILLER    JOHN   'AYNE
COS    DIVISION
CEDAR    FALLS    IA    5O613
BS-1974.
HILLER    MALCOLM    DAVID
GILBERT    IA    5OIO5
BS-|97|
MILLEF`    MICHAEL    THORSEN
2758    NW    COOLIDGE
CORVALLIS    OR    9?33O
BS-|975
MILLEFt    MILAN    MAX
l3A   NELSON    ST
'00DSVILLE   NH   OJ785
BS-1964
SELF    CONS    FC'R
NILLEF2    NORMAN    RAYNDND
3617    PAT-RICK    I,ENRY    DR
OLNEY    MD    2O832
BS'-1939
TREE    SURGERY
SELF-EMPLOYED
MILLER    RALPH    RC'BERT
8O4    I,AZELTON    ST
EuSTIS   FL   32726
BS-1951
FORESTER
l'S    FOREST    SEF!VICE
HILLER    'ILLIAH   LESLIE
R     Ft     ®1
llEDRICK    IA    S2563
BS-|973
MILLS    DARREL    F
RT   *2
SIOl'X    RAPIDS    IA    5O5B5
BS-1972
FARMEF!
SELF    EMPLOYED
M[LOTA    MICHAEL    RAY
4l    ED6EWDOD    RD    NW
CEDAR    F`APIDS    IA    524O5
BS-|978
RESEARCH    ASST
C'FiEGON    STATE    UNIV
MINKLER    CAYLE    L
f>   0   BOX   434
LAKE    HAMILTON    AR    7195l
BS-|976
INSPECTOR
l'NION    PACIFIC    RR    CO
HINOR    CHARLES    OSCAR
P   a   BOX   966
FLAGSTAFF    AZ   86OO2
BS-1941
DEAN    SCHOOL   FOR
NORTHERN    ARIZONA    UNIV
MITCHELL    CLARK    JAY
4OO   BuRNT'00D
NC)nth    LITTLE    F`C'CK    AR    72116
BS-|963
PERSONNEL   DIP
KOPF'ERS    CO    INC
MITCllELL    |EC'    ANGELS
622O    SW    4BTH    AVE
OES    MOINES     IA    5OJ2l
BS-|953
PAXTON    LBR    CO
MITCHELL    MICllAEL    CLIFTON
R    R   #2   BOX   4llA
'ARREN    AR     7167l
BS-|972
MOEr,LER    MANFRED
311    CuRTIS    DR
ROCKINGllAM    NC    28379
BS-|95|
NC    FOREST    SERV
MOESSNER    KARL    EDWARD
2853    VAN    Bl'REN
O6DEN    UT    B4,4O3
BS-|93O
RETIRED
Mt]LLISON    ALLEN    'ESLEY
1415    I    'ETMORE    F!D    *4,4
TuCSON    AZ    857O5
BS-|942
MOODY    ELBRIDGE    a
4lB    BOWEN     STREET
LON6MONT    CO    SO5OI
BS-1949
OWNER    MANAGER
SELF    EMF'LOYED
MC)ORE     LAUF!ENCE    a
l2O    ZENITH    DRIVE
COuh'CIL   BLUFFS    IA    515OI
BS-|976
PEACE    CORPS
ROYAL    Tt'AI    FOREST    DEFT.
MOORE    MICllAEL    I
R    R    *2
STONE   LAKE    'I    54876
BS-|976
SALES   REP
INDIANllEAD    SPECIALITY
MC'ORHEAD    DC}NALD     WAYNE
P   0   BOX    l|73
PINEVILLE    LA   7136O
BS-|94O
KELLOG    LUMBEFi
MC)ORHOuSE    l'ILLIAM    HENRY
51O    MONTANA
GLIDDEN    IA    51443
BS-1947
CORD    OFFICER
SELF    EMPLOYED
MDRDEN    GENE    GEORGE
PO   BOX    Ilo
WHEATLAND     IA    S2777
BS-|97|
MC'RDHORST    RONALD    LEE
loo    CONCORD    DR
BELLEVILLE    IL    62223
BS-l961
GOVT
MOREY    HAROLD    F
2915    PEF!ECC'Y
KENSINGTON    MD    2O795
BS-|929
MORGAN    DONALD    JAMES
95110RGAN    ST    loo
STAMFORD    CT    O69O5
BS-|9S5
UNITED    ARTISTS
MORGAN    ROBEF!T   LEE
lea.a    GRIFFIN   STFiEET
BISNARCK    ND    585OI
BS-195|
MORLOCK   'ERC"E   F
87+72    EILUFF    LANE
FAIR    OAKS    CA   9562B
BS-|947
BUD    LAND    MGMT
MORRIS    DORSEY    UACKSON
265    SUNSET   BLVD
ST   HELENS   OR   97O5l
BS-|935
RETIRED
"ORRISON    LARRY    DEAN
l2O4    EC)GINGTOr`,
ELDORA    IA    5O627
BS-1964
MORRISON    MEAL    JAMES
SIT-    E    POPLAR   ST
HARRISE'URG    IL   62946
BS-|963
MORRISON    ROGER    ADAM
P    C)    BOX    27
LINDEN    Ir-    47955
BS-l959
GENERAL    MGR
CLARK    TRl'CK    EOl'lP    CO    INC
MC,RTENSEN    GEORGE    r,ERBERT
2Sl4    MELROSE
AMES     IA    5OOlO
BS-l97.9
HORTENSEN    JAMES    MELVIN
BOX    7|1
FT    DODGE     IA    5O5OI
BS-|95|
SALES    REP
LARSON    MFG    CO
t'OSER    tlAROLD    C
BS-|93|
MOSS    DONALD    ALDEN
87S    HIAWATllA    DR
MT    PLEASANT    MI    4885O
BS~l947      MS-l949   PHD-l95l
PATHOLOGIST
SELF-EMPLOYED
MC'TT    STEPHEN    LEE
GARDEN    VLY    RANGER    STA
GARDEN    VALLEY    ID    83622
8S-|97O
uS    FOREST    SEF!V
MO,FRY    ALAN    KRIS
647    WEBBER
SANTA    FE    NM    875OI
BS-|9?7
US    FC)REST    SERV
MOVER    JO)1N    FREDERICK
10O9    Gl/RNEY    ST
C}SKALC)OSA     IA    52577
BS-l925   PHD-l953
RETIF}ED
Ml'ELLER    RICHAF!D    LAURENCE
8225    CLEAR   CREEK   RD
pAF{KDALE    OR    97O4l
BS-1950
DEPT    OF    AG   USES
MUllM    ROBERT    EuGENE
log    CROM'ELL   CT
oODBl,RY    NJ    OeO96
BS-|95O
PLANT    MGR
UOP    FOUNDATION
MuLHOLLAND    JOHN    PATRICK
l3O6   '00DLA'N
CLINTON    IA   52732
BS-|96|
SELF
MULLEN    FRANKLIN    HARFiY
3O2    UNIVERSITY
DONNELLSC'N    IA    52625
BS-|938
RETIRED
Ml'LLER    PAUL    MAX
MUSGROVE    EXTBOX     ISO
CLINTON    SC    29325
BS-|935
CC)NTINENTAL    CAN    CO
MUNGEF}    ROBERT    JAG.KSON
922    CONESTOGA    DR
C.OLuMBUS    OH    43213
BS-|948
STAFF    FORESTER
or'IO    DEFT    OF    NATURAL    RESO
MUNSON     WILLARC)    EMANuEL
BOX    NOR    7--TOLLGATE
SISTEFiS   C'R    97759
EIS-1949
MOC'RE-OREGON
MuNTZ    HILTON    DELANO
225    SPF`UCE    ST
sT    CHARLES    MI     4,BOSS
BS-|9S8
DEPT    NAT     RESOuFI
MURPHY    DENNIS    DOYLE
p    0    BC)X    7O|
pETERSBuRG   AK   99833
BS-|966
FOFtESTER
uS    FC)REST    SEFiV
MURPHY    'lLLIAM    EUGENE
148OO    LATA    VISTA    DF`
ELM    GRC)VE    'I    53122
BS-I952
SALES    REPRESENT
DUNSMmE-MuePHY-ASSC)a
MUSSELMAN    ROBERT    CARL
l8l    SLOSSC'N   LN
GENEVA    NY     l44S6
BS-L964-       MS-1967
RESEAFiCH    ASSOCI
CORNELL    UNIVERSITY
N
NAGEL     LLOYD     F.
24OI    FRANKLIN    AYE    NE
CEDAR    RAPIDS     IA    52402
BS-1932
RETIRED
NAGEL    SAMUEL    REED
129|3   S   i   68TH
BELLEVl,i    WA    9eOO6
BS-|958
FORESTER
USDA    FOREST    SERVICE
MASER    CLIFFORD    RC'BERT
7OO    i    QUINCE    AYE
HEFiMtSTON    DR    97838
BS-I 964
BECllTEL    CC)RP
NATVIG    JOHN    FtlCtiARD
5    '   GARDNER    ST
NEW    HAMPTON     IA    5O659
BS-l98O
FORESTER
US    FOREST    SEFtVICE
NEEDHA"    PAUL    E
4,O25    GREENVILLE    DR
I+AYMARKET     VA    22Ol9
BS-|951
SuPERV   RESEARCH
US   GEOLOGICAL    SURVEY
NELSC]N    BRUCE    STANLEY
l822    LANBEF!TS    MILL    RD
SCOTCH   PLAINS    NU    O7O76
BS-|965
0PERAT.DIP.
'ESTERN    TERMITEaPEST    CONT
NELSON    DAVID    KENT
ll543    VIA    VISTA    DFt
NEVADA   CITY    CA    95959
BS-|959
FOR    FIRE    Met    OFFICE
uS   FOREST    S|t<V
NELSON    DEWITT
2844    CORABEL   LANE
APT    |2




NEl.SON    liAROLD    ALBERT
%    NORTH    CAR    Pulp    CO
'00D    G,   LAND   DEFT
PLYMOuTrl   NC    27962
BS-194L
NELSON    JOHN    PAUL
P   a   BOX    |4.6
E'AKER    OR    97814
BS-|952
LCINGBELL    LMBR
NELSON    NEIL    DOUGLAS
F!    R    #4
RHINELANDER    WI     5450l
BS-|966
PLANT    PHYSIOL.
uS   FOREST    SERVICE-SCI    LAB
NELSON    RUSSELL    CORDON
3117    BOTH    AVE    NORTH
BBC)Ol<LYN    PARK    NN    55443
BS-|965
COMMERCIAL    PHOT
OLSON    GRAPHIC    PRC)Dl'CTS     IN
NELSC)N    SETH    WAYNE
5OL7   '    36    TERF`    #8
lNDIANAPOL'S    I"    4-6224
BS-I 969
BUYER
'ALLACE    Ml'RRARY    CORD
NEPPL    CRAIG    ALLEN
a    R    *3    VALLEY    RD
ESTHERVILLE    IA    Sl334,
BS-|97O
SALES   REP
ELMOLE    Nl'RSERY    C.0
NERVIG    STANLEY    ORLAN
213    SOUTH    ASH
MARCUS    IA    5lO35
BS-|951
VICE    PRESIDENT
FARMEFtS     STATE    BANt(
NESBITT    GEORGE    CIBSON
2012    YORKTOWN    AYE
FT    COLLINS    CO    8O526
BS-I 952
DENVER    WOOD
NETllERTON    DALE    LEROY
R    F2    *l    BOX    25l
S'lSllER   IA   52338
BS-1963
GENERAL    MILLS    INC
NEVELN    KENNETli    liAROLD
AZ    STATE    MUSEUM
P    a    BC'X    4O5OI     CAMP
TuCSON   AZ    85717
BS-|949
SUPERVISOF}    II
UNIV    OF    ARIZONA
NE'LAND    liARF`OD    BRADFORD
IO36    CtlEROKEE    TR
FRANKFORT    KY    4O6OI
BS-I93|
NE'OUIST    DANIEL    llARTIN
ll42    i   BETHANY    HM    *3
PHC}ENIX    AR    85Ol4,
BS-|978
NEWVILLE    DAROLD
BS-|934
NICliC]LS   F|OYD    A
29|3   0L(VE
FT    WORTH    TX    76116
BS-l93O       MS-l93l
uS    FOF!EST    SERV
NICOL    ROBERT    ALLEN
BC'X    8l    ROUTEI
SUISUN   CITY    CA    945B5
BS-I 94.a
NIELSEN    RICliARD    LEE
614l     a    LOGAN    CT
LITTLETC'N    CO   8Ol20
BS-|957
US    GOV    EXP    STAT
MILES     JAMES    ROBERT
RT   |2   BOX   2l-J
PLACERVILLE    CA    9S667
BS-|949
US    FOREST    SERV
NILLES    GERALD    LEE
l719    YuKC)N
MEDFORD   OR    97SOI
BS-L964
ASST    AREA    NOR
BuREAU   OF    LAND   Net
NISSEN    PAUL    FRANK
R    R   *2
MILFORD    IA    51351
BS-|936
N    TRAMPOLINE    CO
NOBLE     CHERYL    LYNN
3O28    i    MT    ELDEN    DR
FLAGSTAFF    AZ    86OOI
BS-|97O
A     HOMEMAKEF'
NOBLE    DONALD    I
3O28    i    MT    ELDEN    I)R
FLAGSTAFF    AZ   86OOI
BS-|97O
COt`nrRACT    LOGGIN
SOUTHWEST    FOREST    IND
NOEL   MICHAEL    J
4,82    PFZIMF20SE
DUBuOUE     ]A    52OOI
BS-|973
NORMAN    DEAN    FREDEF!ICK
P   0   BOX   2O2
MEDFORD    OR    975OI
BS-|95|
SELF
NORTON    CALVIN   LEE
l7L4    PRIMF'OSE
EAST    TAWAS    Ml     4B73O
BS-|962
US   FOREST    SERV
Nl'TTING    MICHAEL    L
BOX    447
liIDEA'AY    PARK    CO    8O4-5O
BS-|97|
O
OBRIEN   '[LLIAM   'C)HN
a   R   |4   BOX   25
LIBBY    MT    59923
BS-1964
FOF`ESTER
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
OBYE    KENNETH    D
l4O   BRIARCLIFF    LN
DANVILLE    VA    24,54l
BS-1948
'00C)S   DEFT   SuPE
US    GYPSl)M    CD
OC.ONNELL    6ARY    STEVEN
IO27    GF{ANDVIE'    DR
CLINTON    IA    52732
BS-l975
OELSCHLAEGER    GEORGE    EDWARD
4,6O-lO9Tli    AYE    S   E
BOX    423
BELLEVuE  ,WA    98OO4
BS-|94|
KENILWORTH    Mote
OELSCllLAEGER    POLAND    WILLIAM
ll7   FIRST    ST   BOX    74
MONROE    CITY    MO    63456
BS-|94O
RETIRED
OLAWOYE    OLUuAYOKUN
DEFT    OF    AG    EXT    SEF`V
UNIV    I)i    IBADAN
IBADAN    NIGERIA
MS-l97O   PHD-l973
UNIV    OF     IBADAN
OLSEN    DALE    CAl`'FIELD
243O    CEDAFt    OAK     DFt
EDMC)ND    DK    73034
BS-i 94.2
PUBLIC    AFFAIRS
SOl'THWESTERN    BELL    TEL    CO
OLSON    EARL    FRANKLIN
P    I)    BOX    37
NORRIS   TN    37828
BS-|933
TVA
OLSDN    OLIVER    LEO
6O    RUBY    LANE
EuGENE   OR    974O4
BS-|93S
RETIRED
OLSON    PAUL    LAVERN
Ft   a   *|
CAHBF"DOE     ]L    6123S
BS-|95O
REAL    ESTATE    SAL
'EIR    REALTY   CO
OLSON    RONALD    'lLLIAN
522    LONG    LAKE
COLDWATER    "I    49036
BS-|97O
Stol   SCIENTIST
USDA    SOIL    CC»lSERVATlON    SE
OLSON    ROY    I
6OOI    LAt'DON    LANE
BETHESDA    MD    2OO34,
BS-|929
RETIRED
OHODT    DON    CORDON
l54l    BF`ANDY'INE
SAM   M^TEO    CA   944O2
BS-|9S?
SALES    "CR
TIMBER    CONSTR    CO
ONuNDSON   FRED   LEE
72®   N^PLE    DR
GRIFFIN   G^    3O223
BS-|957
MGR-'C'OD    TREATl
OSNOSE
ONE^L    ROGER    EuCENE
lllO?    INTEF`LA^KEN    a   I
T^CONA   'A|' 98498
BS-|9¢9
lNTERNATIONAL    PAPER    CO
ONKEN    GENE    ^LBERT
4,26   P^TTERSC)N
KING   CITY   C^   9393O
BS-l96O      MS-I 969
USES    LAS    PADRES   NATL   FRST
ORCUTT    DAVID    ^LLYN
65LI    PARK    F2lD6E
S^N   DIEGO   C^   9212O
8S-|959
0REN   GLENN    MITCHELL
3533   TR|PP   ST
ANES    l^   SOOIO
BS-1976
FOREN^N
OSHOSE   Tool)   PRESERVATION
OSTERl'ANN    DELBERT    t'ENRY
a   R   *|
ANES    L^    SOOIO
BS-I 935
RETIRED
OVEF}8Y    JA'ES   FRED
i)OX    32
H^RBLE   ROCK    IA    5O653
BS-l937      NS-195 I
RETIRED
O'EN   RONALD   HIL^ND
72O6    ^BCP   USAFE
BOX    4426
A    P   a   NE'    YORK    NY    O9223
BS-|968
P
P^^KKONEN   ONNIE    ED'^F`D
B9   S    I    HCFADDEN    AYE
CHEHALIS   '^   90532
BS-|95®
BuR    IND    AFFAIRS
P^RCHER    D[CK    LEROY
7'12l    AIRLINE   ^VE
DES   llIJINES    IA    5O322
BS-l967      BS-l97-I
SALES   REP
PETERSEN    SllEEP   ®   CATTLE
PARIS   RICHARD   '^YNE
BOX   47|
GRAND    COl'LEE   'A    99133
BS-|978
FORESTER
COLVILLE    TRIBAL   FC'RESTRY
Pant(    EARL    GLEN
P^RKVIEW    TR    CT
LEV'lSTO*N   NT   59457
BS-|974
PARKED    Cli^RLES    ARTHUR
less   24TH   ST
AHES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|949
IO,A   r'WY    Conk
PACKER    D^RFtEL    FOFtEST
IS77   3¢TH   ^VE
NOLINE    IL   61265
BS-i 954
SuPERV I Soft
HOLINE   PAF}KA}EC    DEFT
PARNELEE   THOMAS    ED'IN
BOX   4O|
F^IRPLAY    CO   8O44O
BS-I 966
CARETAKER
l2-t'ILE   CLUB
PARSONS    JACK    DALE
783    S    STAGE    RD
MEDFORD   OR    975OI
BS-|95|
SELF
F>^RSONS    JOtlN   WILSON
2926    S   PALM   DR
SLIDELL   LA    7O4|S8
BS-l9®9      NS-195O
u   S    DEFT    OF    INTERIOR
PARSONS    STEPHEr`    A
PO   BOX    15|2
CON'^Y   NH    O3818
BS-|967
DISTR    RANGER
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
P^TTEE    DANIEL    DEAN
Ilo   SlveNS   DR




P^TTERSON    ARCl+lE    EI)G^R
52O   C^ST^LIA   AYE
All+ENS    GA    3O6OI
BS-1937      NS-I 938
PROP   FOREST   RES
UNIV    DF    GEORGIA
PATTERSON    DEAN    EDWARD
213    DIVISIC)N    ST
OGDEN    IA    5O212
8S-|95|
I.UMBE RM AN
OGDEN    BulLD]t`G    MATERIALS
PATTERSON    LLOYD    MORRIS
SOUTH    M    EXTENSION
OSK^LOOSA    IA   52577
BS-|948
RETIRED
F'ATTERSON    THCmAS    ARCHIE
LIES    NAGNOLL^    DF`
T^CC"A   IA   984.66
BS-|95O
'EYERl+AEUSER   COMPANY
PATTON    JOE    CHARLES
4,8L9    ELIZABETH    ST   N
SALE"    C)F`    973O3
BS-I 94.8
BUD    LAND    MCMT
l'AuLSEN    HAF!OLD    ALFRED
17O8   CLEARVIE'    CT
FT   COLLINS    CO    8O52l
BS-l948      MS-l95l
RETIRED
PAuLSON   RC'LAND    A
578e    S   8OTr,   E    AYE
Tul.SA   OK    7414S
BS-l95O
PECARO    GEORGE    JI)SEPH
Fl    0   BOX    633




PEDERSEN    JR    LLC'YD    JAMES
4O87   HERMOSA'AY
RDSEBuRG    OR   9747O
BS-|966
PROP.    APPR^.Ill
DEFT-    OF    FIEVENUE-ST-    OR.
PERKEY    ARLYN   I
22O8    OAK    ST
GRANI)    RAPIDS   HN    S5744
BS-|968
ASST    RANGER
l'S   FOREST    SERVICE
PERK'NS    JOHN    BRYANT
P   a   BOX   55
rtOODSPORT    V'A   98548
BS-|957
I)let   RANGER
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
PERF2tER    JOHN    DAVID
SHELDAHL    IA   5O243
BS-I 949
FARMLAND     INDUSTFiIES     INC
PERRY    JAMES   RcoERT
PO    BOX    SOL
ARCATA    CA    9552l
BS-1936
RETIF!ED
PERRY    LARFIY    GEC)RGE
BOX    2¢7
T|IN   BRIDGES   MT    597-54
BS-|964
SELF
PETERS    DANNY    LEE
52   RuPERT
MONTE     VISTA    CO    8Ll4a.
BS-|958
uS   FOREST   SERV
PETEF!S    THEODC'RE
SOS    S    SPF{uCE
MARSllFIELD    'l   5444,9
BS-197'4
GENERAL    FC)REMAN
'EYERHAEUSEFt    COMPANY
PETERSBIHC    STEPHEN    JAMES
DINOS^uF!    NAT   t'ONltMENT
BOX    2|O
DINOSAUR    CO    816lO
BS-l969      MS-I 973
NAIL    PARK    SERV
PETERSEN    ANSEL   I,ICHOLAI
R    F!    *l     BC)X     4SO
YANKTON    SD    57O78
BS-|93B
PETERSEN   Cr+ARLES    '
l54,3O    S    E    DANA
MIL'AuL]E    OR   97222
BS-1949
^SST   DIRECTOR
USDA    FC)REST    SERVICE
PETERSEN    EMHAhlJEL    JESS
6lO7   VEFtNAL   'AY
CARMICHAEL    CA    956O8
BS-\ 9O.9
ASSO    STATE    DIRE
BUREAl'   OF    LAND    MNC
PETEF`SEN    JAMES    RICHARD
33'3    CRESTNOOF{    PL
DES    MIJINES     IA    5O3lO
BS-|97|
SALES   REPRENSEN
GEC'RGIA-PACIFIC    COFiP
PETERSEN    MILTC'N    JOHN
l57lS    'AGC'N   RD    #lO5
HOUSTON    TX    77O6O
BS-|969
I NSPECTOR
SC)UTH'ESTERN    l.ABC'RATORIES
PETERSEN    ROBERT    ALLEN
BOX    2e
CAVE    'l'NC.TION    OR    97'523
BS-1968
US    FOREST    SEF`V
PETERSEN    STEVEN    HO'ARD
l713    3RD    AVE    S    E
CEDAR    RAPIDS    IA    524O3
BS-I 9??
MENENDO    CASHWAY    LuM     INC
PETERSON    GREG    F!lCHARD
GENERAL    DELIVERY
SITKA    AK   99B35
BS-|972
FORESTER-SILVIC
HOOPA    VALLEY    Bus    CO
PETERSON    JOHN    JANIS
5424    S    EAST    VIEW    PK
Ct'ICAGO     IL    6OC>15
8S-|963
COOK    COUNTY
PETERSOr'   ODIN   J
l3O8   LC,NG    COlraT
STERLING    IL   6lO8l
BS-194.9
DIST   REP
AID    ^SSOC    FC)R    LuTllER^NS
PETERSON    ROBERT    EuGENE
Ilo    PARTRIDGE    DF'
GRASS    VALLEY   CA   95945
BS-19S4
ENVIRDl`lMENTAL
USDA    FOREST    SERVICE    TAHOE
PETERSON    ROBERT    POLAND
2223    TRILLIuM
EUGENE    OR    974OS
BS-I 9S4
lNTERNATlONAL    PAPER    CO
PETRZELKA    F!OBERT    JOSEPt`
l7Ol     END    AYE
SCOTTSBLUFF   NE    6936l
BS-|979
SALES
HULTZ    SASt1    8    DOOR    CO
PFEIFER    RAY    EDWARD
2OO2    LAGOON    DRIVE
ROUTE    2
0KEMOS    Ml    4B86®
BS-|94|
MICll    DEPT    CONS
PFEIFFER    llERMAN    KARL
3515    GLEN    OAK    DR
EUGENE    OR    974,O5
BS-1938
SELF
PFIS1-ER    ROBERT    DEAN
7O7    F`ED'C)OD
MISSOuLA    MT    598OI
BS-|96O
RESEARCll    FOF2EST
USDA-FOREST    SERVICE
PHIL|IPE    TODD   N
P   0   BOX    137
CAMP    CRC]OK    SD    57724
BS-197|
Sl'PERVISC)F!Y    FOR
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
PrtlLLIPS.    GUY    ELLS,GIRTH
64OB    SPR]N6DALE    RD
CINCINNATI    C,I,    45239
BS-|94O
RETIPEO
PllILLIPS    RAYMOND    RELX
81O    MINNEAPOLIS
GLAOSTONE    MI    49837
BS-1938
N    M[Cr,    ENGINEER
PHlr`mlEY    HARTLEY    KEITll
BOX    29
MELVIN    VILLAGE    NH    O385O
BS-l938      MS-I 939
UNIC'N    CAR8IDE
Pl+IFPS    KENNETll    LYLE
RuNNELLS    IA    5O237
BS-I 967
l'ICKFORD    GERALD    DUANE
432    MEADC'WVIE'    ROAD
FOF!EST    GRC'VE    C'R    97ll6
BS-|926
FORESTER
SELF    EMPLOYEE)
PICC'TTE    CORDON    PIERRE
390l    E    SKINNER
'ICHITA   I(S    67-218
BS-|947
SALESMAN
ALLEY    LBR    CO
PIEPEL    JC,HN    DAr`lIEL
'58O    RIVIERA    AYE    S
L^KELAND    t'N    S5O43
BS-I 966
SUPR/PROD    RES
ANDERSON    BOX    CO
PIERATT    WILLIAM     'lJN
PO   BOX   3S7
CllILOOl'IN    OR   97624
BS-|964
RANGE    CONSERV.
USDA-FOREST    SERVICE
PIERCE    ED'IN    CATr'CART
384,   GREEN'00D    AYE
AKRON    OH    4432O
BS-|96O
CITY    C)F     AKRON
PIERCE    RICllARD    CLIFTON
R    F!    #7    BOX    l63
LACONIA    Nrl    O3246
BS-1962
PIERCE    RICllARD    FRANKLIN
594.5   S   I   2O3
0LOHA    OR     97-OO5
BS-|959
uS    FC'REST    SERV
PIETSCH   WESLEY    'ILLIAM
BOX    36
BFtUSH    PRAIRIE    'A    986O6
BS-1949
CARROLL    SA'MILL
PILLSBURY    STERLIl`re    OREN
1525    PARK    GROVE    F2D
CATONSVILLE    MD    21228
BS-I 9S7
DIP    PERSONNEL
CATONSVILLE    COMM    COLLEGE
PIN6REY    PAUL    EU6ENE
l21S    I    16TH   ST
SIOUX    CITY    IA   5l'03
BS-1974
WI     OPT    NAT    RES
PINNED    JAMES   ED'ARD
P    a   BOX    77O
PINETC'P    AZ    8593S
BS-|949
S'   FOREST    IND
PISARIK    PATRICK    ALLEN
RT   *2
MT    VERNC]N     IA    52314
BS-|972      BS-1973
PIZZANO    VINCENT
Ft    R    *|
NORTli    POWNAL    VT    O526O
BS-|94|
NE    IOOr)    PF(OD
PLANK    MARLIN    ED'ARD
l3O§    N   E    l7STll    ST
PORTLAND    OR    9723O
BS-|959
RES   FCraESt    PROD
U    S   FOREST    SERVICE
PLASS   'ILLIAM   TRAVER
21    6RANDVIE'   DFi
BOIJLDER    PARK
PRINCETON    'V   2474O
BS-|948
uS    FOF!EST    SERV
PLOEr,    DELBERT   LEE
275O5    MAPLE    RIDGE    LN
SHORE'OOD    MN   5533l
BS-|955
PRES IDENT
OUALl-TECH    PRODUCTS. lNC
PLUM    BFtUCE     ELDON
l202    LIBERTY   DR
FAIRFIELD    l^   52S56
BS-l9SO
IC)'A    CC'NS    COMM
POLENZ    ALLAN    RuDOLPH
5|6   I    l4.TH
TttE    DALLES    OR    97OS8
BS-l9S9
'ILDLIFE    BC'ILOG
C)REGON    DEFT    C)F    FISr+
POLLARD    ROBERT   L
5233    GRAND    AYE
DOWNERS    GFtOVE     IL    6O515
BS-|94.7
PURCHASING    MGR
WILSON    ENTERPF}lSES    INC
POPELKA    STEPliEN    F!
lot    LORRAINE    DR
BELLEVuE    NE    6BOO5
BS-|970
uS^F    NAVIGATOR
u.S-^'R    FORCE
PC'PP    MIC.HAEL    PAUL
ilo    ALGONGU'N
CLARENDON    HILLS     IL    60514
BS-|979
Pope    RICllARD    DUANE
302    FERRY    ST
COuLEE   DAM    'A   99ll6
BS-|953
FC'REST    MCR-
BUREAU    OF     INDIAN    AFFAIRS
PORTER    GEORGE    ISAAC
l73   lluCKINS    AYE
SOUANTUW    MA    O217l
BS-|943
MANl'FACTURE    REP
SELF    EMPLOYED
PORTER    MATTHE'    ARDEN
R    R    I
FAYETTE    IA    52142
BS-1941
PC)RTERFIELD    JAMES    WARREN
Sod.   Tout,Y    AVE    *35
PARt(    RIDGE     IL   6OO68
BS-l974      MS-l978
COOP/'ATER   OUAL
AMER    FARM    BuREAU    FEDEF!ATN
POSEKANY    RICHARI)    L
3494+    LAWRENCE    S    E
SALEM    OR    97302
BS-|95|
FRANK    LUMBEF!    CO
POSTON    WILLIAM    EUGENE
5O8    WEST    OFtANGE
CLARINDA     IA    51632
BS-|949
RETIRED
POTTER    GLEN    'ILLIAM
|O2S    23RD
LONGV]EW    VA    98632
BS-|95O
SUPERV ISOFt    '00D
INTERNATIONAL    PAPER    CC)MPA
PQESTEMON    DEAN    RODNEY
l214    GAFiFIELD    CIRCLE
AMES     IA    5OOlO
BS-|956
PROFESSOF`
IO'A    STATE    UNIVEFiSITY
PREY    ALLEN    JOHN
5818    BARTLETT    LANE
MADISON    VI     53711
BS-|957
FOREST    PATHC}LOG
WIS    DEFT    OF    NATL    RESOURCE
PRIBYL    CllARLES    l<ENNETH
ZOO    i    BURGESS    APT    31A
PENSACOLA    FL    325O3
BS-|976
NAVAL    FLIGHT
l'S    MARINE    CORPS
PRICE    'ILLIAM    FRANKLIN
PO    BC)X    995
NE'Bl+RY   PARK   CA    9132O
BS-|95O
PRICHARD   RONALD    COl'RTNEY
9    C.OLuMBINE    RD
MISSOuLA    MT    598OL
BS-|962
ASST    FROG    MGR
USES-NCRTHERN    FIRE    LAB
PRIESTER    FERDINAND    I
AVOCA     IA    5152l
BS-|93|
PRC)CTOR    F]OBERT    EUCENE
l714    VERDA    ST
REDOING    CA    96OOI
BS-1939
RETIRED
PROEGER   LINDEN
ROUTE     I
BOX    |5|
PROPllETSTO'N   IL   61277
BS-|952
SANTA    FE    RAIL
PROMNITZ    LA'RENCE    C
P   0   BOX   368
WILSC'NVILLE    OR    97O7O
MS-l97+a   PHD-l972
CRO'N-ZELLERBACH
PRC)uT    I    W    CLARENCE
4,ll    E     IOIST    STREET
"INNEAPOLIS    MN    5542O
BS-l923
RETIRED
PRuETT    EMERSON    ,AYr,E
l225   PliILIP   ST
MORCANTOWN    'V    265O5
nS-I 96O
uS    FOREST    SERV
PUGt1    JAMES    ARTHUR
4-O9    OAKLAND    AYE
COltNCIL    BLUFFS    IA    515OI
BS-|974
ATTORNEY
POGGE    ROOT    a    STEEGE
PUTRA    MARK     FRANK
39-I    llAZELl'OOD    DR    RRl
IRON    RIDGE    'I    53O35
MS-1976
LAND   l'SE     INSPEC
WASHINGTON    CO    LAND    USE     0
a
OuADE    KuRT    WILLIAM
l637   PLEASANT   ST
WEST    DES    MC}INES     IA    5O26S
BS-|974
ROLSCREEN    CC)
QuADE    F!OBERT    LEE
996    SIRINGO    RONDO    E
SANTA    FE    NM    875OI
BS-|957
uS    FOREST    SERV
OUAINT^NCE     MICHAEL    F
27O9    WESTR'DGE    DR
PLAr|0    1-X    75O75
BS-|956
D IRECTC)Ft
THE    DRAWING    BOARD
Ol)lNTl'S    RICHARD    LC)UIS
F!    R    *3    BOX    639
SEQuIM    WA    98382
BS-|94|
I)UR    LAND    MG"T
OuIRIN    ARTHUR    FREDERICK
8B5    S    W    OAKDALE
DALLAS   OR    97338
BS-I 94.2
SF'ECIAL    AGENT
NORTH'ESTERN   MuTUAL   LIFE
QUIRK     JOHN    THOMAS
ll7   N   FRANKLIN    AYE
MAD[SON    Wl     537O5
BS-1956
uS    FOR    PF!OD    LAB
R
RACE    JIM    *AYNE
IOOO    I-2    loth   ST
I)I   'ITT    IA   52742
BS-|97|
RADCLIFFE    ARTHUR    DELL
3513    LAKE    SllC)FiE    DR
NORTH   LITTLE   ROCr:   AR    72ll6
BS-|94O
HOPPERS    COMPANY    INC
RADEKE    FtDBERT   VAUCr,N
817    PATTON    FERRY    RD
KINGSTON    TN   37763
BS-I 966
ASST    DIST    FFtSTR
Hl'ASSEE    LAND
F!AHFELDT    DARYL    GENE
N|   935   FISK
PuLLMAN   'A    99163
BS-I 969
PASTOR
Ct'RISTIAN    a   MISS    ALLIANCE
RAMM    CAF!L    'ILL!AH
16O6     SNYDEF`
EAST   LANSING   MI    48823
Bs-l974      MS-l97'6   PHD-l97+8
ASST   PROP
MICl+IGAN    STATE    Aur`,lV
RAMSEY    KATHLEEN    Ar`N
628   MAPLE
'EBS'ER   CITY    IA   5O595
BS-|978
RANDC'LPH    CALVIN    COOLIDGE
54l    EMERSON    AYE    WEST
ST   F'AuL   MN    55ll8
BS-|95O
SALESMAN
S'+OW     TIJMBER
RARDIN    DC)NALD    L
RT    f3   BOX    88
ST   ANNE    IL    6O964
BS-|959
YATES    CITY    Set+
RASH    JAMES    KENT
l4,635    S   i    SALMON
PORTLAND    OR    97233
BS-|96O
SIMPSDN    TIMBER
RASMUSON    DEAN    AUGUST
71Ol     JOYCE    DF`    N    I
ALBUOUEF`OuE    NM    87109
BS-|9S8
RESOURCE    PLAN
US    FOF`EST    SERV
RATCLIFF    KENNETH
P    C)    BOX    27'6
LONGBOAT    l<EY   FL    33548
BS-I 94-6
RETIRED    MILITARY
RAUM    HAWS    R
43l    HERITAGE   'AY
ATLANTA    6A    3O32O
BS-|946
uS    FOREST     SEFtV
RAuN   LYLE    HENRY
R    R   *3
SC'LON    IA    52333
BS-I 95O
RAWLEY    JAMES    ED'^RD
l2    FRAr`ll<LIN    CIR
LITTLETON    CO    8012l
BS-1954
J.E.RA'LEY
RA'LINS    DON    EUGENE
3492O-l28Trl   ST
T'IN   LAKES   'I    5318l
BS-|95|
DIRECTOR
AMERICAN    FARM    BUREAl'    FED
READINGER    EUCENE    HAROLD
76O5    STATE    RD   39
MARTINSVILLE    IN    4,615l
BS-|951
CRO'N    ZELLEF!BACH
RECKLER    DONALD    VERNON
P   0   BOX   697.
NE'HALl_    CA    91321
BS-|96O
REED    THCIMAS    HICHAEl.
2O7    ELLINGTON    HEIGr'TS
SPINDALE    NC    2816O
BS-1973
AREA    FOREST-EFi
CHAMPION     INTERNATIC'hlAL    CC]
BEGAN    MICHAEL    a
25lO-53RD    ST
DES    MOINES     [A    5O3lO
BS-|973
ReHFELDT    RICHARD    F
212    KINGS    'AY
CENTRAL    POINT    C'R    975O2
BS-1948
LAND    MNGT
REHM    ROLAND    STEuART
a   a    *1    E}C'X    l7l-I
HILLSBOFiC]    OF!   97123
BS-195|
SALES   REP
PC'TL^TCH   CORP
REILLY    JOHN    JOSEPH
BS-I 972
PLYWOOD    MEG    ASH
REIMER    JEFFREY    'UDD
2O|6-5TH
PERRY    IA    5O22O
BS-|965
REWARD    LAuF!ENCE    PAUL
RT    *3   BC'X    3S
NASllVILLE    AR   71852
BS-195L
PLANT    MANAGER
'EYERt'AEuSER    CO
F}ENAUD    JULES    SINTON
SOLS    YORKTD'N    OF{
ALEXANDRIA    VA    223O8
BS-i 936
RETIRED
RENAuD    RAY    ELDON
ll2O+    RANNOCll    LANE
LOUISVILLE    KY    4O243
BS-l9S4      MS-I 9S8
V    P    S,ALES
CAMBLE    BF3C'S
RENKEN    DENNIS    PAUL
l2lO-8TH    AYE   S
ESC^NABA    MI    49829
BS-|96|
PF!C'J    FORES,TEF}
ESCA~ABA    PAPER    CO
RETTENMAIER     JAMES    JC)HN
Ilo   "lLLCREST   DR
MARIl]N   NC    287S2
BS-|956
EXEC®VP
Nell   MOSS.INC-
REVELL    ROBERT   EARL
4OI    ROCKLEDCE    RC)
NEW   BERN    NC    2B56O
BS-I 97'l       MS-I 97t2
RA'    MATEF!IAL
WEYERHAEl'SER    CO
REVES    RC'GER     GEF`ALD
FtOUTE    '2    BC)X    *212
CRC'SSETT    AR    71635
BS-|96|
SR-SALES-SuPV.
G,EORGIA    PACIFIC
F`EYNOLDS    EuGENE    ED'ARD
233   MEADO'VIE'    DFi
FRANKFORT    KY    4O6OI
BS-|949
CHIEF    FOR    Met
KENTUCKY    DEFT    OF    NAT    RESD
RHEINEFI    STANLEY    PETER
DIP    OFF   PHYS    ll-PAIRED
HOLl_AND   46l    'SU
PuLLHAN   'A   99164
BS-19+a
Rt+ODY    JOHN    PATRICK
510   MEADO'S    HILL
DA'SC)N   SPRINGS    KY   424O8
BS-194O
STAFF   FORESTER
l<Y    DtV    FORESTRY
RICE    JR    W[LL]AM
IO42    FLORAL    DR    S    E
GRAND    RAPIDS   r'I    495O6
BS-|942
PF`ES IDENT
RICE    a    FONCERS    LUMBER    CO-
RICHARDS    MERRILL    EuGENE
P   0   BOX   786
SNC)'FLAt(E    AZ   8S937
BS-|9S4
FORESTER
USDA    FOREST    SEF}VICE
RICHAROSON    DEAr`l    E|LS'C)RTH
P   0   BOX   4|O
't'AT   CHEER    IA   5O268
BS-|9S7.
OWNER
SELF    EMPLOYED
RICt+ll^N   HUGO   'lLLIAt'
332ngTtl   AYE
IND]^LANTIC   FL   329O3
BS-|934
RETI RED
F`ICt+lOND    HO'^RI)    HENRY
BS-|9|2
RETIRED
FiIDDl:E    DONALD   DELAI"E
loos   CASCADE   ST
LINT)ER   'Y    8252O
BS-|95O
Cr'lEF   D]V[S[ON
DEPTHENT    OF    Tt+E    INTERIOR
RIESSEN    G^RY    ALLEN
92l   COLLEEN
GF`EENVI|LE    NI    48O38
BS-L965
Cl|NER
N^Tt'ISEN    TREE   F^F`NS    tNC
FtICCLEHAN    FREDRIC    O^LE
BS-|942
FiE^L   ESTATE
ASSOC   RE^LTY   EXCH^htGE
RILEY   JOHN   P^`L
574    I+^VERHILL   ST
LA'F{ENCE    NA   OIO4l
BS-|9SO
F`ETI RED
RILEY   NELVIN    '^NES
3OOO    UNIV    BLDC    E    *73
'EST   DES   NOINES    IA   SO26S
BS-|97J
RIORD^N    KEVlr'   T[NOTr,Y
856   LEE   ST
L^KE'OOD    CO   8O2LS
BS-|976
FOREST    TECH
U   S   FOFtEST   SERVICE
FtISD^L   THON^S    F'^Y
IO55   '^TERFORD
CASPER   'Y   826OI
BS-|97O
V   P    -CREDIT
'YOHING    PRODUCTION   CREDIT
RISE   'R   CARL   I+ALLEY
47-25   SAM   PEDco   NE   'l3
ALBuOuEROuE   NM   8?loo
BS-|938
Frees [esNT
BEST   'OuLDING   CC'RP-
RITCH'E    JOllNIE    NARION
619   CO`mT   ST
PEt(IN   ]L   61554
BS-|963
ATTORNEY
SELF   a"PLOYED
RITTEF`    'lLLl^M   C
l9l®    S   5T"   AYE
N^FtSH^LLTO,N    tA    5OL5e
BS-|952
IO'^   CONS   CON"
BOBBINS   LARRY   LEE
COLuNBuS   JuNCTIC'N   IA   S2738
BS-I 964
RC,BINSON    VER^'Or`   LEE
L89   T^R^   |^Y
ATHENS   GA    3O6O6
BS-l956      MS-I 9S8
RESEAR.FORESTE:R
uSD^.PORES,T   S,ERV-,FOR-SCI
ROCC^   JAMES   PETER
l818    I    MCCAF'TY
JEFFERSON   CITY   "0   65O5l
BS-|963
NO   DEFT    OF   CON
RC)CUE    LLOYO    I
C|^RK   CO   NuRStl`G   HN
R   a   *2
KAtlC'K^   NO    63445
BS-193|
SELF
ROCK'OOD    FRANK    BRADFORD
RT    I
BF`ASSTO'N    NC   289O2
BS-I 947
SELF
ROGERS    DONALD   D
BOX    ®63
CuSTER   SD    5773O
BS-|95B
ROSENE    RICHARD    ^LAN
BOX    SOL
KRE:NNLING    CO   8O¢59
BS-|974
ROSS    HARMON    LEE
l62O   EL   PASO   STS'
C^NDEN    Aft    717OI
BS-I 95|
^R[Z    FC'R    CC)N"
ROTt+   PALL    SAt'uEL
BS-I 959
ROTT'^NN   'lLLI^H   Rl'SSELL
35O11    AYE    i   SP   57
YuC^[PA   CA   92399
BS-I 935
SELF
RC'TTY    ROLAND
6416    15TH   ST
ALEXANDRIA    VA    223O7
BS-|928
RETI FtED
ROl'SEY    JAM    ED'ARC)
l837   RICl+FIELD
HIGHLAND    PARK     IL    6OO35
BS-|968
ASST    VP
IST    NATIONAL    BANK
RDZEBOOM    '[LLIAN    B
27O2    NOF`THWOOD    DRIVE
ANES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|95O
AREA    MANAGER
OSNOSE    WOOD    PFtES    CO
RUEBER    DAVID    ARTt'uR
BOX    |2l
KANA'liA    IA    5O447
BS-1969      MS-1978
FIELD    LAB    TECti
ISU
RuMMELL    ROBERT    Sl'THERL^NC)
54O6   NE'lNGTON   RD
WASHINGTON    DC    2OOl6
BS-l94L       MS-l942
US   FOREST    SERV
RuNKEL    SYLVAN    Tl10MAS
Slot-5TH
DES   "OINES    IA   5O310
BS-|93O
RETIRED
Rl'PPELT   JAMES   MAX'ELL
785   'lDGEOt'   ST
FOSTER    CITY    CA    94,4,O4
BS-|9S|
FC'RESTER
U    S    FOREST    SERVICE
Rue   'lLLIAN   ED'ARD
872    YOSEMITE    DR
UKIAH    CA    95482
BS-1958
NAT    RESOUFtSE    MC
uS    BuREAU    OF    LD    MGMT
Rush   PAUL    ALBERT
13a.Ol    '    77TH    TEFiFt
LENEXA   res   66216
BS-I 957
Rl'SH    'AYNE    MARTIN
712    S   LOCUST   ST
'EFFERSC'N    I^   5Ol29
BS-I 950
PRES
TRI  COl't`lTY    LBR    HART
RUSSELL    RANDALL    LEE
P    0    BOX    6O2
ROOSEVELT    AZ   855a.5
BS-|976
CONSERVATIONIST
US    FOREST    SERIVCE
Russell   ROBERT   JAMES
8O717    SEARS    RD
COTTAGE    GF'OVE    OR    97424.
BS-I 954
CASCADE    F'LY'00D
RUST    ROBERT    NOEL
I   NOEL   RUST
'EBB   IA   51366
BS-196B
uS   F-CREST    SER
CYAN    FLOYD    T
4BO9   E   PI"A   #ll3
TuCSON   AZ   85712
BS-194O
RETIRED
CYAN    STEPHEN   OVEN
28124   S   I    l58TH   PLACE
HOMESTEAD   FL   33O33
BS-l96O   PUD-l974,   Pl+D-l974
D IFtECTOR
UNIV    OF'    FL-DADE    CO    EXt
RYDBERC    DONALD    VEFtNON
1  l34   DOG'C'OD   LN
V'AuKESHA    'I    53186
BS-1962
PERSONNELt   SPEC
US    FOREST    SEFtV
CYDER    JORDAN    ANDRE'
RT    1    BOX    4O4F
'ARRENTON    OR   97146
BS-1975
FC'R    TECllNICIAN
OREGON    STATE    FORESTFIY    Dip
FtYMER    KARL    ROBERT
l®3l    CF!EST    I)F!RT'3
EUGENE   OF'    974O5
BS-|952
S
SA8A    EDWAF`D    JC'SEPH
J650    HAYES
CORVALLIS    OR   97330
BS-|95l
SALESMAN
Kl'SKES    TV    a    APPLIANCE    CT.
SABIN    MICl+All    JOHN
4,6l    I/2   I    lath   AVE   #6
EuGENE    OR    974,OI
BS-1971
SELF
SACK     IVAN
P    0    BOX    5O6l
REND    NV    S9513
BS-|933
RETIRED
SAFRANEK    JOHN   OTTO
TO'NE    CENTRE    APT
423-7.Ill   ST
DE    WITT     IA    5274`2
BS-|948
l'SDA-SCS
SAMPSON    6EC'RGE    F}OCER
29O4    RING+lECK    DF`
MEADOW    LARK
FT    COLLINS    CC'    8O52l
BS-|96O
FORESTRY    SCI    LB
SANDE    DENNIS    MICliAEL
BOX    |32
LEON    IA    5Ol44,
BS-|978
SCS
SANFILIPPC'    'OSEPll   PETER
44    TUCKAHOE    AVE
EAST    CHESTER   NY    IO7O7
BS-1979
SAPOIJSEK    OLIVER     FF`ANK    ANTC]N
RT    I    STARLITE    ESTATES
BISHC'P   CA    93514
BS-|95O
SASSE    ROBERT    PAUL
%MRS    RAY    TROENDLE
RT
LANSING    IA    52'5l
BS-|965
SAl'ER    KENNETH   'AYNE
4,33    HENDERSON    ST
GRASS    VALLEY    CA    95945
BS-l9J8
SAl/L    MEAL    EDW'N
4345   E    StiAULIS    RD
WATERLOO     IA    507OI
BS-1979
SAWIN    Tl+OMAS    WAYNE
P    0   BOX   74
KAKTOVIK    AK    99747
BS-1969,
F`ADICIAN
FELEC    SEFiVICES
SAYERS    EAF!L    HAROLD
29lO    FAIRFIELD
EllREKA    CA    955OI
BS-|949
'EYERliAEUSER    COMPANY
SAYLOR    LEROY    CIJAF`LES
8O9    "ERVIN    RD
RALEIGH    NC    276O6
BS-|95S
NC    ST    UNIV
SC.liAFER    ARTlluFi    0
BS-1932
SCHALLAU    CON    H
4129   NW    PEPPER    TR   PL
CORVALLIS    OR   9733O
BS-|954
ECONOMIST
PAC.N'   FOREST-RANGE    EX-ST
SC.HATZ    EPIC    PAUL
RT    2    BOX    2O5l
HANISTIQUE    Ml     49854
BS-|978
JR    FORESTER
MEAD    PAPER
SCliELllAAS    JAMES    ALLEN
P   0   BOX   #389
CAVE    JUNCTION    OR    97523
BS-|96O
uS    FOREST    SERV
SCrtIENBEIN    ALLEN    GENE
?9O4    'ELLINGTC)N    RD
ALEXANDRIA    VA    223O8
BS-|952
I/SDA
SCHIERBAuM    DONALD    LEE
R    R    #2
ALTAMONT    NY     12OO9
BS-|938
REGIONAL    SuPERV
N-Y,S-     DEFT.ENV-     CC)NS-
SCHIPULL    HALTER    LEWIS
3332    CALLEDE   BES,0
TUCSON    AZ    8571S
eS-l927
RETIRED
SCHISSEL   CllARLES    'OSEPtl
ESTES    ST




SCHLACrtTENliAl,FEN    ED,AF`D    CARL
716    PARK    DR
YUKON    OK    ?3O99
BS-|96|
PASTOF`/"INISTER
RESURRECTION    LUTllERAN    CHu
SCHLATEFt    JACK    L
ROLLING   HILLS   LOT#l32
R    R    *2
MAX'ELL    IA    5Ol6l
BS-1973      BS-l979
STUDENT    AT    ISU
SCHLEMMER    NELSC)N
2O37    MERRIMONT    DR
TROY   all   4.5373
BS-|93S
HOBART    BRC}S    CO
SCliLICK    WILLIAM    T
BC)X    |56P
MOltNT    HC'OD    OR    97O4,I
BS-195O
RETIRED
SC.HLC'TTER     liAROLC)    JACOB
82l    E   BATTLEFIELD   '27
SPRINGFIELD    MO    658O7
BS-|95O
HOERNER     WALDOFtF    CORD
SCH"EISEF!    MARVIN    LEE
223    MAYFAIR    ST
ANTIGO    WI     S44O9
BS-l967
WISC.DNR
SC.HMIDT    DIANNE    LYNN
GRACIOUS    ESTATES
LOT    loo
MASON    CITY     IA    5O4OI
BS-|97B
PEACE    CORP
SCHMIDT    HC'WARD    NICHOLAS
P   0   BOX   675
CLINTON    LA    7O7-22
BS-I 94.9
CONSULT ING
SELF    EMPLOYED
SC.liMIDT    RALPH    ARTHUR
lelO    COPY    ST
LAKE'00D    CO    8O215
BS-1938
RETIRED
SC.HMIDT    STEVEN    KAY
7O5     lTllACA    AVE
SPIRIT    LAKE    IA    5136O
BS-l969
Fi     I     BBC)KER
SC.llMIDT    FEALTY
SCHMIDT    VEFtNEFt    NIELS
l29    BRIAN    DR
CllEHALIS    WA    98532
BS-19so
FDFiEST    ENGINEER
'EYERliAEUSER    COMPANY
SCHNABEL    JAMES    D
BOX    |97B
USAFS    OKINAWA
APO    SAM    ERA"CISC.0    CA    9633l
BS-I 968
TROOP    COMMANDER
US    ARMY
SCllNABEL    Louts    FREDERICK
274O    'ASANKARI    RD
PORT    ANGELES    WA    98362
BS-l94|
FiETIRED
SC.HNEIDER    JAMES    FREDERIC.
5926    CC)LLISTEFi    DR
BOISE    ID    837O3
BS-|963
SCHNEIDER    RALDC)    A
R   R   *|
BENNETT    IA    5272L
BS-L976
A    SCl`NEIDER
set+NEPF    GERALD   FREDERICK
RT   ||
BONDl'RANT     IA    5OO35
BS-1962
EXEC    SECRETARY
lO'A    NATURAL    liERITAGE    FD
SCr'OCK     ,AMES     HC)ll,ER
l953   'ILBl'R    AVE
SAM   DIEGO    CA    92lO9
BS-19SI
REAL    PROPERTY    A
CNTY    OF    SAM    DIEGO
SCHO|TES    'AYNE    HENRY
543   FOREST    GLEN
AMES     IA    50OIO
BS-l939   PHD-195l
DIST    PROP
IOWA    STATE    IJNIV
SCHOLZ    rtARC,LD    FRANCIS
ll7    N    HuHPHREY    CIRCLE
SHA'ANO   |I    54166
BS-1929
RETIRED
SCHRADER    MAX    KENNETH
llOI    PLUM
DON]PHAN    MO    63935
BS-|949
DIST    CONSERVATIONIST
US    DEFT    OF    SOIL    CONSERVAT
SCHRAMM    DAVID    ALLAt`
3O6    a    CLARENDON
ARLINGTC]N    I+EIGHTS    IL    6OOO4
BS-|978
SCHRAHM    DC'NALD    LESLIE
6O3    BuRC>lCK    ST
LIBEFiTYVILLE    IL    6OO48
BS-1957
GEORGIA-PACIFIC
SCHREUDER    HAWS    Tl'MEN
24O    I   PROSPECT
ROCKY    MNT    FOREST
FT   COLL"®    CO   BO52l
PUD-I 966
FORESTRY    SC   LAB
SCtlROEDER    DAVID    ION
BOX    lola




SC.HROEDER    PAl'L    ALLAN
PO    BC)X   892
CliESTER    CA    96O2O
BS-|97S
FC)PESTER
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
SCHRDEDER     VINC.ENT    |Ot`N
667    CODY    CT
LAKE'OOD    CO    8O215
BS-1940
RETIRED
SCr,ULER    ALBERT    Tr,OMAS
FOREST   PRO    MKT    LABS
P   a   BOX   |52
PRINCETON    WV   2474O
PAD-I 975
EC.DNOMI ST
uSt   FOREST    SVC
SClluLER    JAMES   LARRY
IO73    HINES    LANE
PARK    FALLS    WI    54552
BS-1966
DIST    F`ANGER
USE)A    FOREST    SERVICE
SCHuLTHEISS    "ARl(    EUCENE
leo   I   7lST   ST
NE'    YORK    NY     IOO23
eS-L967
SCHULTZ    RICHARD    CARL
20l    N    COTTON'00D
F!OLAND     IA    5O236
BS-l965      MS-l968   PHD-l970
ASSIT.PROP.
ISU
SC.lluLZE    NATllAN    a
BS-|926
SC.HIJHACHER     CHARLES    MATTHEW
628-lath   ST   S   I
I,upon   SD   57'35O
BS-I 939
ST.     RANGE    CC'NS-
USDA    SOIL    CONS.     SERVICE
SCHUSTER    ERVIN    GEORGE
4O3   EVANS
MISSOuLA    MT    598OI
MS-l97O    PHD-l97l
ASSOC    PROF
UNIV    C)i     MONT
SCHUTT    'R    WALTER    WILLIAM
457l    HARLAN   DR    N   i
SALEM    C]R    973O3
BS-|952
BIOMETRICS    ANAL
OREGC)N    STATE    FORESTRY    Dot
SCHWANE    I,ENRY    MERMAN
ROUTE    2
CuLDESAC    IC)    8352®
BS-\ 940
SCllWARTZ    LORIN    PAUL
l228l    I    TENN   AVE
LAKE'OC)D    CO    8O228
BS-1962
BUR    LAND    MGNT
SCr''ENKE    ROY    ALLAN
USFS-2OO9    BIGllORN    ^VE
WORLAND   'Y    824OI
BS-1979
SCH'lEN    RICHARD    SHEFiMAN
24    5TH    ST    SW
MASC]N    CITY     [A    5O4OI
BS-1977
SCOLTOCK    'OSEPll    DANIEL
R    R   N-BOX    ll9
YELLVILLE    AF{    72687
BS-|938
SC.C)TT    Ct'ARLES   I
l74-a    W    LARPENTEl'R    AYE
APT    *3K
FALCON   HEIGliTS    MN    55ll3
BS-1976
RESEARCH    FOREST
U.S.FOREST    SERVICE
SCOTT    DAVID    FREEMAN
212    HAYMONT     CIRCLE
PARIS    TN    35242
BS-1953
TENN-FLAKE   CORP
SCOTT    LEROY    ALLAN
P   0   BOX   6?5
GRAND    LAKE    CO    SO447
BS-|963
BUR    LAND    MGMT
SC.OTT    'Fi    SAMUEL    JOSEPH
PO    BOX   3O7
Z'OLLE   LA    71486
BS-1938
RETIRED
SEEM^NN    Louts   N    ^NC)ROUS
l37    LINDEN    DRIVE
WEST    HOt`RC)E    LA    71291
BS-|937
RETIRED
SEGEBART    HARK    ERIC
R    R   #3




SE:lSEFi    VIRGIL    a
l224O    NE    ROSE    PARK'AY
PORTLAND    OR    97r23O
BS-|946
SUPERVISING   LAN
Bu]EAU    LAND    MANAGEMENT    uS
SEMLER    DuANE    RICHARD
lil     TERRACE    DF!
INDEPENDENCE    IA    5O64,4
BS-|974
SENTI    BRUCE    LEE
7O3    MAYFAIR    Aye
MADISON    VI    53714
BS-|972
SETZER    THEODORE    SIEGEL
2221    E    NORTHERN    LIGHT
ANCHORAGE    AK    995O4
BS-1953       BS-L956
lNT    FOR    EXP   STA
SEXTC'N    TERRY    JOHN
ELK    CITY
FiANGER    STATION
ELK    CITY    ID   83525
BS-1971
PRE-SALE    FOREST
uS    FOREST    SERVICE
StlADLE    JAMES    NORMAN
STAR    ROUTE    2
LIBBY   MT    59923
BS-|962
FORESTER
uS   FC'REST    SERV
SHATTUCK    RICHAFiD    HARRY
968    WILLIAMSBuRG    PRIG
BARRINGTON     IL    6OOIO
BS-|963
SALES    MGR
LC)UISIANA    PACIFIC    CORD
Sl`AW    ^OALBERT   i
38    HUNTING    RIDGE    RD
'ILTON   CT    O6897
BS-|953
AM    AIRLINES
SHEAFtER    ROBERT    I
3S    D^*N    DR
FiOME     NY     1344O
BS-|94O
US    GEOL    SURV
SHEPARD    JOHN    KENDAL
655    N    MARKET
VAN    WERT    all    45S9l
BS-l963
ADVISORY    EN6R
CONTINENTAL   FOREST    IND
SliEPARD   ROGER   ARLEIGH
IS57   N   lath   STREET
LAR^MIE    WY    O2O7O
BS-|96|
uS    FOREST    SER
SHERBRING    MILTON    'C'l+r`'
6314    BOYD    ST    #1
OMAHA    NE     681O4,
BS-1949
NORTllERN    NATURAL    GAS    CC'
SHORT    PAUL    li
MS    STATE    ur\'IV
F'ORESTRY    LAB
STARKVILLE    MS    39762
BS-196e
MS    STATE    l'NIV
SHORT    'lNSTON    BROCK
89OI     KAF'VER    LN
Ar,NAT,DALE     VA    22OO3
BS-|953
Bl'R    LAND    MGMT
SHOWMAN    ROGER    D
R    R    #|
YANK1-ON    SD    57O78
BS-|976
STATE    OF    SOUTH    DAKOTA
SHuLL    RC)N^LD    EUGENE
BS-|966
SIEFl<EN    BRl'CE    ALLAN
1914,-7TH    ST    N
ESTHEF`VILLE     IA    51334
BS-1978
slEREN   G^FtY   'ILLl^N
®529   O^l<LEY    ST
DuLuTH   NN   55OO4
BS-I 965
FCreESTEFt
FO12EST    SERVICE    USO^
SIEVEF`DING    H^RC'LD   P^`^
l¢7   TCliEFl^'CTE   DR
COV[NGTON   L^   7Oa.33
BS-I 9S9
Bun    LAD,D    M6t'T
SIEVERDING     THCIMAS    VICTOFt
72O   i(Fist   ST   SE
LE    MARS    [A    SIO3l
BS-|962
BuR    LAND    MGMT
SIEX   D'AYNE    REIGLE
P   a   BOX   4.4.3
FALL   all-Y    'A   9BO24
BS-1963
LAND    USE    PLAN
u-S-FC'REST   SERVICE
SIMC'N    HAROLD    FRED
l234   S   PAYNE   ST
NEW    ULN    MN    56O73
BS-195O
STATE    CIF    MN
slt'Or`'    JR    FFiED    ADOLPH
4,63O   N   i    DE^RBORN
LAVTON   OK    73SOI
BS-|97O
FAMILY    PACTICE
uS    ARMY
stMPSON   HAFtC)LD    'lLLIAM
BOX   33
LISBON    ND    S8O54
BS-|958
BRANCli   MGR
pF'C)I)    CREDIT    ASSN    OF    FARGO
SINS    JIMMIE    RuStl
lO2O2    HADDINCTON
HOUSTON   TX    7-7O43
BS-|947
SALES    MGF`
KIRBY    LullBEF!    CO
SIROIS    MARY    KAY
3    HIGtiGATE    N    E
ITHACA    NY     l485O
BS-I 957.
A    HOMEMAKER
SKOOG    DAVID    ROBERT
RR*l    BC'X    '213A
ATLANTIC    IA    5OO22
BS-|97|
USAF
SKVAR[L   'ARF`EN    JACOB
PO   BOX    36O7
AGANA    GU    969lO
BS-1944
F-RESIDENT    IJF    ^N
I     AM    SELF    EMPLOYED
SLOAN    'Fi   LESLIE    '
TOKETEE   RT    BOX    4S
IDLEY|D   PARl<   C'R    97447
BS-|959
SNELSER     A"OS    WAFtF!EN
loos   N   E   79TH   AYE
PORTLAND    OR    97213
BS-|937
RETIFiED
St'lTH    CAFiL    LEOPOLD
LIST    S    JOrtNSON    ST
LAKEWOC)D    CO    8O228
BS-1969
SMITll    CLYDE    TRE"AN
3O3    SPRING    ST   BOX    7O3
c^MPBELLSPORT   'I    53OIO
BS-|93|
RETIRED
SMITll    DAVID    l'lLLIA"
F-a   APT   HEIGt+TS
BLACKSBl'RG    VA    24,O6O
BS-l96O       MS-1968   PHD-l97O
ASST    PRC)F
vF'l    C.    Sl'-STATE    OF    VA
SMITH    EPIC    LEOr`l
l922-9Tll   ST   S   I
CEDAR    RAPIDS    I^    524O4
BS-l972      MS-l974
SM[Tr,    JACK    ROBERT
763   S   E    l3OTll
POFiTLAND    OR    97-233
BS-|95|
SuNDSTR^ND    AV
SMITH    JEFtOME    BURTON
PO    BOX   212L
TACOHA   'A    984OI
BS-|953
PFtES IDENT
TRANS'ORLD    TRAKE    TECHNOLO
SMITH    HAYNAFiD    J
OKOBOJI     IA    5135S
BS-|93|
SELF
SMITH    RC'BERT    ^FiTHuR
l249   N'   MUNSON    CT
ROSEBuRG   OR   97®70
BS-1gSO
SNITll   ROBERT    POFtTER
BS-|9|S
SMITH    FtOBEF!T    RC)DNEY
2O59   SANDRA   F'L^CE
HEDFORD   OR    975OI
BS-|967
FC)RESTED
BuRE^l'   OF   LAND   Met
St1[TH    F`C'LAr'D    DEAN
l6855   S'    SPELLAMN   DR
BEAVERTC'N    C'R   97OOS
BS-|9S7
SMITH    VICTOR    CORDON
5O8    RIVERSIDE    DR
TORONTO   ONT   M6S4,B5    C^NAD^
Pl|D-|972
PROFESSOR
UMIVERSTY    OF    TORONTO
SMITH   '^LTER   PERRY
IO3    LtlCKOFtY
SIGNlroST    FtD
'ILLt^NSBURG   VA    23185
BS-I 938
EXEC    DIP
'lLLIA"SBuRG   HEW   Plc    lNC
sMIT'1   'ILLIAM   THOt'AS   R
l6lO   N   3RD    ST
CLINTON    IA    S2732
BS-|978
SNt1-H    'R    'ALTER    ARTllUR
ll    CLEARVIE'   RD
EAST   BRuNS,ICIC    NJ    O8el6
BS-195|
DELCO   BATTERY
SNORE   JOE   i
412O   PAF`KL^'N   ^V   '235
EDINA   NN    5S435
BS-1939
BET I F{ED
SODERBERG    GOROON
ll4O   NO    I    ST
FREHDt`lT    NE    68O25
8S-|93O
OFFICE    CLERK
CITY    OF    FREMOuT   STREET    DE
SODERLING    DONALD    EPIC
2577   Soul-H   SLOPE   RD
EMNETT    ]D    83617
BS-|9SO
FOREN^N
BOISE    CASCADE    CORD
SOEDT    RAND^LL   GENE
665   P^NNEL   CT
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|979
SOLEM    DAVID    ^L^N
2lO    SETION    LINE    RD
L^\JRENS    IA   5O554
sl,r'MEfITELO   'R   Pt'ILLIP   r1
9OO6   CETTYSBunC   DR
T'lNSBL,RG    Or'   4.4O87
BS-I 96O
SALES    MGR.
CH^HPION    BLDG-PRODl'CT
SONNEF`    ORVILLE    FtANDELL
R   Ft   *l    BOX    l6
pERCIV^L    IA   51640
BS-|928
FAFtNER
SELF    EMPLOYED
SORENSEN   'AYNE    WAF"uS
713   N   lath   ST
DE    Ol'EEN    AR    71832
BS-|95|
s^FETY    MANAGEF!
'EYERH^EuSER   COOP
SOF'ENSC'N    JAMES   LEE
Fit   |2
LAKE    CITY     IA   51449
BS-|97O-
F^RNEFt
SELF    EMPLOYED
SPAIN    CHARLES   FRANCIS
NOR'^LK    IA   SO2ll
BS-|952
D"   SCHOOL   SYS
SPEER   'ILLIAH   L^'RENC£
BS-|963
SPENCER   ELBERT    'ESLEY
ll25-lath   ST
R^'LINS   'Y   823OI
BS-|962
ASS,I    DIST    MGR
BlnE^u   LAND   MGM1-
SPETl,^N   ROBERT   ED,Ir,
R    F!    *4   BC)I    66-A
ccluNCIl.   BLl'FFS    IA    515OI
BS-I 972
PELLA    RC'LSCREEN
splES   KELVIN   |EROY
523   27TN   ST
eEN]DJI    NN    566O,
BS-|968
Bun    IND    AFFAIRS
SP(NNER    WILLIAM    FRANCIS
7lS    SUNSET   LANE
CADILLAC    HI    496OI
BS-|963
FOFiESTER
USDA+C'REST    SERVICE    HARON
SPOLAR    THOMAS    JAY
R   R   *3   BOX   52-G
ELLENSE'uRG    'A   98926
BS-|9¢9
uS   FOREST    SERV
ST^MY    ROGER     SNIVELY
loos    ]DLEV'00D   OR
BAKER    OR    97'Bl4
BS-|95O
l'S   FOREST    SERV
STANCE    CRAIC    MICHAEL
IO35   Bl'SH   ST
GARNER    IA    SO438
BS-|975
SOIL   CONSER
sell   CONSERVATION    SERVIC.E
STARKE    ROBERT   KEITH
3O8    NE    l2®Ttl   AYE
vANCOuVER    'A   98664
BS-l9S9
US    FOF!EST    SERV
STARE    JC)HN    PHILLIP
2651    PACIFIC   WAY
LONGVIE'   'A   9B632
BS-|938
INTERNATIONAL    PAPER    CO
STASI    'OHt'    MICHAEL
224O    PASADENA    *1
DUBuOUE    IA    52OOl
8S-|979
STATE    TtlOMAS    EARL
l695    MYRTLE    AYE
COOS    BAY    OF!    97+42O
BS-|962
FORESTER
BUREAU    C'F     LAND    MANAGEMENT
STEAVENSON    HUGH     ALFRED
X    F    KEELING    Nl'RSERY
ELSBERRY    MO    633a.3
BS-1933
PRES   I)'NER
CHOVE
STEENSEN    DONALD    H
912    "ER'IN   RC]AD
RALEIGH   NC    276O6
BS-I 95B
ASSOC-PF!OFESSOR
NORTH    CAROLINA    ST-UhllV.
STEIG   6EORCE   GOTTLIEB
3611    PACIFIC   'AY
LONGVIE'   'A   98632
BS-|942
SAFETY
'EYERHAE`USER    CO
STEPANEK    DEAN    EUCENE
l37l    SIRAH    CT
UKIAH   CA    9Sa.82
BS-|962
uS   DEBT-INTER
STEVENS    ROBEFtT    EuGENE
455   E    DEXTER
C.OV(NA    CA    91722
BS-|95|
STE'ART    ROBERT    EARL
39OO    BRE'STER    DF}
RALEIGH   NC.    276O6
BS-|9S7
KOPPERS    COMPANY     INC
STIEliL   +AMES    ltO'ARD
613    TAYLOR    ROAD
BAFtFtINGTC'N     IL    6OOIO
BS-1939
SALES    MGR.
ED'ARD    NINES    LUHBER    CO.
STINEMAN   DAVID    'Otthl
a   a   *,    PARK   HILLS
C'TLEY     IA    5O214,
BS-|975
INDUSTRIAL    ENGR
F}OLSCREEN    CO
STIRLER    DENNIS    JOHN
329l    S'  '  ILLIAMETTE
CORVALLIS   OR   9733O
BS-|969
LOGGIN6    ENCR
USDA-FS
STITT    'OllN   B
4,       BFtOOKS    DRIVE
ROCERS    AR    7+27+56
BS-|969
AREA    REPRESENTV
BuCKNAN    LABS    INC
STOKES    UOHN    M
84O9    MADISON
DES    MOINES    IA    5O322
BS-|95O
ADt'lNISTRATOR    L
lo'A    CC'NSEFiVAT[ON    COMMISS
STOF'PEL   DuANE    EF]'IN
42O    N    12TH    ST
ADEL    l^   SOOO3
BS-|95|
OIST    FORESTEFi
lO,A    COr`SERVATIC)N    COMM
STRADT    CILBEF`T    li
RT    *l    BOX    27O
LuFKIN    TX    7590l
BS-I 934.
RETIRED
STREEBY    LARRY    LEE
3OJ2    MAYFAIR    I)R
LEWISTON    ID    835OL
BS-|963      MS-|965
STREEPEF`    RICHARD    U
BOX   3|49
I(E1-Cr,IRAN    AK   9990l
BS-|976
F-C}RESTER
uS    DEFT    AGF`I    FOREST    SERV
STROM    WILLARD    I
BS-l94O
STRONG    DONALD   LYLE
PO    BC)X    565




STROTMAN    BRuCE    DEAN
l8OI    StlERRY    DR
BELLEVUE    NE    68OO5
BS-1954
STuELl<E    DAVID    OBRIEN
FZ    R    #9    BOX    474
tlOT    SPRINGS    AR    719OL
BS-|959
SELF
stump   'ILLIAt'   GERBERDING
l957   Al'TUMN
ST    PAUL   HN    55ll3
BS-I 937
uS    FOFtEST    SERV
STuRHAN    DC'UGLAS    CARL
STAR    ROUTE    BOX    312
BRIDGEVILLE    CA    95526
BS-|976
SIX    FiIVERS    NAIL   FOREST
STuRHAN    NANCY    KAY
STAFt    ROUTE    BC)X     3L2
BRIDGEVILLE    CA    95526
BS-|976
FOR    CONSULTANT
SELF    EMPLOYED
SuDER    F`C}BERT    GEORGE
2988    GARF!lLEE    DR
SAN    BERNARDINO    CA    924O4
BS-|934
RETIRED
Sl'KOTJO    'IRATMOKO
P   0   BOX    69
BO60Ft     lt`DONESIA
MS-l964.
UNIV    OF     INDO
Sl'LLIVAN    JOSEPH    PARKER
429    NORMANDY    FZD
LETt+BRIDGE    ALTA    Tl'    3X9    CANA    D
BS-|967
SUTTON    ROGER    FRANK
416-8TH   COURT
ST    CH^F`LES    IL   60174
BS-1953
MASONITE
SVEJCAR    JOHN    FRANK
L625    ADKINS    ST
EuGENE    C)a    974OI
BS-1942
MATRON    PLYWOOD
SVENDBY    CLAFiENCE
454   BC'ONE    LANE




SVENSEN    WILLIAM    THORNGFZEN
loo    BUCKINGHAM    DR
FtOSEHONT    PA    l9OIO
BS-l956
ASST    TO    THE    DIR
uS   FIJREST    SERVICE
SVIEN    THOMAS    ANDREV'
39O9    ROLLING   GREEN    DR
DES   "OINES    IA   5O322
BS-|94.9      MA-l951
MOF`T    FIN    CO
S'ANSON   CAF!l.    GuSTAV
237-9    AUSTIN    AYE
EuFtEKA    C.A    955OI
BS-|94,2
S IMPSON
SWANSON    CrlARLES    MANDETt+
3132    HEFtMIT    'AY
SANTA    ROSA    CA    954O5
BS-|932
CONS
SELF    EMP    CONSuTLING    ENGIN
SWANSON    CLIFFORD    OSCAR
22    ANDOVER    DF}
SPRINGFIELD    IL   62704
BS-193B       MS-L956
FiETIRED
SWANSON    JAMES   LEE
FZ    a    *6       BDX     log
MAF!CY     STATION
TuNKHANNOCK    PA     18657
BS-|97|
CHEMICAL    ENGINE
PROCTER    AND    GAMBLE
S'ANSON    PAUL    HAROLD    V
725    ARLINGTON
WACO    TX    767lO
BS-|94|
ADMINISTRATOR
1-X    DEFT    OF    I+EALTll
S'ANSON    WILLIAM    SANFRE
F|    0    BOX    |O86
C.HESTER    CA    96O2O
BS-l959
US    FOF!EST    SERV
Sl'ANSON    JR    BERT    THEODORE
ALDERMAN    HALL
l97O   FO'ELL   *356
ST   PALL    MN    55lO8
BS-l966      MS-l967
UNIV-MN.
S'EEr'EY   LARF!Y   KELB
28JO8   S   i   45lST
ENuMCL^'    WA   98O22
BS-|965
LAND    MANAGER
ST    C'F    WA    DEFT    OF    NAT    RES
SWEITZER    CORDON    ARTHl)i
loll    BELL   Ale
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-1955
DIR-RI6liT   'AY
IA    DEFT    OF    TFiANSPORTATlON
SWIM    TllEODC)R    R
F2    R    ~7    BOX     |32
EVERGREEN    CO   8O439
BS-|94O
RETIRED
SWENSON    JOHN    EDWARD
R    R    #2    BOX     154A
Al'STIN   MN    55912
BS-l977
FORESTF!Y    TECll
US    FS    LARAMIE    RANGER    DIST
SYNDERGAARO    LARRY    EOWARD
l13    S    PRAIRIE    AYE
KALAMAZOC'    MI     490O7
BS-l9S9     BS-l9S9
Cr`-l,NDERGRAD    ST
WESTERN     MI     UNIV
SZYMECZEK    FRANK    0
SOS    EDEN    DR
WASHINGTON    NC    27889
BS-|953
WEYEFillAEuSER    COMPANY
T
TALLEY    JAMES    R
27O2    BRO'N    ST
LITTLE    RC'CK    AR    7t22O4
BS-|949
FORESTER
ARK     GAME    6    FISrl    COMM
TAYLOR    l.ARRY    CALVIN
BOX     IO22
SALMON    ID    83467
BS-l966      MS-l969
FORE STEP
US    GOVT
1-AYLOR    PAUL    l<ENNETl1
613l    BEACll    RD
'ADS'ORTH   Otl   4,428l
BS-|95O
ROSEBURG    LMBR    C
TAYLOR    DONALD   LEE
555   LYNLURST    ST
SCOTTSBuRG     IN    4,717O
BS-|970
FORESTER
l)S     FOREST    SERVICE
TENNIS    BLAINE    CLA'JDE
BOX    5O6
tlARLO'TON    MT   59O36
BS-195|
US   FOREST    SERV
TEPLY   Jot+N   Louts
3S46   N   i    4TH         T
GRESHAM    OR    97O3O
BS-l967   MFO-l969
TEF`LOl)I    JOSEPH    WILLIAM
P   0   BOX    229
BUCKLEY   WA    98321
eS-\955
FORESTER
uS    FOREST    SERVICE
TEF`RY    DAN    LE'lS
3O3O    37TH    AYE
ROCK     ISLAND    IL    612OI
BS-|965
TEUBER    BOSS    LAVERNE
l612    KENTUCKY    NE
ALBUOUEROl'E    NM    87llO
BS-|948
RETIRED
THAI)P    ORLO    EDGAR
RR     1
BELLEFONTAINE    Or'   43311
eS-|926
RETIRED    FARMER
RETIRED
THAuLAND    BRIAN    ROBERT
ll59   EILaOD
COOS    BAY    C)a    9742O
BS-|974
TllAYER    MAF}SrlALL
764,2     MARVIN    RD    NE
OLYMPIA    'A    985OI
BS-l936
RETIFtED
THEOPlilLUS    DAVID    CLAIRE
2O2O    EFiIE    ST
BELLINGHAM    'A    98225
BS-|938
THOMAS    GAIL    MYRON
738    EAST    EMERSON
BEND   OR   977OI
BS-l935
THOMAS    LEONARD    HAROLD
BOX    289
DE    BIDDER    LA    7O634
BS-1947
REALTOF`-PRES.
LEONARD    THOMAS    REAL    ESTAT
THOMPSON    DEAN    WILLIAM
862O    FRONTAGE    RD
MOF!TON    GRC)VE     IL     6OO53
BS-194O
RETIFiED
THOMPSON    JOllN   ROBERT
PC)    BOX    314
ENCAMPMENT    'Y    O232S
BS-|968
FORESTER
US    FOREST    SERVIC.E
Tr,OHPSC'N     Ill     ALEX    W
FJALLt,AVREr,   6   42-499
ANGERED    SWEDEN
BS-|97O
CAMF'uS    CRUSADE
THOMSEN    KENNETH    DALE
6820    S    W     l3OTH    AYE
BEAVERTON    C'R    97OO5
8S-|959
FORESTER
uS    FOREST    SERVICE    DEBT    AG
Tr10MSON    DC]NALD    ED,ADD
I)NE     llTH    AYE    N
FARGO   ND    58lO2
BS-|941
AG    ECONOtllST
NC'F!TH    DAKOTA    STATE    l'NIV
TllC)MSON    GEORGE    'ILLIS
3334    MORNINGSIDE
ArlES     IA    5OOIO
BS-l9¢3      MS-l947   PllD-l9S6
CHA IF]MAN/DEFT
'0'A    STATE    UNIV
THORP    PAUL    JEROHE
ll5   LA   SALLE   RD    #l7
KALISPELL    MT    599C}l
BS-|97O
THF`OM    'ALTEF2    ARTUFi
l728    DEVITT
"USCATINE     IA    S2761
BS-|97O
ENGR    ASST
STANLEY    CONSULTANTS    INC
Tt'URBER    'C'HN    THOMAS
P   0   BOX    22
MYRTLEWC)OD    AL    36763
BS-l972
PuLP'OOD   COORD
AM    CAN    C.0
TIJl'RMAN    uC)HN    R
BOX    54,6
NORRIS    TN    37828
BS-L964
BIOLOGIST
TENNESSEE    VALLEY    AUTHC)PIT
TICE    Ct+ARLES    C
l284    TuLLAR    ROAD
NEENAH    Wl     54956
BS-1939
CIVIL    ENCR
RETIRED
T[CKNOR    KEITli   ALLEN
35OI    S   75TH    ST
LINCOLN   NE    685O6
BS-|963
FORESTER
USDA    SOIL    CONSERVATION    SE
TIECKE    CLARK    'ILLIAM
3936    TuLANE    AYE    a
SALEM    C)a    97302
BS-l97B
FORESTER
BUREAU    OF    LD    lll6MT
TIMKO    PAUL     ANDREW
822    FINNEY    DFi
VINTON    VA    24179
BS-|949
FORESTER
USDA    FOREST    SERVICE
TINDALL    DOWN    EARL
F!OuTEI    BOX    63
BRISTOW     IA    SO6ll
BS-l957
FARMER
SELF    EMPl.C'YED
TOBIASKI    ROBERT    ANTHC)NY
7    ll'INNEGWA     PLACE
NORTH    LITTLE    ROCK    AR    72ll6
BS-|952
US   FC)REST    SERV
TOHASCHESKI     JOSEPH    DANIEL
56S    'ESTGATE    DR
El'REKA    CA    955OI
BS-195l
FOf!EST    MCR
SIERRA    PACIFIC
TOMPKINS    GEDRCE    LEC}N
EuREKA    F'ANGER    Stu
EUREKA    MT    59917
BS-|958
US    FOF{ES'    SERV
TONE    TIM    ALAN
BOX    |O3
BELGRADE    MT    S9714
BS-|97O
TORGERSC)N    GEORGE    liENRY
tlWY    67    S
GUF!DON    AR    71743
8S-L942
GllRDON    LB    CO
TC)RF'ENCE    JAMES    FINLEY
382O   S    I    48TH   PLACE
PORTLAND   OR   9722l
BS-|955
DEPUTY    REGION    F
US    FC)REST    SERVICE
TORRENS    'OtiN    RICrlARD
flo   KELLER    ST
PETALltMA    CA    94952
EIS-I 963
F!EPRE SENTATIVE
Plc.IFIC    GAS   ®    ELECTRIC    CO
TO'    ED'lN    EMHET
515    E    BARl<SDALE
MOBILE    AL    366O6
BS-|937
`     ll'CPHILLIPS
TOW    KENNETll    ROBERT
33O9    52ND    ST
DES    "C'INES     IA    5O3lO
BS-1969
ASIST    DIRECTOR
IA    DETP    OF    SOIL    CONVERSAT
TOWNE    CHARLES    RAYMOND
l25    HOOPER    ST
ROCKPORT    Tx    78382
eS-|925
F}ETIRED
TRACt'SEL    TIMOTHY    'AYNE
R     R     *1
MILTON    IA    5257O
BS-|976
VETERINARY    SPEC
ARMY
TRANMER    MARK    JOSEPH
44O4    LINCOLN   SWG    Ilo
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|98O
US    FOREST    SEF!VICE
TF}EEHAN    RALPH    'ILLIAt'
BOX    1|SI
SAPltLPA    OK    7-4O66
BS-|942
RETIRED
TRIBBETT    VANCE    Al'Gl'ST
778    MILORED    LANE    SE
SALEM    OR    973O2
BS-1936
RETIRED
TROCHuCK    DONALD    EDWARD
4O6    HATLEN
MT   PROSPECT    [L   60O56
BS-1961
ORES IDENT
DUST    PATFiOL    INC
TFiC)XEL    WILLIAM    CLAIR
4,Ol3    GLEN    CANYON    N    E
ALBUQuEROuE    NM    87111
8S-1958
US    FC)REST    SERV
TRl'E    JR    MARION    a
214   I    RIDGE
[RON'OC'D    MI    49938
BS-I 953
FC'RESTER
US.     FC)F`EST    SERVIC.E
TRUSSELL    GAF`Y    LYLE
RT   *3   BC)X     l28-A
CFiOSSETT    AR    71635
BS-1975
PROD    SHIFT    FORE
GEORGIA    PACIFIC    CORP
TRUSSELL    JAMES    RALPH
39   PRINCETON    RD
GC)OSE    CF!EEK    SC    2944S
BS-1973      BS-l974
SCC'TT    PAPER    C.OMPANY
TURNEY    GEORGE    A
lil    RIDGEVIE'    DR
WI|LARD   MO    657BI
BS-l927      MS-l92e
RETIRED
T\+RF'EN    N^FtVtN   A
?'O   i   loth   ST   SOuTll
NE'TON   I^   5O2O8
BS-|979
TUFZPEN   RICr,^RD   ,tLLI^N
loos   H^IN   ST
CROSSETT    ^R   7163S
BS-|978
T'IST   ROBERT   C^F`TER
P   a   BOX   2S7
STEVENSVILl.E   |T   5987O
BS-I 95O
T'ITO    ROGER    HAWS
l830   2O8TH   PL   S   I
LYNN'OOD   'A   9OO36
BS-I O53      BS-I 959
TYFtREL   ROBERT    RAY
l33   ^NAT^   COURT
REDL^NDS    CA   O2373
BS-|959
FOREST   SUPERVIS
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
U
UllL    CLENN   CLIFFORD
2l    RENSHA'    DR
BCIX    9O|
STOFZN   LAKE     IA    5OS®8
EX-|939
GEN    AGY    MGR    INS
SELF    EMPLC'YED
ut'LIC   HANSGERD
3    Dl/D[E    DF`IVE
NEWTC''N    SQUARE    PA    l9O73
BS-194S
HEAI)    C.ONSERVATI
SCS    USDA
UHR    SELMER    CLAIR
2O4   'ESTOVER   CIR
P^LATt(A   FL   32O77
BS-1957
CONSULTING   FOR
SELF
ULLRICli   RICllARD    DOltGLAS
26O8   LEE   H'Y   *l
ARLINGTON    VA    222OI
BS-l972      MS-197S
uNDERB^KKE    "AYNARD    'ARD
FOUNTAIN    MN    55935
8S-|942
CCINSuLTING   FORE
SELF    EMPLC'YED
l'NSER    GEORGE   L
RT    *|    BOX    2
RAPID   CITY    SD    577OI
BS-|931
N'   ENG    CO
UPFIELD   BRADLY    ALAN
PO   BI)I    IO4B    S   4TH   AYE
LAUREL    MS    3944O
BS-I 97 I      MS-l9?3
MATERIALS    MGR
MASOr'ITE    CORF'
URBATSCH    HAF{LEY    RICt+Alto
736    S   CENTRALT
FOREST   CITY    IA    5O4-36
BS-|94O
CIWNER
CITY    llARD'ARE     INC
V
VALLEY    DOUGLAS    ARTlluFi
357   DUPONT   Aye
TD'N    C'F    TONA'ANDA    NY    l4,lSO
BS-|97O
ASST.MGR-
OSMOSE    '00O   PRESERVING
VANDENOEVER    ED'ARD   A
l686O   S   '    l24TH   ST
KING   CITY    I)R   97223
BS-|935
RETIRED
VANDERSHuLE    Tl+OMAS    DALE
466    BARKER    AYE
OF`EGON   Cll-Y    OR    97O45
BS-195O
PC)LE    PLANT    MGR
PuBL   PAPER   CO
VANDEl'SEN    JAMES    LC"ELL
lola   0l"ER
BOTTIr`H=Al,    NO    58318
BS-I 95S      MS-I 957
RC)CKY    MTN    FOR
VANEt(    DAVID    VANCE
88OO    STARCREST    *233
SAM    ANTONIO    TX    78217
BS-|959
C'+F    GENRL    SRGRY
u    S    ARMY
VANGILST    GERALD    I
8615    CANTERBURY   DR
ANNANDALE    VA    22OO3
BS-|947
DIP    OF   LANl)a
USDA-FOREST    SERV
VANGORDER    CHARLES    tlASTINGS
Fit   |l    BOX    3O
COLLIN'C}OD    TN   3845O
BS-|942
PRESIDENT
'AYNE    LBR    CO
VANr,ELTEN    STEVEN    P
4-O4   ELl'    ^VE   N'
MITCHELLVILLE    IA    SOl69
BS-|976
V^N'YNGARDEN    RAY    HAROLD
BS-I 967
DR-     INTERNSHIP
ART    CENTRE    t10SPITAL
VANZ^NDBEFtGEN    ROBERT   LEE
RT   |S
TCmAH^'K   'I   54487
BS-I 959
DIP    OF    FOREST
O'ENS-ILLINOIS    INC
VEACH   CLAuDE    H
l27OS   GRANITE    N    E
ALBuOUEROuE   N"   87ll2
BS-|9|7
VENTE[CllER    LYNN    RICH^FtD
3O9   'ACKSON
PELLA    [A    5O219
BS-1976
'ND    ENGR
RouSCREEN    CO
VEF'NILLION    DENNIS   LYNN
loos    NCDONALO
NISSO`LA    MT   59SOI
BS-L962
FOREST    SEF`V
VERSCH    MARK    XAVIER
TINCLEY    IA    SOS63
MS-|977.
VINTON   EVERETT   LE'IS
F|   0   BC)I   67
GREEN   LAKE   'I    54,94l
BS-|967
PET IRED
VIZE    LA'F'ENCE    A
loo    I(OPPER    KETTEL   LN
EAST   DU8UOuE    IL   6lO25
BS-|97|
VOGEL    RC'GER    JOHN
6668    DAVID    ROAD
DUBLIN   Ol1    43O17
eS-|968
VOLKN^N    DALE    ^RNOLD
IO63    GALLEN    COURT
t'C'BILE   AL    366O8
BS-l96l      MS-l963
lriTERNATIONAL    PAPER    CO
VON6]LLERN    ROBERT    FREDERICK
BOX   fBS
CLIVE    IA    5OOS3
BS-|938
CANADA    DRY   Bat
VOR'ERK    MICH^EL   PAUL
SOS    N   9TH    ST
DuNC^N   OK    73S33
BS-I 977
SVC    FORESTER
OKLA    D[V    OF   FC)RESTRY
VC'SS    RONALD    LEE
BOX    750
OulNCY   C^   9597l
BS-|962
TIMBER    MCF2
SIERRA    PACIFIC     IIND
VOSS    Ill    H^RF`Y   FRITZ
2133   'ARREN
D^VENPOF`T    I^    52BO4,
BS-|972
l'    S    ARMY
VuRDuN    llASAN
HAVuZLU-SC'K    NO4
PFIOJE    T|HI
PARIS    CADDESI    ANKAFtA    TURKEY
MS-l974   PHD-l977
|SU
W
'ADE    ROBERT    VICTOR
1817    SATURN    DR
LAl<ELAl`lD    FL    338OI
BS-I 94e
US   DEFT    INTER
'AGONER    CORDON    BRIJCE
9   GREEN   FIELl)   PLACE




'AHL    JAMES    DALE
L47    BR]AN    DR
CHEt'AL]S   'A   98532
BS-|95|
FORESTER
'EYEF'll^EuSER   CD
'AllLERT   RICHARD   L
ll3    N    LARK    LANE
C^RBCh'DALE     IL   629OI
BS-|97|
PLANT    MGR
KOPPER   CO
'AHLGREN    liARC)LD    I
FOREST    SERVICE    USD^
PO   BOX   24|7
WASHINGTON    DC    2OOl3
BS-l95l      MS-l956
FOREST    SERVICE    l'SDA
|AKEFIELD    JOHN   PERSHING
56SO    N    W    5?    AYE




'^LK    FREDERICK    C'TtlA
288B9    LIBERTY   RD
S'EET   HO"E   OF'   97386
BS-|96|
DISTRICT    RANGER
USDA    FOREStT   SERVICE    'ILLA
'ALKER    CHF!lSTOPHER
FC'RESTFiY    CO"M
NORTHERN    RES    STN
ROSLIN   MIDLOTHIAN    ENGLAND
PllD-I 979
'ALLACE    ARTHl'R   LEE
a.2l    E    LINCOLN    AYE




'ALL^CE    RICHARD   PllILIP
RT    *|    BOX     116
'ASHBuRN   'I   54891
BS-|94.2
BuR    IND    AFFAIRS
'ALSH    DAVID    VINCENT
114   NORTH    7TH    ST
MISSOuRI    VALLEY    IA    51555
BS-|978
'ALTER    I.OuIS    F}ICHAF{D
l8O9   N   DuFF
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-1979
FOR    TECH
STORY    CO    CI]NSERVATION    BRD
'ALTERS   'R   'ARREN   I
BS-|948
'ALTON    MACON    KEITH
4798   SKYLINE   Rt}   S   |2




'Al'BOLD   LLOYD   D
%    MCDOr`ALD    LOGGINC    CO
LAKEVIEV    OR    9763O
BS-|930
'AND    JEFFREY    THOMAS
BOX    3O5
PRESTC)N   MN    55965
8S-|976
L OGGEF2
RAYMDND    REESE     LOGGING,
'ARD   HUBERT    BENNETT
a    Ft    *4,   BOX    37O
L(BBY   NT    59923
BS-L95O
US    FOFtEST    SERV
'ARFORD    GEOFtGE    WENDELL
BOX    214
DE    SOTA    IA    SOO69
BS-|979
'ARNER    WILLIAM    RICHARD
IO68    BAYBERRY    RD
LAKE    OSWEGC)    OF`    97O34
BS-|9S7
PRES
STuRDIHuILT   MFC   CO
'ARREN   CHARLES   'ERNER
5632    CORBY    ST
OMAHA    NE    68lO4
BS-|9SO
CITY    OF    OMAtlA
'ARRICK   CARL   D'AYNE
P    C)   BOX    S26
RESERVE    NA'    8783O
OS-l96l       MS-I 9C,2
ACRIC    DEPT
'ATERS    GARY    KENT
F!    R   *3
INDEPENDENCE    IA    5O644
BS-|974.
WATERS    JOHN    V'INFRED
loll   i   Got)D'[N   ST




'ATKIN    CLARK    'ILLIAl1
4516    MANOR    CIRCLE
SIOUX    CITY    IA    5llO4
BS-I 9a.7
'ATKINS   EUCENE    'ILLIA"
4332   S'LOBELIA   ST
POF2TLAND    OR    97219
BS-L923
F'ETIRED
WATSON    DAY)D    SCOTT
453O   BuCKTAIL   DR
ALLISCr`l    PARK    PA     l510l
BS-|979
'ATTERS    ALLAN   EUGENE
4,4,BO     LARKVOOD
EuGENE   OR    974O5
BS-|969
TECH    SERV    REP
MC)NSANTO    CO
'ATTS    ROGER    H
l23    MILLER    RD
BARFtfNGTON     'L    6OOIO
8S-l955
CC»'TAINER    CORD    OF    AM
'EBB    MARK    ALLEN
U    S   PEACE    CORPS
DIMIAO   BOHOL   632O
Pli'LIPPINES
BS-|977
u   S    PEACE    CORPS
'EBBER    DAVID    HAROLD
RFt    i    8C'X    99
TABOR    CITY    NC    284-63
BS-194.9
HOLLY    BAY    NRSY
'EBER    JOHN    LESLIE
9J26   SOUTH   5STH   Aye
C'AK    LAWN     IL    6O453
BS-|939
BISON    MILL'OFIK
'EERS    VIRGll.    ALV[N
RR     1
CENTER   JUNCTION    IA    52212
BS-I 9?7
RES   ASS6clATE
ISU
'EGER    MICHAEL   JOHN
P   0   BOX   37|
POTLATCtl    ID   83855
BS-|973
TIMBER    Bl'YER
POTLATCli    CORPOFiATION
'EINTZ    JON    CHAFtLES
2O3    S    MAPLE
AMES     IA    5OOIO
EIS-1978
WEIS    'R    ROBERT    ANTHONY
DEFIANCE     IA    51527
BS-1973
'ELCll   GARY    ARTlluR
492l     GREENWAY    DR
NORTH   LITTLE   ROCK    AR   ?2ll6
BS-L957
PROCUREMENT    MGR
KOPF'ERS    COMPANY     INC.
'ELTY    ROGER    GUY
731    9TH   ST
ASTC'RIA    OR    97lO3
BS-|97|
l`ARDBOARD    |ABOR
WEYERllAEl'SER    COMPANY
'ENDEL    GE:ORGE    'ILLIAM
NE    FOREST    EXP    STA
BOX    2O7
PARSONS   'V   26287
BS-|95|
RESEARCll    FC'REST
uS   FOREST    SERVICE
'ENDEL    ROBERT   WILLIAM
37OO    RICHMC)ND    RD    NE
CEDAR   R^PII)S    [^    524O2
BS-I 973
BLDG,    MAINT    MECH
ROCK'ELL    INTL    CC}LLINS    RDO
WENDT    LEROY    HC)WARD
2OI    N    GOuRER
LOS    ANGELES    CA    9OOOa.
BS-|93|
R    A    DONALD
'ERNER    Hl'GO    BIRKllAHN
2596O   YALE   ST
t`EMET    CA    9234-3
BS-|937
F`ETIRED
ESSMAN    'ONATr,Ar,    GREGG
64O5    N   LUNAR   CT
FT   COLLINS    CO   8O525
BS-|97e
FORESTER
TIMBEF!LINE    FORESTERS
JEST    DALE    'lLSC)N
7O9    NORTH    51-H
MANK^TO    MN    56OOI
BS-l947      MS-l952
CARGILL
®EST    DOltGLAS    KAYE
RR#2    BOX    'A49
'ILLIAMSTON   t¢C.    27B92
BS-19?1
DIST   CONTR    Sl)PR
WEYERllAEuSER    CO
'EST    JACl<    RAYMOND
IOl44    PINEAIRE    DFi
Sum   CITY    AZ    8S3SI
BS-|9®O
BET 'FtED
WEST    JAMES    'lLLIAM
2Sl5    E   4Tli   ST
TUG.SON    AZ    85716
BS-|926
RETIRED
'ESTPHAL   'ARREN   a
25O5    BuENA    VISTA    DR
BROOKFIELD    'I    530O5
BS-I 952
MIl.WAuKEE    SCHLS
WHEAT     JCISEPli    GILLE1-
794l    ZANGLe    ROAD    N    E
OLYll'PIA    ,A    98506
BS-l949      MS-l955
DIRECTOFi.     lMPRO
INDl'STRIAL    FOF{ESTRY
WllERRY    KEITH    DE'AYNE
l27-74    BULLIS   F!D
EAST     Al,F{C,RA    r`Y     l4-O52
BS-|962
0SMOS    'ODD    PRESEF!VING    CO
'HITE    MICtlAEL   LEE
422    AUSTIN    ST
ROCK'ELL    CITY    IA    5O579
BS-1978
DIST    SOIL    CONS
IA    SOIL     CONSEPVATION     SERVICE
WllI1-E    F}ALPH    'lLLIAM
726    I    BELLEVIEW    AYE
PORTERVILLE   CA    93257'
BS-194.2
BAY    AREA     XHAS     TREE    FAF`MS
'llITE    DONALD    ALFRED
Fi    a    ¢l    BC'X    376
BISMARCK    AR    71929
BS-|948
RET IRED
'HITE    UR    JAMES    DANIEL
AURORA     IA    5O6O7
BS-|96e
I,ITMORE    DONALD    BAILEY
6O9    liILDRED
CONROE   TX    7?Sol
BS-|972
MANAGEMENT    FOR.
LOUISIANA-PACIFIC    COF!P,
'tiITMOFtE    RALPH    EDWARD
F2R#l    971    NE    GLEN    CT
ESTACADA    OR    97O23
BS-196|
DIST.RAt`GER
U.S-FOREST    SERVICE
WIANT    REX     HARLAN
l909   ROOSEVELT
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|952
IC)WA     H'Y     COMM
'ICK    JOHN    GORDDN
R    R    *3
NEW    St1^RON    IA    5O2O7
BS-l968      MS-l97l
FARMER
SELF    a   LYNVILLE-SULLY    SCH
'lCKS    'ALLACE   WAYt`E
PO   BOX   |75
MAYESVILLE    NC    2S555
BS-|949
'lCKS   WALTER
P   0   BOX   ||92
POLSON   MT    5986O
BS-|92e
F!ETIFtED
'lD"AR    RICllARD    I
PO    BCIX    6S|
SALEM    MC'    6556O
BS-l975
BUREAU    OF    LAND    MGHT
'lDMARl<    CHARLES    Rl'SSELL
|625   S   6TH
BRAINERD    MN    S64OI
BS-195O
INSTRUCTOR
SCHOOL   DIST    l8l
|IE,ir`'    JC"N    LEONARD
26ll    PINEAPPLE    AYE
MELBOuF'NE    FL   3293S
BS-1936
uS   STEEL
'IER    ROBERT    ALAN
3O63    CEDARWC)OD    LN
FALLS    CHUF!CH   VA    22O42
BS-|9S)
FORESTER
FC'REST    SERVICE    ltSDA
V'lESE    BENJAMIN    Cl'RTIS
a   R    I
r,^RTLEY    IA    51346
BS-|967
'lGliT   BRl'CE    CHARLES
l322   9TH   ST   S   I
MASC'N    CITY     IA    5O4OI
BS-|973
DIST    CONSERV
USDA-SOIL    COr`,SERV    SVC
'ILES   MITCt'ELL   a
STAR    RT    BOX    22
CHESHIRE    OR   97419
BS-I 954
Bl'F2     LAND     MGMT
'lLEY    HARC)LD    ER'lN
RT   #|
CENTER    POINT    IA    52213
BS-|935
SELF
'ILFORD   DOUGLAS    EuCENE
587    MAGNOLIA   DR
WT    STERLING    KY    4O353
BS-|972
'lLllELM    GEOF!6E    FROST
38   SHEFFIELD   LN
C)AK    BFtOOK     IL    6O521
BS-1937
BACON    VENEER    CO
'lLtllTE   LAWRENCE    PAUL
6    ALLISDN    COlreT
CHARLESTDN    SC    294O7
BS-I 955      Ills-I 96O
RESEARCH    FOFtEST
l'S   FOREST    SERVICE
WILKE     ROGER     ALAN
ANDOVEFI     IA    527OI
BS-19S9
wILLASSOh'    DONALD    EUGENE
66O    WILSlllRE
VATERLOO     IA    5O7OI
BS-|9¢9
OWNER     MANAGEF`
FOSTERS     INC
'lLLIAMS   HENRY    STEIN
l3O4    ADAMS    AVE
TC'PPENtSH    WA   98948
BS-l958
ASST-FOF[EST    MGR
Bl'REAu   OF     INDIAN    AFFAIRS
'ILLIAMS    JAMES    GRANT
3Ol8    E    AYE    N    E
CEDAR    RAPIDS    IA    524O2
BS-\95\
HARGROVE     C.ONST
'ILl.SON   GEORGE    LYLE
P   0   BOX    loos
SLIDELL   LA   7O459
BS-I 94,a
SALES    REP-
CONSOLID-PROTECTIVE    COAT.
WILSON    JOHN    OTIS
l88OO    SE    TILLSTROM    RD
BORING    C'F2    97OO9
BS-|952
RETIRED
'[LSC'N    JOHN    RAYMOND
BOX    68
'HEATON    IL    60187
BS-|938
OWNER
SELF    EMPLOYED
'ILSON    RAYMOND    EARL
llALF'AY   OR   97834
BS-\ 964
RANCHER-CARPENT
SELF    EMPLOYED
'lLSON    SCO1'T    PETER
BS-l978      BS-l978
VILT    STEVEN    PAUL
2lll   I   lST   ST   *l
ANKENY     IA    5OO2l
BS-|979
SALES
GEORGIA-PACIF IC    COFiP
'lNTER   ERNST   HICKLIN
254   C'TF'uS    F!D
NEW    ORLEANS    LA    7-Ol23
BS-|95O
WINTER     F!OBIN    F{ANDALL
53l    S    l8Tr,    AP,    1O7
LINCOLN    NE    685O8
BS-1979
BERCIER     COP,ST    C.0
WIR1-Z    ARTHUR    LE"UEL
Sol    I    FULTON
'lLLIAMS    AZ   86O46
BS-|973
GOVERNMENT    FORE
uS    FOREST    SERVISE
WISCH    JOHN    CARL
loo    FIF!CFiEST    RD
CHEHALIS   'A   98532
BS-|959
SCOTT    PAPER    COMPANY
'lSE    JAY   FRANK
DRAWER    '
WEST    PALM    BEACH    FL    336O2
BS-|95O
O'ENS-ILLINOIS    INC
'ITHERSPOON    JOliN    CR^WFORD
l5O7    GLADNY    DR
B^STROP   LA    7122O
BS-|94O
'lTMER    CARROLL    ROBERT
SOS    ROAD    STREET
FARMINGTON    IA    S2626
BS-|94O
RETIRED
'ITT    RONALD    ALAN
505    JASPER
CLOOuET    MN    5572O
BS-1973
SUPERVISOR
POTLATCH    CORD
'lTTF`uP   BRl'CE   ARDEN
l896    N   GOVERr`DRS   LN
liOFFMAN   ESTATES    IL    6Ol95
BS-|962
MGR/TECH    SERV
uS   GYPSUM
a,ANN    I(ENNETr,    ERNEST
P   0   BOX   369
WISCONSIN    FiAPIDS   'I    54494
BS-|949
'lS    DEF'T    NAT   RE
'OLF    ERNEST    T
BS-|9|¢
WOOD    THC)HAS    RICKARD
53   goth   ST
DES    MOINES    IA   5O312
BS-|943
'00D   |ILLIAM   CHARLES
l2495   'ESTRIDGE   DR
F!ENO   NV   895ll
BS-|952
ASSISTANT    ADMIN
S1-ATE    OF     NEVADA
'OF2STER    JOHN    RALPH
4O2l     PHC'EN[X
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|948
ASST     ST    SOIL
SOIL    CC'NSERVATlON    SERV
'RAY    PAUL    HARLAND
IOl8    AFiKANSAS
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-l968   PllD-l974
ISU
WRIGHT    JOHN    ANDREW
P    0    BOX    828
SUTHERLIN   I)a   97479
BS-|959
LAND    l'SE    PLANNE
uS    FOREST    SERV
WRIGllT   'R   PAUL   I
ll20    3OTH    ST
MARIC'N    IA    523O2
BS-|97S
WRITER    BOSS    ANTHONY
X     DELBERT     WFtITEF}
BOX    42O6
|APATO   WA    9695|
BS-|969
US    FOREST    SERV
'l'LFF   'lLBUR   ADOLPH
2345    22ND    ST




YANCY    JOHN    liENF!Y
l'SFS    RF`*l    BOX    3OO
MARION   VA    24354
BS-|972
YANG    RICKY    L
BS-|975
YARGuS   'AYNE    OR^
STAR    RC)UTE     BC'X     l2
lllLL    CITY    SD   577'45
BS-|957
NE'    YORK    LIFE    I
YC)COM    THEODORE    RALPH
*39   LANCE    DR
SAVOY     IL    61874,
BS-|94|
PROP    OF    FOREST
UNIV    OF     ILLINOIS
YODER    'R    RALPH    E
BS-|938
YOuX.ER     JOHN    CLAYTON
l72l    FOF!EST    VALLEY    DR
FT    ,AYNE     IN    a.6815
BS-|96O
MANAGEF}
GEORGIA    PACIFIC    C.ORP
YOUKEY    CHARLES    EDWARD
IO32    VILLA    PARK    DR
TRC'Y    Ml    ¢8O98
BS-|968
AREA    DIF}ECTC)F!
CHRISTIAN    BROADCASTING
YOUNG    DAVID
l6O4    6ATE'AY   AYE
LAS    VEGAS    NV    89lO4
BS-1965
RESOURCE    OFFR
u   S    FOREST    SERVICE
YOUNG    EDWARD    I
l34l    ANDRE'   OR
GLEND^LE    MO   63122
BS-|95O
SEW    VP
CLAYTON    BROICERACE    CC'
YOIJNKIN    MAX    CHARLES
US    FOREST    SERVICE
LOYALTC)N     CA    96118
BS-|96|
FORESTER
US   FOREST    SERVICE
Z
ZAIDLICZ    ED'IN
72a.   PARK    LANE
BILLINGS    MT    59lO2
BS-|949
STATE    DIRECTDR
BUREAU   OF    LAND    MG"I
ZEN,AN    I,0,^RD    A
%    ARTHUR    ZEHAN
RT   *|
OT1-OSEN     IA.    5OS7O
BS-|968
ZIEB^RTH    ROBEF!T    l<l'RT
7    N    PUEBLC'    ROAD
T^C)S    NM    87S7l
BS-|93|
BET I F2ED
ZIHMER    MARTIN    'I)SEPH
l8O8    N   3RD    ST
coEuR   D    AIENE    ID    B3814
BS-|96L
ZIMMER    RANDY    L
PO    BOX    491
PAGOSA    SPFtlNGS    CO   81147
8S-I 973
s^N   'uAN   NTL   FO
zlNt'ERNAN    ELIOT    t'Il.LEAN
2J72    JASPER   AYE
FT   NYEFtS    FL   339O7
BS-|93|
FORESTER,AD"lN.
p-I-FREE    L.^NCE    'RITER
ZuURING    tlAr,S    ROBEF`T
eO5    CONT,MENTAL    ,AY




^BF`^l1^NSON   Ct`^RLES    DE'EY
735   N   PAFtK   |3S
CENTERVILLE    IA   52544
BS-I 976
CARPENTER
HO'EF`    PHILLIPS
ALLAN    LOW    RAY
R   a   'l   BOX    ll2
AURELI^    IA    51OO5
BS-1974
ASST    EXEC    OFFR
CHEROKEE    CO   CONSERVATION
ALTN^N    GAFtY    LEE
BOX    |99
LIBBY   NT   S9923
BS-1972      BS-I 97'3
FORESTRY    TECH
uS   FOREST    SEFtV
ANDERSEN    ROGER    NICH^EL
7lOO    i    EVANS^VE
*4-29   EASTGATE
DENVER    CD    ®O224
BS-|977
DENVER   POST
ANDERSON    DAVID    EARL.
RT   ||
VAN    METER     IA    5O26l
BS-I 973
Ant)EFtSON    G^FtY    ALAN
633   EAST    SuNLAND   DR
Cr1^NDLER    AZ    85224
BS-1974
BAIF`D    PHILIP   RICHARD
UNIV    C)i    MN    ^G    DIY
*NATuF{AL    RESOURCES
CROC'KSTON    MN    56716
BS-1977
UNIV    I)F    NN    TECHNICAL    COL.
BANCROFT    HELVIN    LEON
3O9   i   SHA'NEE
DES    NOINES    IA    SO313
BS-i 977
HAN^GER
^LVIN    L    ATCllESON
BECKER    DAVID    ALBERT
l2O®    BuRLINGTON
lO'^   CITY    IA   5224O
BS-|9BO
PARK    RANGER
U   S    ARt'Y    CORD    OF    ENGINEER
BEHM    GREGORY    LEE
l8lO    FEF}NVIE'    LN
MCHENRY     IL    6OO5O
BS-|97S
PARK    R^NCER    ]II
STATE   OF    'LLINC'IS
BESCHORNER    LEG)    F
loo   SUNSET   ST
'AVEF`LY    'A    SO677
BS-|97O
PLANT    MANAGER
Cl'STO"   PAR    INC
BEVINS    MICt'AEL    ALAN
2534   AYE   a
COUNCIL   BLUFFS    IA   515OI
BS-|976
BIECr,LED    DAN    LESLIE
29lS   8Tll   STREET
MAFtION    IA    523O2
BS-I 97'5
ADHIN    ASSISTANT
LINN    COUNTY   CONSERV^TI ON
BLOONOUIST    STEPHANIE    K
BOX   45|
GO'RIE    IA   5O543
BS-I 972
A    HOMEMAl<ER
8OYLE    GARY    THOMAS
P   0   BOX   433
C.ONRAD    IA    5O62l
BS-|976
ORDEB    ANALYST
FISHER    CC)NTRDLS    CO.
BuRDIT'    AUDREY   LYNN
328   N'    lSTH   ST
CORV^LLIS    C'R   9733O
BS-I 976
LOG    SYSTEM    SPEC.
USDA   FOREST    SERVICE
BURGER    CuRTIS    EUGENE
l3ll    NCreTH    DAl<C,TA    *l
AMES     l^    5OOIO
BS-|976
LDSCAPE    AFiCH.
SELF-EMPLOYED
BUTLER    DALE    ALAN
BOX    256
COPPER    MOUNTAIN    CO    8O443
BS-|974
SUPV    OF    TRANSPO
COPPER    MTN    INC
CAMPBELL    GENE   ED'ARD
ll25    KNOLL'AY   CT
AuBuRN    AL    3683O
BS-l97l       MS~l973   PHD-l979
ASSIST   PROP
Al)Bl'RN    l'NIVEF`SITY
CAMPBELL    JOHN   PAUL
Fit     1
KELLEY    IA    5Ol34
BS-|974
3    M     COFZP
CAMPBELL    PHILIP    JC)llN
STAR    RT
LAYTON    NJ    O7B5l
BS-197O
NATL    PARK    SERV.
CASE    GARY    ALLEN
42L3    SOUTl1    'HEATON    AYE
wr,EATON    IL    6Ol87
BS-1977
CASTLE   JOHN   C
LOT   'l2   I,'OLIDAY    TR    CT
NORTH    LIBERTY    IA    52317
BS-|976
PARK    F`ANGEF2
CORPS    OF    ENGR
CllAMPlON    MICHAEL    ALAN
2938    JEFFERSOr`l    AYE
DAVENPORT    IA    528O3
8S-|972
COLTRAIN    MICHAEL    E
P    C)    BOX    61
ELKHART    [A    5OO73
BS-1976
PARK    RANGER
uS    ARMY    CORPS    OF    ENGRS
CUDDEBACK    LAltRENCE    J
a   F   D   *l
WASHINGTC)N    IA    52353
BS-|972
ASSNT    PARK    M6R
CORPS    OF    ENGINEEF!S
DAVIS    StiARC)N    ELIZABETH
4O1    WEST    3RD
HuSC^TINE    IA   52761
BS-|977
NATURALIST
Ml)SC^TINE    CO    CONSERV    BD
DA'SON    JEFFREY   O'EN
l917    B    MELROSE
C:HANP^lGN     IL    61e2O
BS-l971      HS-l973   PHD-l978
ASST    PROF    FOR
UNIV    OF     ILLINOIS    FORESTRY
DEAL    VIRGINIA    LYNN
R   R   |1
ALGONA     IA    5OSll
BS-|972
DENAF'CE    'ERRY   LA'RENCE
20    HICKORY    ST
NORTH    LIBERTY    IA    52317
BS-l97O
ASST    PARK    MGR
US    CORPS    OF    Et`GINEERS
DIERKSEN    JOHN    EDWARD
328   N   9TH   ST
CLINTON     IA    52732
BS-I 97.7
DORR    TIMOTHY    LANE
RT     i     BOX    34,OA
NORTH    LIBEFiTY    IA    52317
BS-|97|
lA    CONS     COMM
DULL    THOMAS    CllARLES
PO    BOX   38
DELTA    JUNCTION    AK    99737
8S-1973
Pump    STA    Sl'PRV
ALYESKA    PIPELINE    SERVICE
ELDRIDGE    WILLIAM    DEAN
85OI    CRAIGER   COURT
ANCHORAGE    AK    995O7
BS-L97l       MS-1974
PEACE    C:OFiPS
ELLERHOFF    JAMES    F
26O|-48TH
DES    MOINES     IA    5O3lO
BS-1972
EF!ICKSON    ROBEF!T     WELOON
GENERAL    DELIVERY
SHOSHANE    ID   83352
BS-|976
PARKS   'ILDLIFE
US    GOVERNMENT    PEACE    CORPS
FOX    STEVEN    i
7O36    AVENIDA    ROTELLA
SAM    JOSE    CA    95139
BS-|972
ASST    MGR
OFl-GALA
FRANKS    DENNIS    JOr`N
14319    DIPLC)MAT    DRIVE
TAMPA    FL     33612
BS-l977
PARK    RANGER
ROCK     ISLAND    DIST    ENGRS
FUNK    TED    ALYN
IOO9    STATE    ST
OSAGE     IA     5O46l
BS-|972
CABINET    MAKER
SELF    EMPLOYED
CLIME    RUSSELL    DEAN
R    R    A'2    BOX     ®l69
VINTON    IA    52349
BS-|972
BENTON    CO    CONST
CLOVER    TIMOTHY    CHRIS
810    S    KENNEDY
MADRID    IA    5Ol56
eS-|972
EXEC    OFFICER
CRA'FORD    CO    CONSEF!V    BC)ARD
GFtAY    GLORIA    LEE
LONDON    RANGER     DIST
D    BOONE    NATL    FORST
LONDC]N    KY     a.O74l
BS-|974
FCIRESTRY    TECli
US    FOREST    SERVICE
llACH    LARRY    DEAN
P    a   BOX    7
CRANE    LAKE     MN    55725
BS-|973
uS    PARK     FiANGER
NAIL    PARK     SERV
HAMELAu    STEVEN    M
422   4TH   ST   S   I
WAVERLY     IA    5O677
BS-1972
Suet   OF   PUBLIC
CITY    OF    'AVERLY
HAFtE     MARK     EDWARD
P   0   BOX    6O88
SHERIDAN    'Y    828OI
BS-|975
HARRELL    STEPliEN    ARNOLD
6718    SILVERMINE    #lO4
AUSTIN   TX    78736
BS-L969
S\JPT/F'ARl<S   a   PL
ELMHURST    PARK    DISTRICT
HART    JAMES    GENE
IO47   I   'ASHINGTON
SPRINGFIELD    IL    627O2
BS-|97O
REC    a.    RESOURCE
ST-OF    IL,-DEPT.    OF    CONSER
HA'OF!Tll    ALVIN    DAMERY
l6O5    PARK    AYE
PERU   NE    6842l
BS-|976
TIMBER     BUYER
MIDWEST    WALNUT
llERREN    DAVID    FRANK
237A    MONRC]E     ST
C)SWEGO     IL    6O543
BS-|975
SALESMAN
KORNAK    I)LDSMOBILE.AUDI
llEYN    APRIL    ANN
BOX    242
El/REKA    MT    59917
BS-1975
HICKMAN    BLAIK    H
BOj{    |59F
KODAK    TN    37764
BS-|974
I+lNRICHS    C:llERI     ANN
3621     177Tli    PL   NE
ARLINGTON    WA   98223
BS-1977
RECREATIC)N    TECll
BltREAu    OF    LAND    MANAGEMENT
HOFMASTEFi     RICK
l232    NORTHWESTERN
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|973
Hall   RANDY    PllILIP
RTE    2
CONRAD    IA     5O62l
BS-|973
Halt    BRIAN    F'H)LIP
a   a   #2
STRATFC)RD     IA    50249
EIS-197l
EXEC    DIRECTOR
HAMILTON    CO    CONSERV    BOARD
Halt    JOHN   FRANKLIN
l2l    FC'REST    vIE'    TR    CT
lOWA    CITY     IA    5224O
BS-|972
MAINTENANCE     MAN
IC)WA     CC)NSERVATION    COMM
Hl)MPHREY    TERRY    ALLEN
l952    ERNST    ST
BURLINGTDN     IA    526OI
BS-|977
REC.TECH.
USDI.BUREAU    OF    LAND    MANAG
r,UTING    PAUL    BRIAN
32S    SUNSET    ROAD
WATERLC]O     IA    50701
BS-|976
SALES    PERSON
THE     BOATYARD     INC
IRWIN    KIRK    LESLIE
RR    Jr3
PAMMEL     ST    PARK
W'NTERSET     IA    5O273
BS-|978
PARK     FiANGEF!
PAMMEL    STATE    PARK
'ACC'B    ROGER    ALAN
SOS    HICKORY
t`UXLEY    IA    5Ol24
BS-1976
FORESTRY    LEADER
IA    CONSEFiVATlON    CC)MM
JC)HNSON    DC)UGLAS    C
3528    ELM    AYE    SE
CEDAF{    RAPIDS     IA     524+O3
BS-197|
FORESTER
LINN    CO    CONS    BD
JOrtNSON    JERALD    LYNN
6945    13Tli    AYE    S
RICHFIELD    MN    55423
BS-|97|
FOODS    CC'OK
PARKVIE'     TFiEATMENT    CENTER
JOHNSON    LAWRENCE    EU6ENE
l5OB    RICHMC)ND
DES    MOINES    IA    5O316
BS-|97S
PAF{K    RANGER
U    S    ARMY    CC)eps    OF    Er`GR
'OllNSON   LINDA    SUE
CAMP    HITAGA    RR     I
'ALKER    IA    S2352
BS-|973
MANAGER
BuTTERFIELO    TliEATRES     INC
JONES    PAT-RICIA    SUSAN
41ll     WESTBROOt(     DR
STILL'ATER    C'K    74,O74
BS-|975
Nl'F{. LABORER
INCIARD'     GREENHOUSES
'UNKHANN    DONALD    LEROY
l74O    llTH    ST
MANSON     IA    5O536
BS-|978
KALMES    DARRELL    LEE
BS-|972
KENNEY    DAVID    I
lOIO~A    KESSLER    CT
FT    BENNING    GA    319O5
13S-l972      BS-l9?3
CHEW    STAFF
uS    ARMY
KESSELL    ANDREW    RAY
l612    C    AYE
CEDAR    F`APIDS    IA    524O2
BS-I975
K'OLHEDE    DAVID    LEE
414    N    E    8TH    ST
ANKENY    IA    50O2l
BS-|97|
ASST    D]R
IA    DEVELOPMENT    COMMISSION
KONRAD    'OEL    GENE
CAF!PENTER     IA    5O426
BS-|973
KREBS    KYLE    l.EE
a    R
NEVADA    IA    5O2OI
BS-1978
FIELD    SuPT
STD    CO    CC}NSERV    BOD
LANGTI"M    DAVID    DUANE
4726    STURDEVANT
DAVENPORT     IA    S28O6
BS-1975
LARSON    WILLIAM    REED
R    R    #1
STORY    CITY     IA    5O248
BS-|975
ANM^LCARTKR     II
ISU
LARWIC:K    DAVID    K
R    R    #l    BOX    2O3B
LA    CENTER    WA    98629
BS-|976
FORESTER
US    FOREST    SERVICE
LEHENBAUER     STEVEN    CRAIG
435    BURLINGTON
MISSOuLA    MT    598OI
BS-|977
FC)RESTRY    TECtl
USDA   FOREST    SERVICE
LEPPLA    TERRY    K
ISl6   I   38TH
DAVENPORT    IA    528O6
BS-L976
REAL    ESTATE    BOO
LEVEKE    SUSAN    JANE
2724    EAST    9TH   ST
DES    MOINES    IA    5O316
BS-|977
'A    STATE    CONSERVATION    CM
LE,IS     MARr`     ANDREW
4OI     S    WEBSTER
OTTUM'A    IA    525OI
BS-|977
LC}WENBERG     II     CARMI     F
F!    R    r2
DONNELLSON     IA    52625
BS-l966      BS-l973
ll.H.'ORKER
MENTAL    HEALTH     INSTIT,
Ll'NC)STAB-VOGT    BARBARA
R    R    *|
IRENE    SD    57O37
BS-|973
PASTOF!
TRINITY    LUTHEFiAN    CONGF`EGA
HACK    ANDREW     J
2OO9    Slat    ST
DES    MOINES     IA    5O3lO
BS-|976
DSM    CITY    PARKS    DEFT
MAILANDER    CARL    PETER
lll7    BETSY    LN
'EBSTEFi    CITY    IA    5O595
BS-1975
MCGRAW    PHYLLIS    SUZANNE
loos   I   4Tll   ST
CEDAFi    FALLS     IA    5O613
S   -1973
MENS]NG    DAVID    BERYL
IO57    S    12TH    ST
COTTON'00D   AZ   B6326
BS-1973
MESSERLY    RICHARD    LYLE
6O9    'ES1-     lO1'll
CEDAR    FALLS    IA    5O613
BS-1971
110G    BUYER
BATH    PACKING    CC]
MORRIS    MARVIN    WILFRED
R    R    #2
MONROE    CITY     MC)    6345+6
eS-1973
PARK    RANGER
l'S    ARMY    C.DRPS    OF    ENGINEER
NEWHARD    RICHARD    DONALD
44-39    GRACE    ST
SCliILLER    PARK    IL    Sol?6
BS-|97|
COOK    COl'NTY
NIE'OEHNER     JACt<    L
26O4.   I    55TH    ST
DAVENPORT     IA   528O6
BS-|973
DAVENPORT    PARK
NOLIN    MICllAEL    GENE
2920    E    OV|D
DES    MOINES     IA    5O317
BS-|972
FEEDER    DRIVER
UNITED    PAF`CEL
ODEGAARD    LOUISE     ALICE
P   a   BOX   6|7
JEMEZ    SPRINGS    NM    87025
BS-|972
FORESTER
US    FOREST    SERVICE
OLSON    DALE    CllARLES
1508    GRAND
'EBSTER   CITY    IA    5O595
BS-|974
REAL    ESTATE    SAL
JOE    BUELL
C'LSON    DAVID    JOHN
SWAN     LAKE
CAFiROLL    IA    514OI
BS-1972
EXEC    OFFICER
CARROLL    CO    CONS    BD
C)LSON    KAREN    JEAN
26    OAK    KNOLL    DR
WHIT-I     BEAR     LAKE     MN    5511O
BS-|97B
|AB    TECH
3M
OSSIAN    ROGER    ALAN
R      F!      1
FOLK    CITY    IA    5O226
BS-|971
PARK     RANGEF!
STATE    OF    IO|A
PHILLIPS    STEVEN    LANE
l20O    MONROE
MENDOTA     IL    6134,2
BS-|973
PIERSON    I(EITH    ALAN
615O5    TANYA    DR
BEND    I)R    977OI
BS-|97|
PROESCHDLDT    MARK    DOUGLAS
LISCOMB     IA    5Ol4B
BS-|973
PUTNEY    MIKE    T
258O    TABLE    ROCK    RD
MEDFORD    OR    9750l
EIS-1976
PK    TECHNICIAN
ARMY    CORPS    OF    ENGINEERS
FiAINBO'    GARY    MICHAEL
59O9    MEADO'00D    DFi
MADISON    Wl    537ll
BS-l974    MLA-l977
REED    PATRICK    llAROLD
X    r,GRACE    H    ALBRIGHT
BOX    477
GRAND    CANYON    AZ    B6O23
BS-|97|
NAT    PARK     SER
REED    PHYLLIS    LOUISE
93O    PENN    AYE
STORY    CITY    IA    5O248
BS-|972
SELF    EMPLOYEC)
REHFUSS    JERRY    PAUL
946    JACOBSEN    FIB
NEENAH    WI    54956
BS-|972
COST    ANALYST
KIMBERLY-CLARK    CORD
REVELLO    LINDA    UENE
CO    NATIC)NAL    MC'NUMENT
FRl'ITA    CO   8152l
BS-|974
lllST.SITE     SUFIVW
PIX    THOMAS    L`n`lN
R    a    #l    goo    CEDAR    ST
SLATER    IA    50244
BS-|97|
ROVER    GARY    LEE
3227    LAVERNE
KLAMATH    FALLS    OR    976OI
BS-l97|
USAF
RUSSELL    THC)HAS    E
IS36    HURRAY    DR
GARLAND    TX    75O42
8S-|976
ANDERSON    ERICKS
SANDERS    JAMES    LEE
22lO    35TH    ST
DES    MOINES     IA    5O3lO
BS-l97l      BS-l974
ASSIST    EDITOR
SOIL    CONSERVATION
SCllEINOST    CRAIG    ALAN
966    PATSY    DR
POCATELLO    ID   832OI
BS-\973
SCHNEIDER    LAWRENCE     '
l4,99    E    SANTIAM
STAYTON    OR    97383
BS-|976
RECREATION
BuREAU    OF    LAND    MANAGEMENT
SEGGERMAN    ROBERT    LEE
14OI    BANCROFT    ST
OMAHA    NE    68lO8
BS-|972
COMPUTER    PROG
USAF
SHEPARD    RICHAF`D    ROY
734   GUTliRIE
DES    MOINES     IA    5O316
BS-|972
SMITH    DAVID    ALAN
216    CLAYTON
MARYVILLE    MC'    64468
BS-l97O
SMITll    DAVID    LEIGH
OIL    N     INSTITl/TE
DIXON     IL    6lO2l
BS-|973
F`EG     COOF!D
ST    OF     ILL    EWER    SERV
SMITl+    EPIC    LEON
1922-9TH    ST    S    I
CEDAR    RAPIDS    IA    524O4
BS-l972      MS-l974
STEEN    BRIAN    LOWELL
PO    BOX    203
CENTRAL    VALLEY    CA    96Ol9
BS-1972
PUB    INFO    SPECIA
US    FOREST    SERVICE
STEINMAUS     JOSEPH    M(CHAEL
l6O9    MULBERRY
Ml'SCATINE    IA    5276l
BS-|97O
ENVIR.ANALYST
STANLEY    CC)NSl/LTANTS
STEWART    UAMES    ANDREW
PO    BOX    3E)3
v'[NONA    MC)    65588
BS-1972
FORESTER
Sl+ANNOr`IDALE    CHURC.ll    FOREST
STUART    JOHN    ED'ARD
163l     GFiEENWOOD    DR
OTTuMWA     IA    525Ol
8S-L976
EXECUTIVE    OFFIC
WAPELLO    CO    CONSERVATION
SWAR1|Z    KAF!IN    I
78lO    E   79TH   ST    SOUTH
TuLSA   OK    ?4133
BS-197|
CLAIMS    APPROVER
METF!C)PC)LITAr,     lNSURANCE
SWARTZ    ,R    RICrlARD    DAVID
78lO    E    79TH    ST    SOUTH
TULSA    I)K    74133
BS-|97l
ESTIMATOF!
SHELL    a    FIBE    CO
TA6TC)I    RICK    ALAN
227    CUTLER    ST
WATEF!LOO     IA    SO7O3
BS-|976
BLACK    I,A,K    CC)
TuHY    JOEL    STEFAN
216   E    7Tll    ST   ST   |l
MC'SCO'    lO    8384,3
BS-|977
STUDENT
UNIVERSITY    OF-     IDAl10
TURNER    DAVID    LARRY
8L6    S    F`ODNEY
rlELENA    MT    596OI
BS-|972
GS5
US    FOREST    SERV
l)llLENBURG    KAREN    SUE
84O   S    ONEIDA    #A206
DENVER    CO    8O224
BS-|977
PARK    RANGER
CITY    OF    'liEAT    RIDGE
uLLRICll    RICl+ADD    DOUGLAS
26O8    LEE    tlWY   J'l
ARLINGTON    VA    222OI
BS-1972      MS-l975
VANDYKE    ROBERT    F
836   5Tl|   ST
WEST    DES    MOINES     IA    5O265
BS-1976
FIELD   uNDER'RIT
LINCOLN    NATIONAL    LIFE
'ARD    'R    NC'RHAN   CLARENCE
l222    RtDGEWOOD
AMES     IA    5OOIO
BS-|97O
'ATTIEFi    THC'MAS    STEVEN
R    F{    *6
ESTERBROI]K   'Y   82633
BS-|977
REC    TECH
uS    FOREST    SERVICE
'ERNIHONT    RC)Beet    LEC'
2OI    FRONT    ST   *5
PCI    BOX    |S4
C^SVILLE   'I    53SO6
BS-I 976
'ETMOFtE    BRIAN    DELVY
l18    N    BEVERLY    ST
'HEATON    IL    6OL87
BS-|977
URBAN    FORESTER
SELF-EMPLOYED
'lAROA    MERLYN   L
R    R    *2
DC)'S     IA    5OO71
BS-|97J
FARMER
SELF    EMPLOYED
'IECK    RICllARD   ERNEST
609   I    22ND
CEDAF!    FALLS     IA    5O613
BS-|973
BLACl<    CO    COr`lSV
WIESKAHP    JOHN    ROBERT
939   'HICHER
MuSCATINE    IA    527'6l
BS-|976
'ILLIAMS    RONALD    FRED
*LEVIS    6,    CLARK    ST    PRK
RR
ONA'A     [A    5lO¢O
BS-|97|
PARK    F!ANGER
IA    CONSERV    CC)HM
'YMORE    GARY    DEAN
PO    BOX    231
PELLA    IA    50219
BS-|975
SALNDER    OPERATOR
RDLSCREEN    CO
YANCEY    TIMOTHY    JAMES
VIKING    LAKE    ST    PARK
STANTON    IA    51573
BS-L973
ST    PARK     RANGEF!
IA    CONSERVATION    COMM
ZOSKE    PAUL    ALAN
RR|
lluBBARD    IA    5Ol22
BS-|977
FEDERAL    BUREAU    OF    LAND    MG
